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ABSTRACT
I examine trends in universities and continuing education in Canada from
the stand point of a nonmainstream student. and consid er bow studen ts are defmed
in this context. I draw from standpoint. postmod em , and critical theories to
understand the soci al construction of knowledg e and identity . J develop a praxis
model to expose hidde n assum ptions and dicho tomies evident in literature relating
to educa tional poli cy and pedagogical theory and practice .
Many universities state a commitment to provide lifelong learning and
community outreach. The efforts of adult educators and continuing ed ucat ion
departments can be hampered by institutional assump tions thatcontinuing ed ucation
is inherently "second best - to mainstream pro grammes. Continuing education
depanments are now asked to become more effi cient and profitabl e by des igning
programmes to make univers ity education more relevan t to labour market
demands. I argu e lbat this "co rpo rate agenda - will have a negative effect on the
quality of education nonmainstream students receive, and on me universi ty' s role
in sustainable co mm unity devel opment .
Critical and feminist pedagogies propose an education tha t is empowering
at both the indiv idual andcollec tive level s . Whi le I challen ge some assumptions
in these models , they offe r the bes t hope to develop the critical ability of peopl e
to engage in social trans form ation at the local and global levels .
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CHAPTER ONE: THE INESSENTIAL STUDENT
Tbeories and goals of education don' t matter a whit if you don't
consider your students to be human beings .
- Lou Ann Walker
In 1983. I began my university education by enrolling in an evening course .
The experiences I shared with my classmates over me next several yean planted
the seeds for this research . Ou r progress through an off-campus, pan-time degree
programme was shaped by both the satisfaction of excelling in univers ity studies
and by the frustration of being peripheral, or "inesse ntial" to the universi ty as we
faced administrative barriers and negative attitudes about our commi tment and
ability as students. The impact of these attitudes crystallized when I finally earned
my fltSt degree. only to bear people say, "bu t that 's DOt a real degree, is it?·
In this thesis. I reflect on academi c programmes des igned for
nonmaiDstream srudenta-tbose people who by choice or necessity do not attend
fuJI-time programmes on campus . My experi ences as a ncnmaiastream student
provide a starting point from which I study the role andexpectations of adult and
continuing education in the university. and what effects these have on the smdents
who attend such programmes . Continuing education programmes such as the one
I atte nded grew from a vision of extending the univers ity's knowledge to the
conununity and a desire to promote "lifelong learnin g." I analyse these concepts
and conside r why. at the administrative level, these programmes are rarely linked
2to the ce ntral activities of the academy , and why they are seen as a "second best-
to on-eampus offerings .
This percei ved inadequacy bas fac ilitated a troub ling trend in continuing
education. As flnanc lal constraints in postsecondary educatio n have risen .
corpora tist interests have become increasingly evident-w hat Newson and
Buc hbind er (1988) cal l the "new age nda ". Wi thin this corporate agenda. co ntinuing
educa tion has been identified as an ideal site for profit generation. The •Smith
Report - (S .L . Smith 1991), comm issioned by the Association of Unive rsities and
Colleges in Canada . presents its recomm endations fo r the future ro le of Cana dian
universities. Eage r to see what role continuing education migh t have to play . I was
dismayed to find tha t The Report promotes the idea of transforming continuing
education into "industry" programmes whereby corporate sponsors can purchase
courses designed to suit their needs . This emp hasis is counter to both the historical
vision of lifelong learning and to the potential that I see for continuing education
to parti cipate in community development. Realizing that The Smith Repo rt's
recommendation reflected a growing "market approach- to continuing education.
I decided to examine more thorou ghly what I believe the futur e visio n of
co ntinuing education should be.
THE CURRENT CLIMATE AND FUrlJRE VISION
My research focuses on the representa tion o f students who are in the realm
of continuing education pro grammes . This focus rang es from the effects existing
policies have on students. to the potential roles students can have in designin g and
participating in programmes that reflect their own priorities. Wi thin this student
context, I examine the evolution of the field of adul t education as a disci pline and
continuing education as a primary site of adult education . I argu e that insti mtional
attitudes abou t the role and status of adul t and continuing education has had a
direct impact upon the quality of educa tion and serv ices nonmains tream students
receive. These attitudes create dichotomies between mainstream and
nonmainstrearn students and programm es , where by nonmainstrearn prog rammes
are seen as a second best to the ideal of on-campus programmes . Nonmainstrearn
programmes that are viewed as inefficient. may be redesigned to become more
profitable. This can lead to programmes being redesigned to reflect the interests
of corpo rate clients at the expense of the needs of srudenLs. Critical and feminist
theorists and educators have developed pedagogics that chall enge dominant forms
aCknowledge construction anddissemination. They promote approaches to learning
that respect and integrate students' inter ests and needs . However , these fields also
contain their own assumptions lhat can limit their potential to promote studen t-
centred learning and social change .
Inspired by the legac y of thehistorical involvement of university extens ion
workers in communi ty development. such as the Antigonish Movement' , many
adult educators are now cal ling for a rev ival of that spiri t (Welton 1987 , Lovett
et al . 1983, Cruikshank 199 1. 1994a) . These histori cal attempts at engaging in
social change achieved varying degrees of success. and in retr ospec t may have bad
limited emancipetc ry potential . Rather than deem ing the vision of communi ty
development as irrelevant. much can be learned from the mode ls developed by
critical and feminis t peda gogical theorists that attempt to empower studen ts to think
cri ticall y about the ir identities. loca tions , and role in effecting soci al change .
Supporting community development initia tives can assi st these empowered students
to utilize thei r educa tion effectiv ely. As Frei re (1989) asserts, emancipatory
education is only effective if people acti vely engage in social trans formation .
ONE STUDENT'S srANDPOINT
I was an extension stud ent for several years and earned my firs t
undergrad uate degree through extension andcorres pondence courses . My interes t
in lhis topic flows from a very pers onal und erstanding of continuing ed ucatio n. As
I began to cond uct my research, I knew that I did not want to separate my
'As I wiU explain in Chapter 3 , lhis movement, started by the Extension Department
of St. Francis Xav ier University in the 1920s . prom oted education to support community
development in eco nomicall y dep ressed rural areas .
personal knowledge from my academic work. I have adapted ideas from Dorothy
Smith (1987, 199Oa)and Sandra Harding (1991) to develop an understanding of
how I can use my "student standpoint" to examine the broader context of
nonmainstream students and programmes, and to consider how students are defined
within the educational models designed for them. To research from this standpoint,
I developed a theoretical framework that draws from feminist standpoint theory ,
as well as critical and postmodern theories examining the social construction of
experience and identity. The concept of praxis enables me to reflect upon and
contexruallze this experience and the construction of student identities.
Feminist Standpoint Theory
Feminist theorists criticize mainstream social science practices of creating
value-free or objective research . All knowledge is constructed in a social context
which invariably has an effect on the infonnation that is presented. Claims of
objectivity merely hide the biases and hidden influences of the information. An
open acknowledgement and examination of a researcher's standpoint helps to
prevent hidden biases. More importantly, researching from the standpoint of an
"outsider" or marginalized position, enables the researcher to see and analyse
things that those who are in positions of power and privilege are often blinded
from seeing (Smith 1987, Kirby and McKenna 1989). A person who discovers a
6disjuncture between her or his every day life and official knowledge, can use this
gap as a "point of entry- into analysing formal kno wledge construction that
organises information in certain ways that include or exclud e various perspectives .
Te xt is a primary source of knowledge constructio n, organisa tion and sharing
among the instinnions that rule our society . Textual analysis from the standpo int
of a person outside these Institutions, can belp to identify gaps. assumptions , and
hidden biases within these official documents . They can also help one develop a
better understanding of bow the institutions operate (Smith 1990 b) . However, in
order to research from a standpoint. one must have a re flexive awareness of what
that standpoint is. As we study bow knowledge is constructed, we also learn abou t
bow our identi ties are constructed .
Social Construction of Identity: the essentialist .5. constructionist dichotomy
As a nonmainstream stndear, I was angered by the stereotypes I confro nted
regarding continuing education . As I sought support in the lite rature of adul t
education and feminist pedagogy . I confronted yet more stereotypes . Some of these
stereotypes were negative, others positive. but all arose from esseotialized
constructions of "the student" . It was at this point that I became inter ested in how
such vastly different representations are created to descri be the same instituti ons ,
the same people. the same society.
Contemporary theoretical debates surrounding essentialism and
constructionism provide valuable insights into my objectives of understanding the
definition and location of nonmainstream students in the university. Essentialism
refers to the theoretical belief in the existence of an objective reality that can be
discovered andrecognized as irrefutably true. Constructionism arguesagainst such
truth claims, countering that all reali ty is shaped by social relations so that any
reality we see is framed by our perspective. I recognize how categories are
socially constructed. but I can see how they are "essentialized" in ways that
promote or dismiss a particular standpoint-once they are constructed they are
acted upon as if they are fixed and unchangeable. This interest has led me to
examine the conscious and unconscious construction of dichotomies. It is too easy
simply to dismiss these constructs as biased . I believe there is much to learn from
an examination of essential identities and the dichotomies they create, both in
"negative" (stereotyped) and "positive" (unifying) ways. This exploration is, to
me, a necessary step in the process of praxis-a reflexive loop of action and
reflection that develops a deeper critical analysis (Freire 1989, Hope and Timmel
1984). This praxis model can help me to examine the dichotomies with a view to
moving beyond them.
THREE DEFINITIONS OF NONMAlNsrREAM srunsxrs
The anal ysis I have developed of continuing education and nonmainstream
stUdents is comprised of three majo r sections: student as ·o ther-. smdent as
"human resource ", and student as "resource ful buman". I will describe the
meaning of education in relation to the stude nt in each of these sections . As I will
show. the ways students are defined in each of these approaches [0 continuing
education, has a majo r impact on how programming is designed..
Student as "Other": Thi s includes anyone who does not fit in the gro up
that most universities identify as their main clientele, i.e .• those who are not
young, full-time, on-campus students. These "other" students begin from the
positi on of being identi fied as who they are not rather than who they are (Barto n
1992 ), and how their needs differ from the mainstream . Even as ·other". there is
a recognition of a need to pro vide students with some level of service . During this
century. continuing education programmes have enabled the university to reach out
to the community and sba.re its weal th of kno wled ge . This commi ane nt is dri ven ,
in part , by the belie f in "lifelong learning" to give people the opportuni ty to grow
intellectually and per sonally throughout thei r lives throu gh access to education .
However, I argue that this "otberues s" limits [he poten tial for such progr ammes .
Th e focus on differences between mainstream and norun ainstream reinforces
stereotypes and dichotomies between continuing education and the ideal of on-
campus education, or between highly motivated adults and disaffected youth.
Such polarization loses sight of common or complementary aspects. The dismissal
of adult and continuing education as academically legitimate limits both the
potential of these programmes and perpetuates the stereotypes restricting their
students.
Student as Human Resourc e: The "downsizing" of Canada's industrial
sector and growth in the high technology and service sectors has led to an ever
increasing demand for retraining. Education is promoted as the key to the
country's future global competitiveness (S.L Smith 1991, Carnevale 1992, NSCHE
1994). This opinion is promoted not only by the corporate sector, but is supported
by government, and increasingly by university administrations. Much rhetoric
blames unemployment on the unemployed who lack marketable skills to get jobs
in the field of new technologies (Hart 1992, Menzies 1995, Noble 1995). Such a
diagnosis masks the underlying economic problems that make so many people
surplus to the economy's needs. People are seen as "human resources" who hinder
Canada' s global competitiveness if they lack the necessary skills. Emphasis is on
the quick and efficient transfer of knowledge to get these underutilized human
resources back into the workforce . To challenge the ideal of lifelong learning as
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articulated in adult education literature, education is no longer a foundation from
which to grow. but a disposable product that requires replacement as prior
information becomes obsolete. I call this a "revolving door" approach to education.
Of critical importance. in my opinion, is the fact that the education provided is
often not placed in the context of the needs of the communities and families within
which students live.
Student as Resourceful Human: Emancipatory critical and feminist
pedagogies seek to reclaim the "hum an" by providing alternative models to the
dehumanizing practices that seek merely to inject set blocks of information into
people's beads . This model emphasizes who adult learners are rather than who
they are not, and what they have rather than what they lack. Efforts are made to
integrate the social contexts of the learners within the design of education
programmes . However, critical educators often tend to stereotype anyone in the
mainstream as one who embraces the status quo or who eagerly supports corporate
interests. Also, stereotypes regarding the students are still present . ranging from
the ignorant oppressed who are in need of enlightenment to the critical thinkers
craving a safe space to articulate their views and politicize their experience.
Emphasizing the critical thinker is needed to challenge the capitalist, labour
training approach, but may be too idealistic for the actual clientele . I will address
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these limitations . but I continue to believe these models still provide the greatest
potential for creating an empowerin g educational process for students , and for
engagin g people in social change. We are beginning to witness a revival of the
historical commitment to community development that is strengthened by the
critical analysis of radical educators .
MY LANGUAGE
The sign of a sick civilization is the growth of an obscure, closed
language that seeks to prevent communication.
- John Ralston Saul
In education lite rature, the same words in different contexts, can elicit a
wide variety of interpretations. I believe it is necessary for me to clarify the
meaning I attribute to the main concepts that will appear in this document .
Nonmainstream Student: As I stated above. by "nonmalastream "• I include
those students who arc acquiring an education through means other than the
standard full-time, on-cam pus programmes. Marginalized people woo are pursing
full-time studies may be identified as "ncnmainstream" because they, too, are
regular ly discrimina ted agains t by the institutions . How ever. there is a growing
body of cri tical and feminist literatur e addressing the academic condi tions faced
by full-time students who represent marginalized groups based on such
categorizations as race , gender , class , and abili ty . A student can appear to fit the
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image of a mainstreamstudent, yet be in a nonmainstream programme, as was the
case with myself-a young person in an "adult" programme. The po int to
remember is that I was treated as a nonmainstream student. I wasdefmed by my
context rather than by my age.
Adult and Continuing Education: Adult Education, as I use the term,
refers to the acad emic discipline that develops pedagogical theories and methods
for teaching adults . Teaching models are des igned to facilitate learning for a wide
ran ge of adul ts, from basic litera cy to distance univers ity education. Most of the
lite ra ture I have been reading from this discipline rela tes to universi ty level adult
education. Continuing Education is the sector of the university most actively
invo lved in the education of adults. by provid ing programming for people who do
not attend full-time programm es en -campus .
Corporate Agenda: Primary goals of a corporate model are to increase
profi ts. cut costs, and remove barriers that restrict the flow of the global free
market economy. Structural adjustment policies that have responded to this
co rpo rate agenda have led to an eros ion o f social programmes that are iden tified
as an "unnatural" impediment to capitalist market forces (Cruikshank:1996). Such
impediments include labour and safety standards. health care, wage scales, and
other universal programmes. Many now argue that our country's performan ce in
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the global economy is taking precedence over its care for its own citizens (Saul
1995, Menzies 1996). When I speak ofa corporate agenda, I am notspeaJdng only
of the private sector. "This ideology exists in other institutions such as government
and. increasingly, education (Newson and Buchbinder 1988 . 1990).
Alternative Pedagogy: I will use the term "alternative pedagogics - wben
generally desc ribing views [hat challenge dominant forms of know ledge
construction and dissemination that reinforce the status quo. They are highly
cri tical of traditional educa tion practi ces that focus on a "one-way" transfer of
information from teacher to student. Liberatory pedagogy has an explicit
emancipatory agenda . Sometimes alternative pedagogics are not explici tly
desc ribed as critical or feminist . Many teachers scoff at the work: of "feminis ts"
wh o are devel oping "new" , "radical" teaching methods . The y respond that they
have been appl ying such strategies for yean, but have been ignored du e to the
marginalization of education as a serious academic discipline (Gore 1993).
Nemiroff (1992) also describes historical precursors to current critical and feminist
pedagogies , that sought alternatives to the op pres sive dominant models they faced .
Of course, I will spec ify critical and femini st when I am speaking of wo rk. that
ide ntifies itse lf as such-and it will be these texts upon which I will be focusing
mos t of my attention .
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Cri tical Peda gogy: In traditional forms of education, the interests of the
ruling class are reproduced, thereby excluding the interests and needs of
marginalized groups in society-this is often referred to as "banking educatio n" in
that infonn ation is "deposited" into the minds of the students. Critical pedagogy,
drawing much of its theoretical base from Marxis t analyses. attempts to empower
students to develop critical consciousness or conscienrization-an understanding of
the social causes of the oppression they suffer-as a step in developing ways to
work toward fundamental social change (Freire 1989) . "Prax is", as I have stated
above, is the continuous cycle of reflection and action which is a cornerstone of
critical pedagogy (Hope and Timmel 1984). Paulo Fre ire is widely recognized as
one of the leading theorists in critical pedagogy . Whi le there are many a lbers now
engaged in this field, I will continue to focus on Fre ire 's work for the purposes of
this research .
Feminist Pedagogy: A recurring criticism against critical pedagogy is that
by focusing on class inequality. other categories such as gender and race have
often been overlooked. Feminist teaching methods have arisen alongside the
development of feminist theories and women' s studies programmes . Feminist
teachers realize that mainstream teaching methods needed to bechanged to enable
students to become critical thinkers . Many feminist scholars continue to find
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Freire's concept of consc ientization useful (Greene 1992) and have been working
to ble nd the most valuable concepts of critical and feminist approaches. Feminist
pedagogy continues to be a pedagogy "in the making - (Greene 1992). Many
feminist scholars are intent upon ensuring tha t this process is vis ible through their
descriptions of their own classroom experiences both positive and. more
importantly . negative. Some of the articles that have had the most impact upon me
personally are those which have broke n from the standard academic discourse
(Stetson 1985. hooks 1994), as they seek new innovative ways to construct
academic knowledge . Feminist theory and pedagogy is intended to provide the
academic space to encourage such innovation.
Co mmunity; This is a difficult term to pin down . as we all have our own
ways of defining our social context in tenus of the "community" with whom we
feel comfortable and at home. When I refer to community and community
deve lopme nt. it is primarily a geo graphical interp retatio n-the rural communities
with whom a uni vers ity may be interacting, or at least the group of peop le in a
larger community who are taking the initiative to engage in social change to ensure
the socio-eco nomic survival of their regio n . Speaking from my rural bias, I want
to promo te the potential for developing small, sustainable communities where
people can live and work.
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SUMMARY
To examine the various models of continuing educatio n in terms of bow
they impa ct upon nonmains tream students, I have constructed three types of
nonmainstream student: other. hwnan resource, and resourceful human. The
structure of my chapters reflect thesecategorizations . To summarizebriefly. me
organisation of the chapters as they will appear in this document is as foUows:
Chapter 2 will examine the role of experience in theoretical work as
developed by standpoint theorists like Smith (1987) and Harding (1991). To
unders tand how identities and standpoints are constructed, I will consider the
theoretical underpinnings of essential ism. constructionis m and the dichotomization
that occurs in both . The exploration of dichotomies is central to my project. since
I believe they provide impo rtant insights into bow kno wledge is cons tructed. I will
argue that a "praxis" mode l can be employed to bridge d ichotomized perspectives .
Chapter 3 will examin e my unders tanding of the noamainstream student as
"other" . I will start from my own observations and experiences looking at the adul t
learner as "other" . How this otherness is created , its purpose. its implications , will
all be examined by drawing from the framework: established. in Chapter 2 .
Limitations of traditional programmes will be identified in order to facilitate an
understanding of the pre-existing model that is be ing altered by bam human
resource developme nt models and by critical andfeminist educators .
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Chapter 4, will examine the nonmainstream student as a human resource.
I will examine the growing trend to identify the adult learner as an inadequate
employee-someone who needs to be retrained to become a useful contribu tor to
Canada's economy. Instead of simply being a neglected wing of the academy,
continuing education is now identified as a potential profit generator if it can
address this market demand for a retrainedworkforce.
Chapter 5 considers the Iiberatory potential of critical and feminist
pedagogies in human development. as opposed to resource development.
Impediments to this potential will be explored-how nonmainstream students can
be better served in this model, but how they are often misunderstood here as well.
I will contextualize this analysis within the community, to see what future role
continuing education can have in working with students to become active
participants in community development strategies that reflect their own needs.
rather than the interests of the corporate sector andneo-conservative government
policies .
Chapter 6 will summarize my key arguments and provide suggestions for
further research. at a more action-oriented level. I would like to see how the
fmdings of this exploration can be used in practice to set the stage for the action
phase of the praxis loop .
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I want to state clearly that I do DOtintend to present a definitive exp lanation
of who stcd ears are and what opinions and needs they have, as these differ
according to time and co ntext. I uncover some of the issues that I hope will make
further research in this field more effective. I begin this ques t from the standpoint
of a noIllIlaimtream. stud ent to explore the contradictions . dichotomies , essences
and concepts that surround continuing education. I will examine the foundations
of the values, the shortcomings. the threats and potentials of enabling adults to
engage in life long learning for personal growth and soc ial chang e .
CHAPTER 2: CONSTRUCTING ESSENCES AND
ESSENTIALIZING CONSTRUCTS
If you can't change reality . change your perceptions of it .
--Audre Lorde
The theoretical and methodological approach I use in my research has
evolved through my interpretation and adaptation of a range of contemporary
thought from critical, feminist and postmode m perspectives. I have stated from the
outset that I am wo rking from a "student standpoi nt". This requires an
unde rstanding of feminist standpoi nt theory and how experience is used in one's
research as a valid source of data. I use the term "standpoint" cautiously, as I
acknowledge both its potential and limitations . The process of using experience as
a basis for broader social analysis has been critiqued for its essentializing
tendencies. Thus, my work integrates not only standpoint theory. but also other
strategies of knowledge construction. Those whose work has assisted me the most
include Dorothy Smith, Sandra Harding, bell hooks and Diana Fuss, in their
analyses of standpoint , identity, essentialism and constructionism.
A key compone nt of my work is an analysis of the social cons truct ion of
knowledge. Harding cites a wealth of recent research confirming the recogn ition
that "all scie ntific know ledge is always, in every respect, socially situated"
(1991:11) . Knowledge is invariab ly influenced by the peop le. time and the socia l
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context in which it is crea ted. To know how knowledge is constructed helps us to
expose hidd en assumptions that limit our understanding of the issues we study and
the knowledge that we create ourselves. Disjunctures between experience and
official ly legitimated real ity can provide a "point of entry " into unders tanding how
knowledge is soci ally constructed (Smith 1987). A major site of the official reality
of rul ing institutions is the texts that these institutions produ ce. Smith encourages
us to examine these texts from our standpoints as a way to understand the ways in
which they ope rate and organise knowledge (Smith 1990b).
To work from a standpoint. requires the researcher to understand what that
standpoint is and how it is informed by one' s self-identification . Postmodern
critiques of essentialism and "identity" sparked my interest in the dichotomy that
has developed between essentialism and constructionism . This has led me to
become interested in the ways dichotomies are constructed . When competing views
are placed in stark opposition, what information is suppressed to ensure the
consistency of this opposition? Such dichotomies are not natural occu rrences, they
are cons truc ted, eithe r uninteotion.al1y or with carefu l thought. I am inte rested in
developing a greater unde rstandin g of this theory of opposition and the purposes
these constructed oppositions serve .
Since both education and researc h are invo lved in constructing and
inte rpreting knowledge, it is no surprise that theories of social research and
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pedagogy are able to info rm each other . My theoretical approach is influenced by
peda gogical theorists such as Paulo Fre ire and feminist educators. Integral to my
theoretical framewo rk is the concep t of "praxis" -the cycli cal process of action and
reflection-as it bas been interp reted by Paulo Freire and others in the fields of
cri tical and feminist pedagogy . I believe p raxis is valua ble in helping us see bow
identities and posi tions are created in oppo sition.
This chapt er has four main sections. I first clarify the meaning I am
attributing to the main terms and concepts used in this chapter. I examine
standpoint theori es in order to explain how my experi ences are used as a "point
of en try" (0. Smith 1987) to study the bro ader social context in which texts are
created. I summarizemy methodology of textual analy sis in terms of bow I can
apply it in this study . I conc lude this section with a critique of standpoint theori es .
Having determined the relevance of experience to my work, I next explore what
I believe is a central too l to my analysis-the identification of dichotomies in the
context of the essentialist versus constructionistdebate. I explain my understanding
of the purpo se o f dichotomies. and how they can be unders tood and surpass ed
thr ough praxi s. I will conclude the chapte r with a brief description of the material
I am using in my research within the context of my theoretical and methodolo gical
approach.
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KEY CONCEPTS
Postmodernism is beco ming increasingly difficult to define as the term is
used in a dazzling variety of contexts' . For my purposes. I use the tenn
postmodern loosely to identify the theoretical movement challenging modem
rationalis t theories that has developed since me Enlightenment (Foucault t980,
Hutcheon 1988 . Lyotard 1984 , Weedon 1981. Rcrty 1989. Yeatman 1994). I wish
only to focus on what postmodemism has to offer in terms of critiquing
essential ism. dichotomi es and identity.
When I speak:of critical theory and pedagogy. I am referring to those works
that cball en ge structural pow er imbalances and provi de an analys is of the soci al
constru ctio n of know ledge . C ritical theory. acco rding to Newman. "reco gnizes the
influence of cultural values on people 's reasoning and acting, and takes into
account interaction, Insight, feeling, intuition and other non-scientific ways of
knowing .. .it enab les people to change the way they receive and generate
knowledge about themselves and the wor ld - (1994:44). Such a theory is action-
oriented. The goal of cri tical work is not simply to describe existing social
conditions, but to challenge dominant forms of know ledge and engag e in rad ical
social change of oppress ive social structures . When Marx developed his critical
'Postmodernls m is evident in realms as divers e as fine an, archi tec ture . li teratu re ,
popular culture and social theo ry .
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theo ries of oppression, he focused primarily on social class and the exploitation of
labour (Harding 1991). The Frankfurt School bu ilt upon the works of Ma.rx to
develop more comprehensive critical theories whose goals were the constru ction
of a reflexive knowledge that would enab le people to cballeoge ideo logies that
limit their emanc ipatory potential (Geuss 1981). Today. we recognize the influence
of poli tics . economi cs . culture . gender . race andother social factors mat operate
to favour some people over others (Collins 1995).
EXPERIENCE AND A STUDENT STANDPOINT
My exp eriences as a nonmaiDstream student form an integral part of my
interes t and understanding of this research topic. In traditional forms of social
science, the expe riences of the researcher is deemed to be irrelevant or dangerous,
because the data. would be taintedby the researcher's own biases . However , my
desire to study this field was driven, in part. by the general representation of
con tinuing edu cation and nonmainstream students. This representation often did Dot
reflect my own experienc es or understanding of the issues-such as the perce ived
academic inadequacy of continuing education. I was not satisfied to pass myself
off as a unique case, because I didn't see my situation as being greatly different
from those of my colleagues.
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As I began reading feminist theories on the social organisation of
know ledge, I came to rea lize that the gaps, or "disjunctures" (Smith 1987), can be
used as a starting point for social scientific research. Known as "standpoint
theory" . the purpose of such enquiry is to enable people to look at their lives and
experiences in ways that contextualizes their lives within social theories. It is
recog nized by many as valid source of data in socio logica l enquiry (Dorothy Smith
1987, Kirby and McKenna 1989, Harding 1991) to ana lyse broader social relations
and the cons truction of knowledge.
I have been studying standpoint lheories to develop an understanding of how
my experiences shape my analysis, and how they may enable me to provide
insights that may otherwise be hidden. I am examining how I have come to
construct the identity of a "nonmainstream" student and how this, in turn, can
faci litate my analysis of continu ing education both histo rically and within the
contex t of current changes in educat ion. I will beg in my explanation of how I use
standpoint theory by desc ribing how my identity as a nonma instream student
evolved.
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My Student Stan dpoint
I earned my first degree through evenin g courses in Pictou County. Nova
Scotia provided by Saint Francis Xavier University's (5t.F.X) Continuing
Education programme of the Extension Deparunent, supplemented by
correspo ndence courses from the University of Waterloo . In night school, I was
a young person in the milieu of adul t students. I was treated the same as the older
students. andgrew to think like them in my assumptions about the unive rsi ty and
wha t my role as a student was within this framework. We vaJued the opportuni ty
to earn a university degree lhrough pan -time studies, but were frustra ted by
negati ve attitudes about the perce ived inferi ority of part -time programmes, as well
as administrative "red tape ". The process of constructing my identity as a
nonmains tream student became evide nt when I later ente red a mainstream full-time
programme on-cam pus. My socializa tion as an "adult part -time studen t- did Dot
prepare me for the experience of being among young mains tream undergraduates,
many of whom had quite a different view of the education process than I bad-such
as the teacher-student relationship. social milieu and fulfilment of course
assig nments . In this setting , I clung to my identity as an adult student, to val idate
what I had accomplished as a "part- timer" when I faced negative assumptions . I
associa ted more closely with adult s tudents and junior faculty than I did with the
mainstream. students who were , on average, only 5 years younger than myself.
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I began to research part -time educat ion for my undergraduate honours
thesis . I wanted to dispel negative assumptions and raise awareness about the
importance and pedagogical value of nonmainstream programmes . Initially . this
work centred on the AUeC Report of the Commission of Inquiry on Canadian
University Education, known as the "Smith Report ", after the Commission's chair ,
Stuart L. Smith (1991). This report was designed to be the blueprint to guide
univers ity policy in the 1990s, and was published just at the time I was seeking a
focus for my research . This research led to my appointment as a student
representative on a newly formed advisory board at 5LF. X. The Board's role was
to examine the current and potential role of the continuing education programme
in Pictou County. Since then, I have learned more about the role of education in
social deve lopment through my exposure to the programmes offered by the Coady
International Institute at St.F .X . Community development practitioners from
around the world study at the Coady Institute to develop participatory models of
education and organisational planning . The goal of such programming is the
empowerment of those people most marg inalized by ruling institutions "to effect
change in both local and global institutions and structures. "2
" Coady close-up" pamphlet produced by the Institute.
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As I researched continuing educa tion , I found oonmain.stream programmes
treated as marginally in much of the academic lite rature as I was personally treated
in theuniversity . I fowxl the validation I was seeking in adult education literature.
but again , there were disconcerting assum ptions and gene ralisations about adult
stude nts. Also, there was little anal ysis of gend er and racial issues . I confronted
conflicting descriptions of nonmainsaeam. programmes which did not reflect my
experieDcc:s. In an attempt to understand these expe riences . and the relevance of
this information to my interes t in the topic. I was drawn 10 the work. of Dorothy
Smi th (1987 . 199Oa), and otber feminist theo rists who show bow expe riectial
know ledge can be used as a valid source of research data .
Feminist Standpoint Theory
Smith' s theoreti cal and methcx1ological mode l evolv es from a critique of
traditional sociological practices of scientific inquiry . Dominant forms of
know ledge production , Smith argues, are designed to reflec t me interests of those
with the most power-traditionally white males in modern Western society.
Objectified research attempts to separate the researcher from the research ,
promoting the concept of "value neutrality" . In othe r wo rds . the work: a researcher
produces, if conducted in a scientific manne r. should not be tainted by the
researcher 's personal values and interests .
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Feminist researchers respond tha t such processes merely mask values and
biases by obscuring the researcher's role and intent (Smith 1987, Kirby and
McKenna 1989). Objectified or abstracted theory isbiased against women because .
histo rical ly, women's knowledge has been labelled as su bjective or biased, while
the know ledge of men in positions of power has been defined as objective (Code
1991). People invariably bring to their work their own beliefs- their subjective
selves. These feminists argue that to create object ive research is to acknowledge
openly this subjective self and examine its effect on the research. "Knowledge is
neither value-free nor value-neutral; the processes that produce it are themselves
value-laden; and these values are open to evaluation" (Code 1991:70) .
Proponents of feminist standpoint theory argue that starting from women 's
standpoints can provide a wellspring of new knowledge (Harding 1986) . The value
of researching "from the margins " (Kirby and McKenna 1989) is that someone
outside of an institution can see things that those who are immersed within may
be unable to see . "wben people speak from opposite sides of power relations, the
perspective from the lives of the less powerful can provide a more objective view
than the perspective from the lives of the more powerfu l" (Harding 1991:270).
Both Smith (1987) andHarding (1991) recall the Hegelian model of the master and
servant to show that theorizing from the standpoint of a marginalized location can
provide a perspective lacking in the dominant discourse . The oppressed must
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presen t this alternative standpoint in a way that can be beard by dominant forces .
"lt is only possible to sec bow the whole thing is put together from a standpo int
outside the ruling class and in that class whose part in the overall division of
labour is to produce the conditions of its own ruling and the exis tence of a rul ing
class - (Smith 1987:80). "Domlaam gro ups can. of course , learn to see how race .
gender, and class privilege structure social relations . but they do so through
analys is and obse rvation. DOt simply from the conditio ns of their own experience-
(Anderson 1993:348 ). Stand point theory draws a great deal from Marxist theory ,
in te rms of utilizing the position o f the oppressed to critique domination-a concept
that Frei re has also adop ted.
Smith (1987) identifies a disjuncture , or line of fault. that divides wha t is
officiall y presented and what we experience-when our actual experiences do not
coincide with o fficial discours e. This disjun cture provides a ' point of entry " into
an examina tion of the social relations that inform both everyday expe riences and
official discourse . The insider/ou tsider dichotomy can be transcended by study ing
the faul t line that separa tes the two . Researchin g from this outsider standpo int is
a startin g point from which to develo p a deepe r analysis of the social context in
which both dominan t structures and personal experie nces exist. Not only do
women learn to theorize their own experiences , they can learn to examine the
institutions in our society that shape these experiences in certain ways. Experie nce
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beco mes a "problematic" in that it becomes a subject of inquiry (0 understand the
social context of everyday events . "Per a funher poIiticizatio n my experience must
be recoun ted within a broader socio-bfstorical andcultural framework that signals
the larger social organization and forms which contain and shape our lives-
(Banne rj i 1995:83). For example, Bannerj i DOleS the individual acts of racism that
she expe riences can provide the seeds for an analysis o f slavery and colonialism
that can explain some motivations behind rac ist action and thought.
As women researching within the academy . we have the benefit of looking
at our institution from the perspective of an outsider within . "It is when one works
on both sides that there emerges the possibility of seeing the relation between
dominant activities and beliefs and those that arise on the 'outslde'" (Harding
1991 :132). I believe that researching from the marginalized perspective of a
nonmainstream student can contribute to a fuller analysis of university education .
Menzies (1996) reminds us that those of us who work: within instinnions make a
consc ious act by -darin g to stay outside. · It is easy to beco me co-opted within lhe
ideo logy of the insdrution, thereb y losing the advantage of thiscri tical perspecti ve.
I am cautious abou t setting up the dicho tomy of me oppressed student , and
the oppresso r institution, as it is a bit excessive to label a university student as
oppressed in the wider social con text regionally, national ly and globally . This
dichotomy bides the complexities of power relations . People who have access to
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university educatio n, no matte r bow tenuous , still hold a privileged posi tion over
thoseagains t whom the gates of the acade my are finnly loc ked , such as the poo r,
and people who contend with physical or mental challe nges that are Dot adequately
addressed and accommodated in the univ ers ity.
An important concept in such an analysis is an understanding of the
"re lations o f rul ing- where by institutions worle with each othe r for their mutual
interests (Smith 1987) . This rul ing apparatus is "a com plex of organized practices.
including goveramenr, law. business and financial management, professional
o rganization. and educational institutions as well as the discourses in texts that
interpenetrate the multiple sites of power- (Smith 1987:3). Working from a
mar ginal standpoin t enables the articulat ion o f the perspectives of those excluded
from the processes conducted by (he institutions whereby certain interests are
promoted at the expense of those who have DO say . I am studying the
commodification of education and knowledge that reflects co rporate demands of
human resource deve lopment . Therefore. my focus is on those institutions most
directly involved-universit ies . the corporate sector and government.
As Smith (1987) arguesfor the inclus ion of the "standpo int of women " in
soci al science research , I believe there is room for the stand point of the
nonmainstream student in both sociolog ical and pedago gical research. In fact, it
is a critical element. since many policies and pedagogical decisio ns are being made
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that are intended to be in the interests of these students . I am not arguing that my
experiences as a nonmainstream student arc a representative reflection of all
students' experiences . Yet, I think lhat looking at my experience can be useful in
identifying disjunctures between experiential and forma l know ledge (Smith 1987) .
Standpoints and Textual Analysis
A major source of thedisjunctures I encounter as a nonmainstream student,
come from the various forms of literature that discuss education . Documents from
the institutions and their critics are often created in ways that reflect assum ptions ,
both implicit and explicit that have consequences for the people discussed . As an
outsider to the ruling apparatus, I am marginal to the ir processes of knowledge
construction. My point of entry is to tty to understand them through their
documentation . Smith (199Ob) argues that much can be learned about an institution
by studying the documents it c reates. Texts are a primary form of communication
within and between the institutions that form the ruling apparatus . This is
increas ingly evident in the unive rsity. The transformation of decision making
processes, "has consisted in a shift from oral contestation to textual manipul ation
and interpr etation as a central tool for accomplishing the task of management in
the unive rsities of the 1 99Os ~ (Newson 1992:233, also Ashforth 1990) . Newson
and Buchbinde r add , "Although academics and established collegial bod ies may be
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assigned a role in approving these documents, the process of drafting them and of
reconstructing and integrating the submissions of academic units takes place
through a more centrally controlled process-one which is less accessible and thus,
less easy to develop a strategy for reshaping or defeating their intent" (1991:15).
Newson argues the processes of creating these documents are obscured.
Documents are created by different sectors of the university. and are then
"shuffled from committee to committee" (1992:234). Each sector makes its own
interpretations and recommendations, which can affect the intent and meaning of
the document, without a clear acknowledgement of how this shift has occurred.
Texts enter what Dorothy Smith (l990b) calls "textual time". When text is cut
from the context and the people involved in its creation, it is read without a full
understanding of this context and how it has shaped the information. "Obscuring
the decision-making process also makes it difficult to know where or how to apply
political pressure" (Newson 1992:234) .
Another consideration in dealing with text, is the issue of using documents
for purposes other than for which they arc created (Smith, 1990b). For example ,
teachers frequently usc comments from student evaluation forms to explain what
the students thought of the course or programme described in the research . In
Chapter 5, I will explain my concerns with these course evaluations being used as
primary sources of data to represent students.
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Through the -disjuncture - betweenmy expe riences as an extension student
and texts on theuniversi ty or adult educati on litera ture I read as an undergraduate
student , [ came [Q realize that the experiences of nonmainstream students like
myself were often DOt represented at all, or were represented in ways that I d id not
always agree with . I learned that this misrepresentation was not simply an
oversight, or that my experiences were truly unique . In fact. many of my
experiences were quite predictable in the context of a broader understanding of
university continuing education. My standpoint as a nonmainsrream student can
help me to see assumptions that may be invisible from the perspective of the
authors ; that reflect certain interests and ways of constructin g knowledg e that
either know ingly or unknowingly exclude other perspectives without explicit
recognition of this exclusion. I believe that it is important to use a studen t
standpoint when reading documents that have a direct impact on students.
Standpoint Theory Critiqued
Feminist standpoint theory is often charg ed with the accusatio n that it is too
"esse ntialist", that it does DOLsufficiently contextualize experience, caus ing it to
become "reality" in and of itself . While Hardin g defends feminist stan dpoint
epistemology, she openly acknowledges its imperfections. In the process of
promoting the validity of experience in research, critics argue that experien ces can
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become "esseatlalized" by becoming statements of tru rb that take precedence over
other forms aCknowledge. Too great an empbasis on the needfor experie ntial data
can lead to a scenario when: only those who have personal experience are
validated as understanding an issue and thosewho do not feel silenced. This is a
concern I have with the work of Kirby and McKenna (1989) . While they do IX)(
state this explicitly. they do little to dispel the feeling that only the oppressed have
the right to conduct researc h on their oppression. I do wond er how many people
in situations of real oppression have the opportunity to gain access to theunivers ity
where they could have the time and resources to conduct this vital research . Those
of us who are fortunate enough to gain entry into the "sacred grove - must be able
to have some role to play in forwarding the cause of those woo are deniedaccess .
Hard ing asks what role is possible for people in posi tions of privilege who
support the emancipa tory goals of oppressed grou ps:
How can we actively study and learn about our dominant group
selves and our culture without either replicating the conventional
elhnoctntric pers pectives that rely on our spon taneous consciousness
of the expe riences in our lives , or inappropriately appropriating the
expe rience o f thoseOthers whose voices have led us to see theneed
to rethink:our views of ourselves? We have not had their experiences
and do not live their lives (Harding 1991 :270).
These are not despairi ng questions, but ones which encourage us to find ways to
avoid such pitfalls . There is a difference between an outsi de r coming in anddoing
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research 0 11 a topic-which produced the need for an epistemology that enables
people to write their own views-and the work that Harding proposes . when she
desc nbes how men can do feminist work , and white. strai gh t. middl e class women
can do work lhat attempts to integrate the interests of non-white. lesbian. poor
wom en . Hard ing em phas izes that people in positions of privilege need to examine
their privilege and dismantle the power imbalance from within . However, they
must remain aware that they are ass istants to the strugg le of oppressed groups , not
central to it.
This continues to be a botly debated issue . It can be extre mely difficult for
marginalized groups to struggle to earn legitimacy only to see people in pos itions
of privilege easil y proclaim themselves to be "male feminists - or "bererose xuals
against beterosexism , " Theseattempts may come from very genuine expressions
of support, but may be misguided or may highlight a person 's privilege by one's
abili ty to take a stand without fear of serious retribution . or lost Slams . One can
understand when someone in a marginalized group questions the motives of a
person in a privileged position who assumes their strugg le .
However, Hard ing warns that our othe r op tion, [ 0 remain silent, makes us
ccmplicit in oppres sion by not challenging it. Praxis is a valuable conce pt here :
to evaluate and reevaluate why it is you are doing wha t you are doing , whose
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interests you are really serving, and to what extent you are co llaborating with the
peop le you wish to assist. As privileged peo ple, "we can learn to experience the
race andclass relations in which weparticipate" (Harding 1991: 284). We can use
our experiences of privilege to understand the social relations that ensure our
privilege at the expense of others .
Bannerji also addresses this issue, ci ting the div isions that exist within the
feminist movement regarding racism: "My emphasis is on the concept "social",
which allows many or all to speak about the same problem or reality without
saying the same thing" (1995:84). A divers ity of perspectives gives a broader
picture - all con tribu te pieces to thewhole puzzle, since no one alone bas the who le
"truth" . Harding argues that we must remain clear that experiences alone are not
what is important-we must move beyond the experiences to look at "the view
from women 's lives" (Hard ing 1991:269).
Harding calls for a balance that enables us to determine the legitimacy of
a statement beyond simply who said it, but we cannot discount the importance of
time. place . and speaker. To expose the partisan stance of one side of a deba te.
does not ensure imparti ality of the opposing side . "Understandin g our experience
is a cruci al but initial step in creating a 'r evolution ary knowledge ' that seeks to
und erstand social organisation and how we can change it to make it more inclusive
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and egalitarian. Analysis of experie nce moves beyond description to an active
process of understanding the relations of ruling" (Bannerji 1991 :98).
Harding also warns that "our actual experiencesoften lead to distorted
perspectiv es andunderstandings because a male supremacist social order arranges
our lives in ways that hide their real nature and causes " (Harding 1991 :282), such
as the ways people come [0 believe the validity of the dominant discourse taugh t
to them. Freire (1989) explains how opp ressed peop le often aspire to the ro le of
oppressor, since that is what is rewarded in society-this is the mode l of
achievement presented to them . They see no alternative model that offers a social
orde r that removes hierarchies of oppression. Those in power shape our
perceptions of what is desirab le and valuable, until we are able to critique these
perceptions and recognize whose interests they reall y reflec t.
To conclude, it is worth repeating that examining experience is not an end
in itself, it provides a clue, a "point of entry" into understanding wider social
processes. For example, a recently divorced woman discovers that her bank:
refuses to give her a loan. despite the fact she was a valued customer for years
when she was married' . This experience can reveal a complex web of relations
and assumptions-fo r whom institutions are designed, assumptions about the ability
"Thanks to Katherine Winlo for this example.
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or inabili ty of d ivorced women to maintain economic security DOW tha t the
"breadwinner " is gone . Although they dealt with the bank as a couple . the good
credit rating was attributed to the man. The banker. no doubt, is aware of the
statistics showing that:a large percentage of women experience a lower sWldard
of living following divorce . This , in turn. invites an examina tion of wom en's
economic position in Canada. A wealth.of information andanalysis is found when
one moves beyond the initial frustra tion the woman experiences in dealing with an
uncooperative banke r .
Mueller (199 5) reminds us that standpoint research is Dot about people as
objects of swd y. The focus is on social relations that organise those peoples lives
in certain ways . In my opinion . to create "objective " work is to acknowledge the
limitations of that objec tivity- to understand the biases and standpoints of the
writer . and to develop a greater sens itivity to being aware of who is excluded. One
researche r cannot include every perspective, thus, it is bette r to be hones t abou t
these limitations. Researching from the standpoint of a nonmainstream student. I
cannot prov ide all the information there is to know about bow continuing educatioo
programmes operate. I am not invited to the meetings of the univers ity Board of
Governor s , nor the cab inet of the federal governme nt. However , I can prov ide a
perspective that those in positions of power are normall y unable to see .
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ANALYSIS OF DICHOTOMIES AND ESSENTIALIST CONSTRUCTS
In reading the documents related to universities. students and pedagogy. I
have become intrigued with the ways people and concep ts are presented. Often,
dichotomies have been set up in these documents that are based on an imposed
opposition . in that the rigid division that is presented begins to unravel under
closer examination . In the chapte rs that follow I will identify a number of such
dichotomi es such as liberal arts versus vocational models of education , and
Iiberatory versus traditional pedagog ies . The dichotomy between essent ialist and
constructionist understandings of knowledge masks the extent to which each side
shares common characteristics . I am examining contemporary debates on
constructionism andessentialism [Q understand the functions of such oppositions
rather than to dismiss them simply as "biased ". One function is to emphasize
major characteristics to simplify an argum ent-to develop an understandin g of one 's
own view by providing a cri tique of what is perceived to be the opposing view.
Appar ently essentialist identities are frequently revised, thus revealing that they are
inevitably socially constructed.
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Essentialism versus Constructionism
Although the common understanding of essentiaJism is the quest for ODe
tru th, the term itself does not have a single, -true- definition. Fuss (1989)
identifies two general cat egories . "Real" essential ism is the belie f in the exis tence
of a true essence of something that exists naturally. The -nominal- form of
essentialism recognizes that an identity or concep t is socially constructed, but once
defined it is acted upon as an essentialist or fixed category (Fuss 1989, Calhoun
1994). When I speak of essentialism, I am primaril y speaking of this latter form.
Constructionism asserts that all knowledge is socially created. Critics of
dominant W estern forms c f knowled ge have rej ected Enl ightenm ent rational ity-the
search for one "truth". Thus, real essential ism has been largely dismissed by
postmodernists , because it produces a narrow but objectified view of society.
promoting a reality that is illusory . Postmode mists argue thai. the belief in
objectivity- the ability to separa te reason from its social and historical conte xt is
outdated (N icholson 1990 ).
Hartsoc k (1990), citing such theorists as Foucault, Derrida, Rcrty and
Lyotard. explains that the postmodern response to universalistic themes is to
promote contex t-based, pluralistic themes-identities are always fragmented and
fluid, making it impossible to claim a fixed identity. The danger of such a
conclusion is that poli tical agency can be undermined when the focus is on
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d ifference and fragme ntation rathe r thanon col1ective interests (Harding 199 1.
books 1994, Di Stepbano 1990). Hartsock (1990) believes it is DO coincidence that
at the time marginalized group s are discovering the power of me "subject", the
concept is being discredited theoretically. "lust when we are fonning our own
theori es abo ut the world , uncertainty emerges abou t whether the world can be
theorized" (Hartsock 1990 :163-164 ). This leaves DO unifying categories left:around
which to organize. Hartsock criticizes the re luctance of postmodemists to offe r
alternatives for marginalized people seeking theories (Q understand their society
and to enga ge in social change .
Calhoun argu es that we need to reclaim identi ties from bein g thrown away
as "essentialist ". Rather than accepting cate gories uncritically, there are both
po litical and intellectual purposes in recla iming a shared identi ty that has bee n
"repressed, delegi timated or dev alued indominant discourses" in order to "claim
value for all those labelled by rbar category. thus implicitly invoking it in an
essentialist way" (Calhoun 1994:17). I recognize the value of main taining essential
identities when engaging in political struggle . Schuurman (1993) sees the
possibilities offered by a rejection of modernis t assum ptions . but argu es against
theorists becoming caught in a modem-posunodem dichotomy.
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Calhoun sees the potential of bridging the esseotialist/constructionist
dichotomy: "To essenti alist reason we add cons tructionism and to this dualis m we
add the possibilities of oOlh deco nstructing and claiming identities" (Calhoun
1994:19). However , Calhoun warns that the deconstructi on of univers alizing
terms , like "woman " and replacing it with "black women , lesbians. etc . " can
simply replace one fixed identity wi th "more specifi c quasi-essentialism categories"
(1994 :18) . Referring to the shaky all iance between feminism and poscnodemism,
Nicholson (1990) states thatboth challenge universalizing and objectified claims,
and that postmodernism can help feminism overcome its own universalizing
tendencies . However . Di Stephana (1990) notes that feminis t theory depends upon
that unifying concept "women". a concept that has no credibility to
posrmodernism . Hartsock (1990) argues that essentialis t or "universal ist"
assumptions continue to persist within posunodern thought. Fuss believes that
essential ism lays the groundwo rk for construcuonism. In tum , constructio nism is
often quite essentialist. Harding argu es that feminism stands "on Enlightenm ent
ground " (1991:186) . Those who criticize Enlightenment theori es of reason and
essentialism commonl y carry many of the same assumptions in their own work.
If these assumptions are not acknowledged, there is a danger of perpetuating the
problems one is attempting to overco me. Nicho lson warns that some feminist
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scholars tend to "rep licate the problematic, universalizing tend encies of academic
scholarship in general- (1990: 1) , by not reco gnizing many of the assumptions
root ed in these theories. citing Marxist-feminis m as an example.
Conscioususe of some assum ptions and concepts may be viewed much the
same way as using the language of the oppressor to chal lenge that opp ression . as
is articulated in Adrienne Rich's poem, The Burning of Pap er Instead ofChildren:
"This is the oppressor's language yet I need it to talk to you " (Rich 1993 :41). This
process involves fighting objectified essentialism with a conscious use of
essentialism. Essentialism can be a prob lem-imposed and objectified; or it can be
a prob lematic, consciously used to create identity in a struggle . The danger occurs
when it is forgotten that these identities have been constructed with specifi c
purposes in mind that may change as the process evolves . It is important to
understand the distinction between the use of essential categories as a tool of
oppression versus its use as a tool of the oppressed , by taking into consideration
the very legitimate criticisms of essentialism.
Praxis
Understanding the purpose and function of dichotomies like essentialism
versus constructionism can be achieved through praxis . Simply staled. praxis
describes the cyclical process of reflection and action in developing critical
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consciousness . It is a cornerstone of Freire's pedagogy, however this concept was
already developed in Marx 's writings-an example of Marx 's influence on Freire's
work (Freire and Macedo 1993). The Marxist usage describes the process of
understanding the social construction of institutions to be more effective in
changing them. The Fre irean conceptualization of praxis is more broad-based, in
that it enables us to analyse our own knowledge as well as our understanding of
our social context both at the local and institutional levels .
Praxis can assist us to understand the construction of identities in the context
of political struggle. Groups define their situation and goals. act upon this
information, then reflect upon the resul ts. enabling redefinition and new strategies
for future action. This process can be visualized as a series of progressive loops:
-design adapted from Hope and l1mmel (1985)
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Young (1990) argues that in the process of emphasizing unity within a
community. differences within that community are repressed . This does not take
into coasiderarion the negotiati on process (Praxis ) that the people in the community
engage in to find a balance between difference and commonality . Emphasis on
dichotomies , such as individual versus group . does not facilita te negotiation. Praxis
enables the conscious use o f unifying princ iples . through a negotiatio n proces s of
weighing the pros and cons o f how the group 's priorities are defined. Individuals
define communi ty. It as an individual , have some say in defining the community
in which I choose to participate-the ways in which I want to interac t with others
to effect change, or to set aside some of my own goals that appear at odds with
the greater good at this particular moment . But I need to stay in one place for a
whil e-both pbysicaUy and mentally-to be effective. I hope that. praxis can offer
a balance by enabling stability , but resisting dogma. While "one truth - is
restrictive and domineering, "infinite trlltm - are too fragmented whe n many
conflicting voices are fighting to be heard . By bridging thesedichotomi es. we can
hope (Q find the potential of co llectivity. while not ignoring the diversity within .
Mohanty (199 1), in describin g "communi ties of resistance" , exp lains how
oppres sed groups forge links by focusin g on commonalities. The breakdown of an
essen tialis t barrier can pave the way for the building of a shared link , Although
constructed. it is acted upo n as "real ". An - imagined communtry" suggests
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political rather than biological or cultural basesfor alliances. It is not colou r or sex
that defines , but the ways we think of colour and sex . A community of res istance
is a po litical defini tion , not an essentialist one . Perhaps this is a way to reclaim the
political against the fragmentation of deconstructionism.
lbrough praxis, I am exposing stereotypes anddichotomies. not to throw
them out but to understand why they were constructed in the first place. For
exam ple , in some feminis t pedagogy literature , I am wary of what I cal l "rosy
representations --enthusiastic descriptions ofliberarory classroom experie nces that
do not explicitly acknowledge problems that may have occurred . Glossing over
problems presents the illusion mat the process of teaching is linear and
unprob lematic . Those who try the model without success may blame themselves.
thinking they did not do it "righ t" . unaware that the authors may have experienced
similar problems but chose not to write about them. In contrast, "gloomy
representations- focus on the negativ e points of the oppos ing viewpoint without
identifying the aspects that might be beneficial . This can force people to "reinvent
the wheel - by not adapting the work achieved before them to suit their needs .
As much as I may be suspicious of rosy and gloomy representations, I can
see their purpose . An identity is constructed within the context of the situation,
who the intended audience is, and the stage of deve lopment the participants in this
process have reached . Rosy representations can be an important tool of the
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oppressedor marginalized to validate their own experiences or objectives . These
may thallenge negative stereotypes, and strengthen a group identity that is needed
for solidarity and political action. If me inteoded purpose of the document is to
"name " oppression. there may be examples of "gloomy" representations of the
situation faced ; i.e . the negative, oppressive features of the dominan t group would
be highlighted and critiqued. At times in my resear ch, I have created an "Ideal"
extension studen t, who exhibits what I only half-jokingly ca ll the "part-t imer work
elhic"-lhe hard worldng, eager, adult student with an insatiable thirst for
knowl edge . While this was an unconscious act at first, I came to realize that this
was, for me, a response to the institutional dismissal of nonmainstream.
programm es based on their inability to provide a "real" university education, and
thus "real " scholars. I could only complain about the bad things to people involved
in Lbe system who already knew the value of this melbod .
It is necessaryto reflect on the rosy and gloomy representations that have
been constructed. Possible beneficial traits of the opposing side might be
acknowledged, and prob lems within one 's own side mi ght be recognized and
examined. If me gro up is engaged in an internal debate to define priorities and
formulate strategies, then simplistic rosy or gloomy general izations can be an
impediment. If these cons tructed dichotomies are not examin ed cri tically on a
recurring basis , the re is me danger of a political s tandpoint becoming so dogmatic
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that it no longer reflects lhe needsof the people who creased it. Or it may fail to
encompass multip le sites of oppres.sion-a cri ticism many Third World feminists
have made of Westem feminism (Johnson-Od im 1991). I found lbat . in my earl y
research, I tended to avoid dealing with the recreational srudenr-ebose who
attended classes purely for the interest of the topic and intellectual challenge with
no acad emic goals of earning a degree . I was afraid of perperuating me stereo type
that nonmainstrearn students are not serious or legitima te. Were I to persist in
over looking the recr eational extension student, I could be in dange r of reinforcing
rather than chal lenging the market-driven model o f extension education by
dismissing the intrins ic value of learning.
The crea tion of the initial dicho tom y may have a crucial ro le in activa ting
a poli tical struggle. to empo wer people to claim an identity and arti culate their
priori ties . The oppressed gain a voice amo ngst themselves by sharing experiences
and theorizing to see how they have beencons tructed as the "other " by dominan t
knowledg e produ cers . Their goal is to chal lenge the labels assigned to them which
they had no say in defmin g. Wh en it is time to bring their collective vo ice to thos e
with power . it can appear that the only way to be hear d is to create another
essential identity to offe r as a replacement for the stereotyped ide ntity they hav e
deconstructed. Th ere needs to be a recognition of diversity. in a way that does not
threaten the cohesion of unity . Essential categories thatconstruct dichotomies hav e
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the pote ntial both to educate andto repress , depend ing upon the level of medi ation
em ployed to re-e valuate these categories.
RESEARCHING FROM MY STUDENT STANDPOINT
This research has developed from an interest in theorizing my own
experi ences as a nomnainstream student. These experiences have been studied
within the context of a broad range of literature that I have found use ful in my
analys is. To develop a better understanding of the institutional context of the
current cl ima te, I will analy se a number of docum ents created by universi ties and
by government. Also, I will look at research done upon uni vers ities and their links
to other ruling institutions in our society . I have read extensively from the
literatu re of adult education to develop an understanding of this field's history,
purpose and future goals .
The basis of my vision for the future of adult education is drawn from the
literatu re of what I am cal ling "alterna tive pedag ogies". By this I mean primarily
Freirean critical and feminist pedagogies as well as some material related to
education in the context of community development. Some of lhe literature , I
think , would not explicitly define itself as femin ist or cri tical . but it is also reac ting
agains t what is seen to be negative trends in univers ities . I am not sugges ting that
these are the only sources of alternati ve vis ions for educa tion. but these are the
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areas I have chosen for my focus. I am interes ted in the literature that explicitly
claims to be more immed iately responsive to students than the overall univers ity.
However, I argue that students' representations are still filtered thro ugh academi c
d iscourse in these texts , and this can prod uce a stereotyped student , rep roduc ing
oppressive models ra ther than breaking them down . Thus , critical analysis of these
texts is vital .
I will, at times . refer to interviews I conducted for my honours thesis , and
the results of a questionnaire I circulated in 1993 while I was a member of an
advisory board at St.F .X. for continuing education in Pictou County. This
questionnaire was administered by myself andthe extension officer on my reques t ,
to elicit input from students that I could present to the advisory board . Allbaugh
the sample was limited . I use them here because of the illustrative support they
provide.
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SUMMARY
My goal is to deconstruct oppositions lhat I hav e experienced personally and
that I ha ve identifi ed in the institu tional and peda gogical literature. The ability to
see and understand these dichotomies is enhanced by my standpoint as a
nonmainstream student . Some of the major dichotomies I will examine include:
mainstream versus nonmainstream students and programmes, liberal arts versus
vocational education, academic excellence versus comm unity outreach, critical and
feminist pedagogy versu s traditional pedagogy. and individual versus collective
goals. Instead of simply breaking them down. I am interested in why they are
created in the firs t place and what are the consequences of their deconstruction.
Sometimes these oppos itions are vitally important to a cause, while other times
they perpetuate stereotypes and mask a wealth of information lurking within the
disjunc:o:ue.
CHAPTER THREE: STUDENT AS 'OTHER"
The values of learning, while personally profitable, are not narrowly
selfis h. Both know ledge and the continuing growth of the mind are
essential to society as well as to the individual.
-Cyril O. Houle
I have enti tled this chap ter, "Student as Other" to emphasize the fact that
al l continuing education programmes, whether paternalistic or liberatory, start
from the recognition that there is a clientele to be reached requiring programmes
and services beyond the standard programm ing designed for full-time, on-campus
students. This distinction has resulted in the creatio n of a dichotomy between
mainstream and nonmainstream. both in terms of programmes and individual
students. The assumptions that underlie this dichotomy affect the qual ity and
conten t of such programmes. Nonmainstream students are primarily defined in
terms of who they are not, rather than who lhey are.
Ove r the past century, a clearly stated commitment by universities to
community outreach has co-existed with a marginalization of those sectors of the
university most directly engaged with the community . I argue tha t this
marginalisation hasundermined the efforts of community outreach to promote the
importance of sharing the university 's knowledge with a wider clientele and
support the intrinsic value of learnin g for self-development and social participation.
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To understand the university's commitment to nonmains tream programmes,
I will provide a brief overview of thehistorical deve lopment of adult education in
this century specifically as it relates to community outreach and the concept of
lifelong learning itself. I will describe my experiences and observations as an
extension stude nt, DOt to pro vide a definitive picture of who an extensio n student
is, but rather to provide a glimpse of the diversity-to show that there is no such
thing as the definitive student. How my identity as a norunainstream student
eme rged over the years is reflected in the broader context of continuing educa tion.
My identity was shaped by the students with whom I attended courses , by the
negative attitudes about continuing education we faced, and by my growing
awareness of the role of continuing education in our society . I have interspersed
my own observations with relevant Literature including the findings of Patricia
Campbell {1994} who interviewed mature female students recurning to university.
Most of those women are full-time students , but they share many of the
experiences of the nonmainstream students I am describing . Also included are
recommendations made by the Canadian Association for Univers ity Continuing
Educa tion (CAUCE) in their submissio n to the Smith Repo rt (CAUC E 1991).
I will exami ne the development and conseque nces of the dichotomies
affecti ng nonmains tream students and programm es by their designation as "other"
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from themainstream. 1be dichoto my I identify between the uni versi ty' s objectives
of outreac h versus acad emic excellence is examined in terms of bow this split
delegitimizes adult education as a discipline which, in turn , dele gitimizes a primary
site of adu lt learning in the university-eontinuing education pro grammes . I argue
that this dele gitimizati on affects the quali ty of education and serv ices availabl e to
nonmainstream students.
In order to improve the status of the stude nts , it is necessary to refo rm the
reputation of adult learning approaches within the unive rsity context . To fac ilitate
this reform. it is neces sary to und erstand the guiding vis ion behind the
developm ent of these prog rammes in the past. to help us fmd a vis ion for the
future.
m STORlCAL CONTEXT OF LIFELONG LEARNING AND EDUCATION
FOR SOCIAL CHANG E
The purpose of this section is to examine tbe historical development o f key
concepts and assumptions in university continuing education. and to consid er why
continu ing educatio n has been marginal ized within the liberal arts mode l o f the
academy despit e the appare nt promotion of "lifelong learning- and community
outreach . Lifelong learning is a concept that bas been exp res sed throughout this
century by educators such as John Dewey, Malcolm Knowles, J .R. Kidd, and
Sl F.X. 's own group of educators and extension wor kers involved in the
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Antigonish Mov ement ' . It continues to be identified as a key aspect of human
social life. At Conftntea V. the UNESCO conference on adult educati on held in
Hamburg in 1997. lhe imponance of lifelong learning was reinforced throu gh the
adoption of the proposal of "One Hour a Day". In recognizing that access to
educa tion is a hwnan right . all adults should be entitled to a daily opportunicy to
set aside an bour "dedicated to one's own intellectual and educational fulfilment"
(ICAE 1997) . The goal of such a proposal is to enhance opportunities for social
transformation.
Dewey. although primaril y concerned with the education of youth, was a
flrm believer in the concept of lifelong education . Learnin g is an integral part of
a person's entire life, not simply an activity limited to cenain blocks of time in
one 's lifespan (Cross-Durrant 1991). The education a child receives should
facilitate that person 's capac ity anddesire to learn throughout adulthood . Equaliry
of access shoufd be ensured throughout life to facilitate the real ization of tbls
potential. Dew ey believed that developing one 's capacity to learn was of far
greater importance than the transmission of "encyclopaedic" content (Cross-
Durrant [991 ).
'Pe r the purpo ses of this research . I am focussing on North American educa tors .
There is a long and rich historical tradi tion in Euro pe which is worth exploring for those
interested in the history of this field .
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Knowles is a key contri butor to adult learning theo ries and practices . He
made a clear distinction between peda gogy. the teaching of children . and
andragogy . the teaching of adul ts (Jarvis 1991). The te rm. aIXlragogy bas been
somewha t ccerrcversial over the years (Welton 1987) and appears to have fallen
out of regular usage in much current adult education literature. Some cite the
development of "andragogy" as part of adult education's move towards
profess ional isation and away from its role as a social movement (Collins 1995).
By creating sucb a distinct theoretical and methodological category . I think.
Knowles is in danger of contradi cting Dew ey 's conviction that learning forms a
con tinuum. throughou t life. Certain strate gies will work better with children than
adults . but many people have also studied the peda gogical varia tions that exist by
ethnicity , gender , and social class. I suggest that the age differences should be
thought of in ways similar to these other categorizati ons. The arbitrary
classification of education by age may inhi bit the sharin g of theo ries that could
span age grou ps. For example. Brookes ' ( 1992) employs peda gogical practices in
her unive rs ity teachin g based on strateg ies developed by Sylvia Ashton Warn er.
a New Zealand educator who worked with very young Mao ri children. Know les
did a great deal to raise awarenessof the existence andneeds of adult learners. He
also emphasized that education must go beyond the trans mission of skills and
informa tion. to assist in the developmen t of critical thinkers (Jarvi s 1991) .
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Eduard Lindeman promo ted the potential for social change that could be
realized through adult education, by educating adults for democratic partic ipation
(Brookfield 1991). However , other educators such as Thorndike took a very
individualistic approach, drawing heavily from the emerging field of psychology
in their development of adult learning theories (W.A. Smith 1991) . This trend
tended to support the individualization process of adult education as it became
professionalized and decontextualized from its social roo ts.
J.R . Kidd bad a strong influence on adult education in Canada and was
instrumental in promoting its role in international development thro ugh such
vehic les as UNESCO and the International Council for Adult Educati on (ICAE)
(Thomas 1991). He worked to break down myths that adults are hard to teach by
encouraging adults ' abilities and willingness to learn . Kidd looked beyond teaching
individuals. by promoting the socio-eco nomic potential of education in a nation's
deve lopment. He emphasized the social significance of learning in that. "it will
always be felt in all of the social, political and economic affairs of mankind " (Kidd
in Thomas 1991:201). Adult education should fonn an integral part of community
and national development strategies . The ICAE (1997) continues to promote the
vital role education plays [Q empower citizens to engage in transfonnative social
change and democratic participation.
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Muc h of my perso nal understanding and experi ence of adult education has
evolved from my exposure to SLF.X. 's Extension Departme nt and the Coady
International Institute that bam evo lved out of the Antigonish Moveme nt (Coady
1939, Laidlaw 1961. Lotz 1973, Grace 1995, Alexander 1997). The Antigonish
Movement arose in the 19205 to provide education, resources and, above all,
moti vation to enab le peop le to work togethe r towards ensuring economic viability
in their communities . Tw o priests are reco gnized as the leaders of me Movement :
Dr . James Tompkins and Dr. Moses M. Coady. The Movement initia ted lhe
development of credit unions and co-operatives for the fishing and agricultural
communities. craft produ cers and consumers . Adult education was see n to be the
key £0 the success afthe Movement. Tompkins began the "People ' s School" in the
1920s which offered people in rural communities courses ran ging from agriculture
to liberal arts. The concept was based on participatory humanistic learning
prac tices designed to develop group awareness and social change (Grace 1995).
The Antigonish Movement was considered rad ical in its day. Rather than
simply educa ting individuals, it promoted the concept of collective action to
address local problems . Tompldns helped raise people 's awareness of their
conditions to enable them to find solutions to their problems . This was an early
form of conscientization without the Marxist analysis evident in Freire's work.
However, it bas been cri ticized for sticking too closely to the local community
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level. lacking a suucturaJ. analysis at me provincial level and beyond to promote
social and political change. It was promoted as an "alternative to communism-
(Lotz 197 3), which is hardly surprising given the influence of the Catholic Church.
and the growing climate of fear surrounding the spread of communism in the
1930s (Lctz 1913) . This, no doubt . contributed to its reformist emphasis--enabling
people to adjust to the economic conditions of the time , rather than challenging the
economic infrastructureand political policies.
The Movement achieved international renown. prompting the estab lishme nt
of the Coady International Institu te which continues to bring together community
development practitioners from around the world to study participatory
development models and to share in the analysis of the global context of local
issues. Over the years the Movement's reputation reached almost mythical
proportions . Alexander Laidlaw, a chronicler of the Movement, cited this
phenomenon in 1961. Even today, cri ticisms of it are rare in Canadian adult
educati on lite rature . St.F.X. cites the Antigonis h Movement as evidence of its
commienenr to comm uni ty development in the reg ion . The Extension Department's
mission statement prom otes the values and princip les of the Movement by
engag ing in social change to create sustainable communities . "Given the challenges
o f the global economy. we are turning our thoughts and energies again to bow the
Univers ity can most fully serve the community - (St.F .X . 1996) .
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The dec line of the Anti gonish Movement was partl y blamed on the process
of academic legitimisation. Desp ite the prid e evident at St.F.X. for the Movement.
Laidlaw (1961) argues it wasalways marginalized by the University. Lovett etal.
charge that by imti tutionalising the Movement within the Coady International
Institute, the university essentially turned its back to the loca11evel, "remaining
somewhat aloof from the continuing problems of poverty and injustice in its own
regio n" (1983:6. see also Lotz 1973 andDav id Smith 1995) . Laidlaw believed that
"the professionalisation had robbed adul t education of 'its spirit and destroyed half
its value for society. ' Adult educatio n bad died as a movement only to be reborn
in the Academy" (in Welton 1987:48). This is relevant to adult education as a
who le. The focus on teaching methodologies at an indi vidual level (e .g. Knowles
and Thorndike) distanced the field of adul t education from its social context.
I do not want to suggest that 51.F .X. has severed all ties with its historical
commitment to community develop ment. The Extension Department provides a
continuing education programme. organises workshops and conferences. and
employs a staff of fieldworkers who are actively involved in projects throughout
the region. Even Tompkins' "People' s School" has been resurrected to teach
community economic development . However, the problem remains that the work
done by the Extension Department and Coady Institute is still not widely
recognized by the rest of the University.
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Outreach: Bringing the University to the People
I will DOW look more closely at the motivation driving the univers ity' s
desire to reach out to the community and provide opportuni ties to people woo
would DOt have access to univers ity education in a mainstream format . Why is
such an endeav our held up as a source of pride by the university, yet marginalized
at the same time? I will reflect on my own participation in continuing education,
contextualizing my experiences within relevant literatu re.
When I first enrolled in an evening course , I saw extension as
opportunity to get a tas te for unive rsi ty studies withou t moving away and
committing myself to a full-time pro gramm e, and all the expenses that entailed .
The simple pleasure of learning something new also attracted me. I chose courses
that sounded interesting rather than those that might have provided a readily
marke table sJdll; thus. I began my univ ers ity career by studying "Tbe Canadian
Nove l" rather than business adminis tratio n. The legitimacy of taking a univ ersity
course was also appeal ing. I doubt I would have gone if a similar course was
offered from a local high school. Many of my classmates attended extens ion for
reasons similar to my own . Most had other chall enges , such as families and jobs
that prevented them from studying full-time . or even from fmding time to
commute to the campus for evening courses. The convenience of extension ensured
that there was not a large sacrifi ce of time from family and comm unity. It was also
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a "second chance- for those who attended university years ago, but due to
marriage, financial constraints, or lack. of interes t. bad dropped out. Others were
unable to attend univ ersity when they were young.
People who may be intimidated by the university campus itself often
appreciate the opportunity to take courses in their own community (Wilkirw> n and
Heywonh 1985) . Classes offered in a local school o r community college escape
the trappings of the "Ivory towe r- • and help break down the university' s mystique.
Several students I know admitted feeling a bit overwhelmed by the campus and
were re luctan t to go to the uni vers ity library. Some felt self conscious about their
age-that they were teo old to be there . They wanted to feel like they were pan of
the univers ity "family ", but often did not feel like they had been extended such an
invitati on an camp us .
Robinson ( 1994) notes the retice nce among the rural women she intervi ewed
to relocate to an urban centre to pursue studies. Many of the women Campbell
(1994) inte rviewed suffered low self-esteem due to years at home away from an
educational setting or due to lack of ed uca tional success when they were youn g.
Knights (1995) ci tes a study of women attending a college in Australia who were
driven by a lifelong desire to rerum tc school. Th ey sough t to redress past
educational barri ers. "Often rblsambi tion was related to the fee ling that they had
not been given a chance to fulfil the ir inte llectual potential at school" (Knights
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1995:221). Much research basbeen produced exposing institutional barriers that
have limited women's academic potential in me past (Culley and Po rtuges 1985 .
Spender 1981). I can see that programmes such as the one Knights describes
pro vide important opportUnities for older wome n who have suffered educatio nal
discrimination. While Campbell's interviewees did make the leap into a full-time
programme, I suspect many others would find such a move too much of a risk. A
part-time route provides an oppo rtuni ty to explore opti ons and check out different
disciplines before committing to a programme. It was not until I had acquired
several cred its that the prospect of earning a degree appeared to be a tan gible goal .
Students enro lled in credit courses mayor may not be working toward a
degree, but they like the idea of baving a structured learning environment that
challenges them and rewards them for their efforts (p . Campbell 1994) . Takin g a
uni vers ity course provides legitimacy [Q this endeavour. and opens the door for the
future pursuit of a degree when the opportunity arises. When I enro lled in my first
university course, I had little idea that I would eventually graduate wi th more than
ODC degree . While most of themarried classmates I knew had supportive families,
many women are less fortunate. Knights ( l99S) identifies the lack of family
support as a major barrier women returning to school face, particularly among
lower class women. 1bis lack of support is compounded by the women' s own
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feelings of guilt about doin g something for themselves . Women who are in
situations of domestic abuse have few oppo rtunities to escape if they lack the
education needed to secu re a jo b. There are many stories of husbands sabo taging
women 's efforts to learn . I recall a letter in the Universi ty of Water loo distance
programme newsletter in which a woman described the abuse she endured. and the
actions her husband took to impede ber progress, such as burning her books and
ass ignments . She finally left him and grad uated, thanking the university's distance
programme for providing her with an escape route. Such stories serve as a vivid
reminder that people see king the oppommi ties provided by continuing educa tion
are not all s imply seeking rec reation or profess ional upgrading.
Bowl (1992) believes that it is crucial for the university to prov ide access
ro university education to those who were denied such oppo rtunities in youth. due
to such constraints as poverty . war and gende r role stereo types . By enrolling in
univers ity courses as "mature students- they have a chance to gras p opportuni ties
that were deni ed them in their you th. For some. it is a testing groun d to see if they
have the abili ty to study at the university level. The emphas is is on personal
development to rebuild confidence in their intellect . It dispels the myth that
university is beyond the grasp of the average person. Continuing education takes
the high value people place on learning and extends it beyond the domain of youth .
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The Intrinsic Value or Learning
Many people enroll in continuing education courses simply because a
particular course interests them. or they feel the need to cbal1enge themse lves
intellectually. I used to downplay the intrinsic value of learning in my work
because I feared that it would reinforce the belief tha t this isjus t a leisure acti vity
for the middle class "bored housewife - . But if I am.arguing that there is more to
learning than economic value . this point must be conside red andvalidated .
The driv ing force behind continu ing and distance education programm es in
the 1950$ and 60s was to bring the diversity of liberal arts university programmes
to people in the community who could not go to the university (Elias and Merri am
1995) . Calls to makeuniversity education more directly relevant to the job market
challenge this diversity, as will be discussed further in Chapte r 4 . A central
moti vation to continuing programmes such as the one I attended is the belief that
theuniversity hassomething to offer to people outside its traditional clientele. This
mirrors mainstream liberal arts education that attempts to expose young minds to
a wide range of disciplines for intellectual and cultural development.
I was always amazed at the broad course selection offered through the
Univers ity of Waterloo 's co rrespondence programm e-that they would believe
stro ngly enough in this liberal arts ideal to develop such a wide range of courses.
Thus , a woman on a farm. in Nova Sco tia could learn about palaeonto logy. Latin
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and early music history . One of my most cherished courses was tha t history of
early music, and I still recal l the strong sense of achievement I felt. I spent hours
studying the texts and tapes, and it was one of my highest grades as an
und ergraduate . Will knowing bow to read Gregorian plainc bant notation ever help
me in findin g a job? Not likely . but this is. for me, a very personal example of the
intrinsic value of such educatio nal opponunities . The women Camp bell (1994)
interv iewed may initially see university as something to get through , but often the
personal development they experience once enrolled is as importan t as any jo b
training they recei ve. They see this as a time to do somelhing for themselves
instead of continually setting aside their own goals to support others .
During my years at extens ion. there were a few elderly women who
completed degrees . They were greatly admired by the rest of us for pushing
themselves to work so hard for a purely personal reward . When I spoke of these
women to people DOt involved in extens ion, some would ask why were they
bothering, or worse, accuse them of being intellectual show offs-if there is no
obvious job-related reason for getting a degree , then their motives were suspect.
One woman I interviewed told me she faced such suspicious atti tudes, adding ,
"the y think you are nuts. " When people wonder why the older women are doing
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it. she responds . "I knowwbat these people are about . It is stimulating , active. _1
Among the women I have spoken with, the potential benefit for their
famili es is defined as an important aspect oftbeir educational experience. Th ey see
this primarily as something for themselves . but are quick to identify the positive
effects for their families . One married woman joked that when she graduates her
husband should get a degree too since she shared with him all that she learned in
her classes . Another woman hoped she was a good role model to her children , to
show them study skills, and that they have a range of educational options if they.
like herself. are not ready for university at 18. This was expressed by one woman
interviewed by Camp bell, who said that she enjoys doing homework together with
her daugh ter-sharin g this experience is bringing them closer together.
I recognize andstruggle wi th the fact thaI there is a class bias evident whe n
promoting the intrinsic value of learning . University education is still seen as a
status symbo l. There is a middle class expectati on of attending university . Also.
one needsan income secure enough to pay for the tuition. Among those in the
lowe r class, where university is held in high esteem, it is seen as a ticket out of
low wages and bard labour. Others view it as yet another trapping of privilege
from which they are excluded .
2Extension student interviewed durin g my undergraduate research . For a fuller
analysis of this research. see Irving (1992).
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Still only a small proportion of the population has access to higher
education.••Class remains impo nant in shaping disadvantage but the
conventional educational routes also severely disadvantage women
(Spender and Sarah, 1988) and black people. Nor must we forget
aide. people, lost to higber and secondary education for a host of
historical reasons: family poverty. war. poor teaching practices ,
limi ted gender-based expectation, and so 0 0 . If we really believe in
equal oppommities viewed throughout the life cycle, theirs is a
compelling case for compensation for experiences not available to
I:hem when younger. (Bowl 1992:20 1) .
Bow l cites the past em phas is o f extension programmes whose "focus was
on bringing the uni vers ity ' s knowledge to the servic e o f the wider co mm unity-
(1992:200). He believes tha t this is still an important objective. Adult education
programmes worldng with more marginalized groups, tend DOt to focus on lhe
tradi tional allure o f libe ral arts but have a community de velopment approach that
tries to help people work together to solve problems at the local level. The
competitive academic model of grades. prestige and scholarships is often Dol
effective in lhis context. Also, people sec through the ruse of retraining for jobs
that don't exist in their communities-training that puts people in competition with
each other. Thus, I would suggest an education model that puts people in
competition with each other would not be beneficial to the community.
Establishment adult education bas been criticized for the "entrenched
individualism of adult education philosophies which emphasize self-directedness
or the individual growth of isolated learners who strategically organize or
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'mana ge' their own learning within the confmes of their own privately determined
goals" (Hart 1992:12-13). Thus , strategies that harness the individual enthusiasm
for learning within a comm unity development model locate that individual in a
contex t that can be most effective .
DISCOVERING DICHOTOMIES
In this section , I will highlight the maiDdichotomies I have identified in the
adult education literature and from the *disjwJctures " I have experienced in
continuing education . These dichotomies, I believe, result from the esse ntialized
defmitions of nonmainstream students and continuing educati ons programmes as
"other" . They are recognized primaril y in terms of how they differ from the
mainstream clientele and programming offered in universities, reinforcing
misinformed stereotypes that contribute to the devaluation of nonmainstream
students and programmes . Furth er, the sometimes arb itrary distinction between
mainstream and nonmaim tream can bide similari ties. A problem in a
oonmainstream. programm e may be a mani festatio n of a larger structural problem
within the university .
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Student as "Other"
When I shifted from a part-tim e to a full-time programme on campus, I
discov ered the full extent of "otherness" continuing and adult students experience
in the mainstreamuniversity. Here, I regularly confrontedmainstreamassumptions
abo ut what extens ion was. I cou ld eas ily have been made to feel that my part-time
degree was something to hide--that I had not received a "real" university education
because I was off-campus. On the contrary it made me even morc determined to
stale my educat ional background to anyone who would listen . It has been important
for me to show that extension students can make it to graduate school.
The extension courses I attended usually had a class size ranging from
twelve to twenty students , which facilitated class discussion and helped to create
a sense of camaraderie among the students . I liked the intellectual stimulation that
the night courses provided . I was introduced to new fields of study that I shared
with a small group of students with whom I became good friends over the years .
I disliked high school intensely with its dull curriculum and rigid framework that
prim arily rewarded confo rmity. In these university courses, I was thrilled to
discover a setting where learning could be challenging and excit ing. I had finally
found an educationa l niche . Unfortuna tely, while there was a value attributed to
providing programming to students in the community, there was a prevailing
insinuation that it was second best to on-campus education .
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Wh en I began full-time studies on campus. I realized my soc ialization as an
adult studen t had not pre pared me to be among younger unde rgraduates who had
a distinctly diff erent view of the education process than I had acquired. As an adult
student in the full-time context, I expec ted to be treated with the respect I had been
accorded as a young student in the adult context, where I had been treated as an
adul t along with the othe r students . Instead, I returned to the hierarchical realm ,
that recalled some of my frustrations with high schoo l.
Pedagogically . I felt I was bette r off in extensio n than on campus whe re I
was now supposed to be enjoying the "real " university educati onal experience. By
enrolling in two or three courses per year . I had time to delve into the material
much more thoroughly than if I were working under a full course load. I
discovered how much of a difference this made when I did go full time and
attempted to put as much effort into each course as I had when I was a part-timer.
Thus the assumption that part-time students are less serious than full-timers o r that
it is eas ier was a sore spot for me . One student I spoke with felt uncomfortable
telling the professor she had enrolled in the class for personal interest. fearing that
she would not be taken as seriously as the "degree bound". In contrast , I would
feel self conscious if I said I was there because it was a required credit-that I was
not there for the pure benefit of learning what that professor had to offer . These
conflicting feelings , I think, reflec t the many ways we feel self consc ious and
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internalize the belief tha t we are not as serious as the mythical "real " students on
campus . I have bad to confront my own contradictory feelings in my earlier
research on this topic by implicitly devaluing the "hobby " student at the same time
as placing them higher because of their "pure " commitme nt to learnin g.
The main purpo se of continuing education is to provide university
opportunities to nonmainstream students. However , there is a dichotomy
surrounding the students' location in the framework as the central focus of
continuing educatio n programmes, yet marginalized by the univers ity as a whole.
These students often experience a puzzling d isjuncture when they try to understand
the gap between the philosophical conunitment expressed by the university for
continuing education, and the experiences they face when confronting
administrative regulations and restrictions . I believe the marginalisation of the
nonmainstrea.m student is linked with the lack of credibility of adult and continuing
education as a whole in the university.
Recognizing the different needs of this cliente le helps identify how standard
policies may be inadequate for nontraditional students, thus promoting the
provision of supplementary service . However, the presence of appropriate services
and programmes for those who do not fit in the "mainstream" is often used to
discred it nonmainstream students andprogrammes. Sadly, "di fferent" is often also
equated with "inferior"-the very stra tegies deve loped to assist adul t students (such
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as altering entrance requirements for mature students), may be interpreted by
others as "evidence" of their inferiority . Within the academy, attitudes regarding
academic excellence and meritocracy imply that removing barriers to access
decreases overall excel teace by letting in people who do not deserve to be there.
This is evident in the backlash against affirmative action when it is argued that
underqual ified people gai n educational or employme nt opportunities mere ly to
fulfil a quota . This attitude does not consider who is defining exce llence. or how
this definiti on exc ludes peopl e due to prejudice rathe r than lack of ability . Perha ps
the mixed messages norunainstream students receive result from confusion within
the university regarding its mission and its own defini tions of quality.
If a university education is a prerequisite for job security , then we need to
enable more people to achieve this goal . However . this works at cross purposes
with the attitude that by increasing access quali ty is diminished. Students are left
to wonder what kind of educati on they are receiving , and. bow it will be valued by
others. Stude nts feel the effects of the attitudes tha t they are getting an education
that is "second-rate" .
Wo men students as "other"
There is a disturb ing disjuncture evident in much adult educa tion literature
regarding the representation of women. By my own calculations of attendance rates
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at extension courses and by the calculations of others (Rice and Meyer 1989,
Copland 1988) women normally comprise the majority of part -time learners. This
is not the case in adu lt education literature. Wh en I researcbed my undergraduate
thesis . I was puzzled that there was so little material deal ing primarily with wo men
students or feminis t teaching methods in con tinuin g education. Edith Smith ( 1992)
clear ly quantifies this absence through ber survey of a wide range of adult
education joumals .
In surveys of the history of adu lt education in Nonh America and Brita in.
women are rare ly, if ever, recognized for their contributions to the field . I rece ntly
browsed thro ugh the tables of con tents of old editions of the American Association
for Adult and Continuing Education handbooks that have been published every
decade since the 1920s. These handbooks represent a wide cross -section of adult
education research at the time of publication . I can see that from the stan . women
were indeed involved in adult education research . In the early editions, men's
contributions of material in these handbooks outnumbered women's three to one .
By the 19405, this gap had narrowed (0 two to one . The edition of the 196Os ,
however , showed a startling regression in which men's contributions were
overrepresented by a staggering eight to one . We have learned much from the
researc h conducted to identify the consequences of the bias against women in the
mainstream university (Lewis and Simon 1985, D.E. Smith 1987, Bannerji 1991).
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As Edith Smith (1992) asserts, it is high time adult education examined the
consequences of this imbalance.
Student supPOrt services (or lad; thereon
Since nonmainstream students are not the primary clientele of most
universiti es. support structures for these students often fall short of students'
needs . I found that a major prob lem with being in extension was that we ofte n
were not known to the departmen t of our cho ice, beyond the one or two professors
who offered extension courses . I could see me conse quences of this when I faced
adminis trative prob lems over which I had to elicit departmental support . Had I not
taken a course on campus , I would not have been recruited for the honours
programme. I would not have even known it was a po ssibility for me. This reflects
the lack of counselling services-both academic and personal-and administrative
support for many extens ion students.
CAUCE (l 99 1) cites the profit motive mentality as one reason for this
neglect. If continuing education is seen to be nothin g more than a money-maker
that supp lements tradi tional programmes, emphas is is placed on getting away with
as little as poss ible in terms of service. CAUCE notes, "Th e general attitude
continues to be to fit the pan-time learner into the system, not the converse-
(199 1:49), citing problems such as difficulties in transferrin g credi ts despite high
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mob ility of people toda y and the lack of serv ices outside of regular office hours.
Primary contact is with part -tim e faculty woo are as marginalized as the students .
Limited courseselectio n and time slots , lack of financial support to students and
minimal graduate programme options are othe r problems these students confro nt .
•At some universities, part time students are asked to pay more for courses and ,
a t man y, are given very little academi c recogni tion - (CAUCE 1991:50). If
nonmainstream students are not offered supports similar to those mainstream
stude nts receive to help them through univ ersity. then the challenges are even
highe r for nomnainstream students to succe ed . This, despite the prevailing attitude
that co ntinuing and extension courses are somehow easier or less rigo rous than 0 0 -
cam pus courses.
CAUCE (199 1) notes the lack of involvement betw een full-time facuIty and
part-time stud ents, in that responsibility fo r teaching co ntinuing education courses
normally is held by sessional instructors . While many of the night courses I
atten ded were taught by full-time faculty . one of my best learning experiences in
extension was with a sessional instructo r-a course in English literature that I stil l
recall fondly due to the teacher' s pedag ogical skill and respect for the students. J
am deeply concerned about the CAUCE briefs negative assum ptions abou t
sessio nals . I fear it reinforces the stereo type that part-time programmes are indeed
infe rio r because they are often taugh t by sessionaJs. This could justify further
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diminishing the value of the courses these students can choose from . Elsewhere.
CAUCE makes accasanons about academ ic snobbery , but I fear they succumb EO
it here themselv es, by impl ying that sess ional reachers are incompetent. However.
the point that sessionals ' position in the academy is marginal is a valid one. I
suggest the issue at band bas more to do with the exploitation of the sess ionals
than their teaching ability .
A distressing consequence of structural marginalization is lhat often students
internalize the otherness they confront . Some students I know have expressed
reluctance to demand rights because administratively they see themselves as a low
pri ority to the universi ty . The y admit being hesitant to initiate contact with the
dean or his assis tant becaus e they know these people are al ready very busy with
the on-campus students . Th ey may rese nt such a feeling, but it does silence them ,
since they do not want to "impose". 1bis hesiwion may also be exacerbated by
feeling intimidated by the university whi ch can seem to be a monolith wben you
only know one or two professors and staff members . Where does one go with a
problem? The y may co me from lower class backgrounds in which university
education is reall y seen as a privilege . These students may not know what rights
they have, accepting discriminatory policies as "just the way it is" . They may not
realize that rules can suddenly bend if one makes a fuss. My entire part-time
academic experi ence was achieved by requests for an "excep tion" to be made to
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the rules that prevented me, as a part-time studen~ from following the pam I
wanted to . Yet, thesestud ents argue thatit is unfair that theybe treated marginally
when they pay the same tuition and have the same course requirements . Th ey
believe they should be treated equall y or equitably .
CAUCE argues , "In terms of part-time learners. there mus t be a s igni ficant
attitude change away from characterizing these individuals as ' less committed'
students . Not only must the discrimination against part-time studen ts be corrected.
their needsand demands must receive a higher priority within the institution"
(1991:58) . Barton identifies prejudice against lhe adult learne r as the main
impediment to ensuring equality. Adults who go to school are assum ed to be there
for career advancement or to alleviate boredom: "Every reason except to get
educated- (Barton 1982:141). Such an attitude falls far short of the ideal of
promoting "lifelong learning- as described earlier in this chapter . The emp hasis
shifts awa y from the "teaching " responsibility of the university. towards seeing it
as a "public service- activity. In Chapter 4, I will explore the consequences of
such a shift, in that it facilitates the move to a mar keting approa cb to continuing
edu cation rath er than an acad emic commitment. The "othernes s" students feel is
not an isolated feeling o f insecurity. but reflects assump tions tha t are linked to the
de valuation of continuing education as a whole.
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Continuing Ed ucation as Other
There are different approaches a university may take when deve loping
continuing education programmes. The "Iaissez-faire" model focuses on remo ving
simple barriers like age requirements or pare ntal consent. There is no institutional
change involved. The "separa tist" model sees adults as separate from the rest of
student body . A small array of support services are offered to respond to obvious
percei ved differe nces . Finally. the "equity- mod el develops appropriate delivery
systems, integrated curricula and faculty . and support services to address the
divers ity represented by their clientele (Copland 1988) .
Definin g continuing education as a public serv ice removes it from the work:
carried out in the rest of the university . Despite the stated commitment of
univers ities to offer continuing education , this commitment is often weak at the
administrative level. The efforts of committed staff and facul ty who exp ress their
appreciation for working with adult students can be undermined by administra tive
apathy . Many of the problems that we complained about , as extension students,
were caused by rather minor administrative restrictions which could have been
easily remedied. The fact that these problems were minor was what made them so
frus tra ting . It would not have taken much effort on the part of the uni versity to
remedy them , if the will were there. Negative assump tions also mak e such
programmes susceptibl e to cutbacks or reorganisation. If they are perceived to be
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merely a second best to wha t the university normally offers. then in times of fiscal
restrain t they face the threat of cutbacks. closure. or reorganisation to attract
corporate interes t as I will discuss in Chapter 4.
In my experience , there was often little fonnal organisation or continuity
in the course offerings of the academic departments. We were angered that we
could not major in a discipline. Following the overall restructuring of
undergraduate programmes at St.P .X., part-time students did become eligible to
apply for majors. However, there still was no academic assurance of course
availability that would enable us to do so. There was a lack of commitment to
ensure the provision of a coherent course of studies. We quickly fouod out that it
is not a matter of what you want to study but what you can get . We believed that
our passage through the system was facilitated not by the "system" , but by the
support of a handful of people working in our interests to overcome structural
barriers . Primarily, these were the extension officer who felt as marginalized as
the rest of us, and the assistant to the deans who guided us through the
administrative obstacles . We often expressed to each other how glad we were to
have these people help us.
Jevons (1987) is angered by the assumption that anything offered on campus
is, by definition, superior to off-campus programmes. He describes a distance
education programme at an Australian university in which the course materials
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designed for distance courses were in high demand among students on-cam pus who
found these materials to bemore instructive than class lectures . Jevons argues that
distance programmes are normally judged agains t an "ideal" of what on-campus
learning should be . This approach fails to recognize thatmany on-campus students
must cope with tedious lectures , overcrowded classes and lack of individual
instructio n. A few years ago at St.F .X. the general baccalaureate degree
programme was cancelled because students were passing through the university
wi thou t ever developing a connection with a department. Recalling the complaint
that part -time students are often not known to a department . the proble m was
partly due to discrimination against part-timers , but it was also symptomatic of
shortcomings within the regular programme . It was just more noticeab le for us
because we were on the periphery .
In the case Jevons describes, those who were able to see beyond the
distance/on -campus dichotomy began to explore ways in which the innovations
developed in the distance prograrrune could be integrated with on-campus studies .
Jevons encourages us to avoid becoming entrenched in such defensive positi ons
and focus instead on what each model has to offer. We must constantly assess the
standards by which continuin g education programmes are being judged.
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Outreach Versus Academi c Excellence
Part of the "otherness" experienced by continuing education arises from the
dichotomy of outreach versus academic excellence. Through much of this century.
there bas been a tens ion between the historical commitment to community
development and academic credibility within the field of adult education. Despite
these outreach efforts. adu lt education faced the opposing pull of legitimation in
the academy which actually worked against developing educational programmes
that reflected the needs of the cliente le. The interests of the students became
secondary to the interests of academ ic credibility (Welton 1987).
Work that is strongly focused on teaching practices like adult education. is
devalued by universities that place primacy on research and see teaching as
fulfilling a secondary role'. The Smith Repo rt (1991) acknowledges the historical
and current devaluing of teaching in the academy . Research continues to be the
primary determinant of faculty tenure and promotion. The Report acknowledges
that excellent researchers who are adequate teachers excel in their careers far
beyond excellent teachers with adequate research activity . The Report criticizes the
'One professor I had, was very explicit in defining an academic career primarily in
terms of research and that teaching was a necessary evil to pay the bills-not an
encouraging remark for a student to hear . This same professor later warned me against
pursing graduate studies in education because my degree would be almost worthless if I
wanted an academic career in a "real" discipline like sociology.
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blatant inequi ty of tenure and promotion scales that are skewed to favour
researchers over teachers. The Report calls for grea ter recognition of teacbing
excellence and for increased support for pedagog ical research . Unfortunately. tbe
Repo rt undermines its own findings by recommending that pro fessors who identi fy
their pre ference for teaching excellence be given a heav ier course load . Thi s fails
to recognize the labour intensity involved in effec tive pedagogical practice .
Further, those who engage in pedag ogical innovations would be unable to research
and publish their pedagogical work if they were swamped with this heav ier
teaching load . Many adult educators wo rk doggedly to interact actively with their
clientele developing participatory learning models , but they are not spending much
time justi fying their academic credib ility to the institution (WeltoD 1987) . If
research opportuni ties are denied , men the prob lem of credibility will DOt be
overcome.
The nontrad itional students who are invited into the academ y through the
outreach committnent become al ienated within by eli tism . Adult educati on becomes
the sole realm of the university's commitment to the community and is effectivel y
froze n out of the "real " work of the academy. In an attempt to make it more
accep ted academically and seen less as a "service", adult education has been
engaged in a process of professionaIisation, leading to activities that have more to
do with academic career advancement than rea1suppon to the students . This has
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been a controvers ial endeavour within adult education circles. as I have alread y
desc ribed with the Antigonish Movement.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, I have examined some of the foundational conce pts upon
whic h adult and continuing education programmes are based. My purpose for
doing this has been to develop an understanding of my own experiences with
continuing education, and to highlight the major limi tations experienced in these
programmes. There is a prevailing assumption that many continuing education
programmes need [0 be more responsive to the rapid changes we are now
witnessing in our society. Many of the problems I have identified reflect old
attitudes and assump tions that have contributed to the persistent marginalization of
nonmainstream students and programmes . These people and programmes continue
to be judged against an ideal image of mainstream university education that, some
would argue , never really existed. Thus we see the deve lopment of dicho tomies
that contribute to restrictions and attitudes that affect the level of access to
university education for nonmainstream students, that dismiss the value of the
wo rk continuing education programmes carry out , and that challenge the
importanc e of univers ity outreach .
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However, I continue to believe that if we challenge these dichotomies, there
is much to be learned and retained from existing continuing education programmes
in terms of their guiding vis ion and commitment to community involvement, while
finding ways to gain respect within the university . In Chapter 4, I will argue that
by focusing on the limitations of existing continuing education programmes, those
elements that do have great potential are overlooked, lead ing to the redesign of
programmes that reflect more the interests and biases of the designers than the
interests of the students they intend to attract. Many of the problems I have
identified in this chapter are Dot addressed in the human resource model that I will
now describe.
CHAPTER 4: STUDENT AS HUMAN RESOURCE
Now we are enmeshed in the glo ry of a new all-powerful clocbnaker
god-the marketpl ace and its sidekick. technology.
- John Ralston Saul
10 this chapter. I will examin e and critique the constru ction of students in
the context of "huma n resource- development. The university is being called upon
by gove rnment and the private secto r to take a more active role in training the
skilled labour force needed to promote Canada 's global competi tiveness (S .L.
Smith 1991 . NSCHE 1994). Universities are cri ticized for not adopting a more
market-driv en approach to ensure their economic sustainability . There are a
growing Dumber of crit iques of this co rporate agenda in the univers ity and in adult
education . Among these, Newson and Buchbinder (1988, 1990, 1991) figure
prominentl y. They exam ine the treatment of knowledge as a commodity and the
effect this has on the work done in the university .
Nonmainsueam programmes, as I will argue , are identified as key sectors
of corporate-university coopera tion due to continuing education departments '
capacity to design and offer specialized uaining courses that could provide much
needed revenue to univers ities (S .L Smith 199 1. Carnevale 1992) . In my
examination of me corporate agenda's effect on continuing education programmes ,
I will focus on who is defined as the "student" by me institutions involved in me
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process of designing programmes in the interests of capital. Newso n and
Buchbinder' s work can be instructive here as , aU too often, the corporations are
pegged simplistically as -the bad guys· in critical education literature, without an
examination of themore complex insti tutional relations involved. Why uni versities
are respo nding readily to corpo rate interests is a key issue to be addressed .
Continu ing education programmes are particular ly suscep tible to corpo ratis t
influences due to their perceived inadequa cies . Some of these real and imagined
shortcomings bavlng been outlined in Chapte r 3. If this assum ption of inefficiency
persists then they can easily be res tructured to respond to a corporate desire to
invest in "human capital - (Riel Mill er 1994:339), where economi c interests of
efficiency take precedence over programme effectiveness in the interests of
students. What processes exist to red uce any educati on that is not job-o riented to
a leisure activity? I will argue that the prob lems identified in Chapter 3 are not
dealt with here in ways that are advantageous to students.
Much of what I valued in traditio nal continuing educa tion would not appear
to have an economic value-collegial community. a cbance to build confide nce, and
the personal value of learning. Nor is it the vision of extensio n departm ents active
in community development and social chang e . Liberatory educa tion objectives have
no room in a model that perceives education merely as a tool for retrainin g an
unders ldlJed workforce . Corporatist models of learning can endanger people's
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ability to critique their work lives (Hart 1992). Many adult educators are frustrated
by the pressures they are facing, and are beginning to recognize the need for a
reflexive analysis of their field to formulate an effecti ve challenge (Welton 1987.
Cruikshank 1996). Such a challenge is providing community-based alternatives (0
the competitive. individual istic model espoused by corporatism.
This chapter is organised into four main sections. First . I will provide
background on the corporate agenda. This term means more than a direct response
by university to private sector clients. it reflects a wider ideology shared by the
ruling institutions (Smith 1987) that increasing ly define our work, educa tion and
lives in economic terms (Cruikshank 1997) . I describe the effects of the corporate
agenda on universities and continuing educatio n programmes . I focus on
corporatism because it is viewed to be desirable in continuing education. Key
dichotomies evident here include, short term versus long term programming, and
liberal academic versus vocational curriculum. Further , I argue that this model
produces a "revolving door " situation, in that students find the knowledge they
rece ive is quickly outdated . Finally I will summ arize the arguments of those who
are resisting this individualistic. competitive. market-driven approach to educa tion.
It is widely recognized. that the status quo is not an option, thus creative
alternatives need to be presented to challenge the dominant. corpora te mode l.
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ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION
The Corporate Agenda in Our Society'
Since the early 1980s, we have witnessed a shift towards the politica l right
wing in terms of economic and social policy. resulting in substantial government
funding cutbacks to many social programmes. Briton (1996) provides an analysis
of the "new right" attack on our social service system to make it conform to the
market ideology . This ideology claims that social services are best maintained by
the private secto r that will allow them to adjust to free market forces, rather than
being artificially regulated by the state. According to Briton , those among the
"new right" identify issues they see as problematic in society and provide solutions
that reflect their ideo logy. Beyond economic policy, this includes attacks on the
provision of services and rights to discriminated populations ranging from women
and aboriginal peoples, to gays, lesbians and immigrants , because such "special
privileges " restrict the process of competition for individual success. They claim.
government social programmes and protective legislation interfere with the
"natural" flow of the market economy. "These business rulers , currently facing the
instability of extreme international debt and related Third World unrest, are
I This is a brief overview to provide a contex t to changes in the academy. For a
more thorough critique of this trend, I recommend Hart (1992), Menzies (1996),
Noble (1995) and Saul (1995).
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responding with unrelenting promotio n of a global , co rporate-contro lled ' free
trade' economy " (Bronson 1991:67).
It is ironic that the market is portrayed as having a life of its own tha t must
not be fettered by gove rnmen t interference, yet the cultural diversity that has
evolved along the way is seen as unna tural , requirin g an artifi cial regulation of the
people to ensure the natural progression of the market. Th e "new right - be lieves
the self indulge nce of the modem era, not right-win g economic policy. is the real
culprit behind the social dislocation experie nced today (Briton 1996).
This scenario can be bewilde ring for ordinary citizens . At the same time as
people in many regions of the country experience increasing races of chronic
unemployment. the media reports on the prosperity of the Canadian economy as
evidenced by the booming stock market and record bank: profits . Menzies.
identifying the growing sense of alienation between people and the economy that
determines their security . states :
The new economy promises to be less and less our eeonomy-
sustaining us all with jobs , livelihoods. leisure , and oppornmities to
parti cipate , andsimp ly a chance to live at peace with ourselves, our
families, friends. and neighbours-because it is not grounded in the
soc ial environment of human communi ties, let alo ne the natural
envir onment , with a finite sense of time and space. It is grounded
instead in an entire ly simulated environm ent: that of the corporate
systems economy driven by global stock and bond markets andtheir
cons tant appetite for profit margins (1996: 13) .
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The corporate agenda does Dot just involve corporations . Saul (l99S) cites
a number of exam ples of how government hasadopted the corporate ideo logy and
language. The very notion of democrac y is increasingly framed in economic
terminology . Saul quotes a 1995 Canadian government foreign policy paper that
states, "human rights tend to be best protected by those socie ties that are ope n to
trade , financial flows, population movements , information and ideas about freedom
and human dignity " (Saul 1995:60). Saul believes it is telling that "freedom" is
tagged near the bottom of the list, as several dictatorships fulfil the first three
criteria . Further, "freedo m" has come to mean little more than the "absence of
economi c constraint". while "equality" is Interpreted as promoting the opportunity
to compe te (Briton 1996:35).
To ensure that the corporatis t climate is reflected throughout all sectors of
society. corpo rations define their needs and priorities to other institutions within
the ruling apparatus. Because of the wealth at stake, other institutions are
increasing ly eager to respond to their concerns quickly. Educati on is no exception.
Human R esource Develo pment
The phrase "human resource" reflects the concerns I have with corporatist
influences in educatio n. I think it is necessary to consider the implications of a
term. that has slid so eas ily into the language of the 90s. It has even been
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formalized in the name for the federal government department that administers
unemployment benefits and coordinates retraining- "Human Resources and
Development Canada". In economic terms, the word "resource" refers to anything
that bas the potential to be exploited for profit. such as forests, fish or coal. In this
model. humans only exist within the context of profitability. Proponents of a
market-driven perspective on education are quite explicit in their descriptions of
people in economic terms . For example: "human resource inputs are shown to be
consistently more important than capital . .. Our economic growth and productivity
are becoming ever more dependent on human resources . " (Carn evale 1992 :49) .
Dav id Smith echoes my own fears regarding the implications for education:
"Establishment adult education speaks of human resource
development in the same impersonal way engineers speak of water
resource development or mineral resource development...The
technocratic jargon disguise s that development regularly works out
as exploitation" (1995 :74) .
Grades and certificates are viewed in terms of how they can add value to this
human resource.
This is Dot a new concept. Economic theories regarding "human capital "
have for some time calculated the costs and benefits of educational investments in
human resources to maximize emplo yee productivity (Schultz 1971, Calzavera
1988) . As I have stated , I do not hide the fact that I am deeply troubled by
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defining human lives in tenus of eco nomic profit . Schultz criticizes those of us
who share what he calls an "irrational moral queas iness" because people benefi t
by enjoying greater employment opportunities and higher wages through an
efficient investment of human resource potential (1971:4) . HowevervOnimode
(1985) argues that in the real labour market the value of labour is more dependent
upon the availability or scarcity of workers than the value of the individual 's
ability. In criticizing curren t practices of human resource development., Newman
charges. "even a cursory examination of the literature on human resource
development will show that those doing the thinking about training on behalf of
management still regard workers as functions and not people, as anonymous units
that go togethe r to make up one particular kind of resource that is there to be
calculatedly exploiced along with the other. less animate resources " (1994:90- 91).
Noble (1995) argue s that resistance move ments during the Industrial
Revolution contributed to the eventual rise of the modem labour movement and
progress ive social legislation protecting workers ' rights . However, the current
predominance of market forces and erosion of social programmes is now undoing
much of that progress labou r has achieved in the pas t centu ry. One explanation for
the lack of resistance to this technological revolution in comparison with the past,
is that people tend not to challenge the argume nt that restructuring is necessary to
ensure competitiveness (Noble 1995). Thus. people get caught in dichotomized
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thinking patterns. Those who argue against a change designed to improve
economic competitiveness, are invariably accused of hinde ring progress and the
competitive advantage needed to succeed. Collaborative models are not widely
presented as an alternative to competitive models. Now, the language of
competition is gaining wider prominen ce in the educational realm.
TRAINING HUMAN CAP ITAL
The University Context
Budge t cutbacks are placing increased pressures on theuniversity to become
mo re economically self-sufficient, thus administrators are lookin g for opportunities
for the university to generate income by attracting support from the priva te sector
(Newson and Buchbinde r 1989). The Corporate Higher Education Forum brings
together corporate executives and university pres idents to work towards increased
integration of corporate and university interests . (New son and Buchbinder 1990).
The university is redefining irs priorities to provide the researcb and workforce
needed by the private sector to ensure a competitive edge internationa lly (Ne wson
and Buchbinder 1989. S. Smith 1991).
The emphasis on business interests within the academy has been call ed the
"new agenda" by Newson and Buchbinder. "The 'new age nda ' encourages
univ ersity support of technological change and private sector deve lopment as the
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dominant guidin g vision of future higher educati on pcl lcy " (Newson and
Buchbinder 1990 :355) . This is not just a two-w ay dialogue betw een univ ersi ty
administrations and big business . These chang es reflect the intersec tion of
university, business and governm ent policy among other "outside parties - such as
gran ting agencies (Newson & Buchb inder 1990) . This. I think . is an important
point in the context of Doroth y Smith 's (1987) concept of the "re lations of rul ing -
in which institutions work with each other for their mutual interes ts. When I speak
of a co rpora te agenda . I am not only describin g direct private sec tor invol vement
in univers ities. but o f an economic ideology that spans sectors in our soc iety .
Desp ite this intersection of institutions, the university still likes to think (or
promote the image) that it stands alone . protected by "academic freedo m" . Yet,
there is growing doubt abou t this au tonomy: "wblle the unive rs ities ough t to be
centres of active independent publi c criti cism, they tend instead to sit prudently
unde r the protective veils of their own corpo rations ... The universities. which ought
to embod y humanism. are instead obsessed by aligning themselves with speci fic
mark et forces- (Saul 1995:70).
The corporate agenda claims to be ass isting in the modernization of an
outda ted instinnic n. The development of a wide array of liberal programmes
during the expansion of the 19505 and 1960s reflected a democratization process
that. criti cs argue, undennined the university' s acade mic cred ibility (Newso n and
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Buchbinder 1988). Further. expansion was supported by substanti.aJ. levels of
government funding . As funding has decl ined. the resources needed to maintain
former levels of d ivers ity o f research and teaeb.iDg have diminis hed . 'Theuniversity
bas been called upon to re -examine its role in light of these economic constraints
and the types of programmes that are desired in the current educational
mar ketplace .
Universities are oft en criticized for not adequately producing the skilled
labour force that the private sector demands (Jarvis 1985, Han 1992), to ensur e
economic competi tiveness . Edwards states, ~A gap is perce ived to have developed
between the personnel needs of the labour mark et and the skills people require to
enter/remain in that mark et. Bridging that gap has become a significant policy
issue , in order that economic competitiveness within the global economy can be
sustained - (1992 :56) . Hay and Basran refer to human capital theory when they
explain how investmen t in this secto r is believed to ensure national economic
gro wth. Thi s theory • focuses primarily on the eco nomic bene fits of increased
inves tment in the area of education- (Hay and Basran 199 1:36). Resource
allocati on to educa tion is being calculated primarily in terms of the poten tial
economic payback training provi des .
Hart (1992) states that in such an economi c model , the goals of soc iety and
econo my are believed to be one and the same . The unive rsity is seen to be falling
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behind in this shift . Thus. more private sector involvement is promoted to brin g
the university in line with "society ". The fact that there are other elements in the
makeup of "soc iety " than eco no mics is overlooked. Th ere is political value in
emphasizing retraining needs-if lack of skills is seen to be the problem, then the
focus is placed on specific skills training instead of asking why the society is
moving in a direction that is making so many people obso le te. SUch an emphasis
thwarts soc ial analysis and critique.
Ensuring diversity within the workforce-including women, ethnic
minorities. immigrants- is potentially seen to be a threat to competitiveness.
because of the extra resources that are required to give these disadvantaged groups
the oppo rtunities they ma y oeed to be empl oyed . such as impro ved access to
educa tio n and affirmative action programmes (Han 1992) . 1llis atti tude igno res
any sense of obligation to address the interests of all sectors of society. It also
ignores the high level of education amon g wome n, by assuming it is their lack:of
qualifications that limit their adv ance me nt. Women are also perce ived to be less
capable at succeeding in science and technology (S. Smi th 1991) . Thus women,
older wom en in particular. are stream ed away from the very training programmes
tha t gov enunent and the priva te sector promote as providing the best opportunities
for employment securi ty . Wom en who refus e to leave their communities . are see n
as lacking the motivation needed to succeed (Robinson 1994). This assessment
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ignores the very real reasons why these women are unwilling or unable to relocate.
Retraining progranunes in Newfoundland following the collapse of the cod
fishery have shown a lack of creativity in assisting women to find viable
alternatives (Robinson 1994) . Robinson found that employment counsellors decided
what programmes were viable and what were not, and women were discouraged
from applying for courses that did not have a clear employment goal as defined by
the government. Thus , at issue is both what is taught and who bas access to this
education, and who is left out. Older people are not viewed as a good investment
for training, especially women (Robinson 1994) . They are not seen to have enough
work years left in them to justify the "human capital" investment.
The retraining described by Robinson (1994) did not seem to be in the
students' interests, from their own perspective. Shanahan (1992) and Edwards
(1992 ) both see the retraining emphasis as a ruse to hide the real reasons for high
unemployment. Rather than an undereducated population, it is economic policies
and the "downs izing" of Canada's civ il service and industrial sectors which have
created chroni c unemplo yment . Government and the corporate sector are
understandably tempted to blame unemployment upon the unemployed themselves .
People are told that they must retrain to keep up with the changing economic
conditions. The assumption is that more education will fix current economic woes,
both at an individual and national level. Hart (1992) notes that only 20% of the
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unemployed lack employable slcils . Thus, "ueemployed people and public
providers of education and training ha ve become the 'scapegoats ' for what is
essentially a failure of economic policy" (Edwards 1992:57) . As Overton's (l 99 S)
research on adult education policies in Newfoundland in the 19305 shows, casting
such blame on the unemployed is not a new stra tegy . Overton contends that these
adult educati on programmes acted as a form. of social contro l reflecting
government interests and undennining attem pts among the unemployed to organise
in seeking financial assistance from the state .
Funding Education
"Conventional education and training institutions are being cal led
upon to solve problems they were not originally des igned to tackle
and to do so with reduced fiscal capa city- (R . Miller 1994:353).
Oneof the most noticeable changes in universities over the past decade has
been the change in the way universities are funded. Government cutbacks have
prompted increasing student aod pri vate sector contributions to univers ity budgets .
I will now consider the implications of these changes.
Student Contribution:
The federal government stales that since the Second World War, there has
been a steady growth of public funding to post-secondary education. both through
the establishme nt of research granting agencies like NSERC and SSHRC. as well
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as through transfer payments to the provinces (at rates calculated in accordance
with provincial popu lations). This funding DOW totals sa billion annually . one half
of the system's cost (HRDC 1994). The govemment sees its primary role in furore
educational polic y as enhancing people 's opportunities to improve their economic
pos ition. The government intends to move away from broad -based funding towards
a "system of expanded student loans and restructured grants to individuals "
(HRDC 1994: 62) . Loan schemes replace gove rnment respo nsibility to fund
institutions directly, placing a heavier financial onus on the student. The
government favours individual respons ibility. stating that this struc ture encourages
"mutual responsibility among Canadians for managing a greater share of their own
soc ial securi ty" (HRDC 1994 :63).
The rational e presented by the government (or al tering student loans is lha t
the restructured loan programme will improve access [0 students by providing
them with the financ ial assistance they need to pay for their education. "Clearly,
it is politically appropriate to be demonstrating that access to the educa tion system
is open to everybody throughout their lives, so that an appearance of
egalitarianism occurs- (Jarv is 1985:199 , emphas is mine). Howev er, Jarv is adds .
"Th ose who are enabled to take advantage of educational provision are already the
advantaged- (1985:213). If government stresses the need for post-secondary
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education, then it cannot admit that this goal is beyond the reach of larg e sectors
of the population.
I will leave it to the economists to study the more intricate fmanc ial
implications of this move , but as a student, I am extremely troubl ed. by the shift
from broad-based to individualized funding and substantial ly higher tuition fees .
Despite government assurances that restructured loan programmes for students will
not reduce access, I think it is telling that they suggest the use of RRSPs for
education (HRD C 1994) . This assumes tha t the potential student is already in a
financial ly secure enough position to have amassed enough RRSP equity to transfer
to education. What are the long-term fmanc ial implications for midd le-aged adults
who spend their retirement savings on education at the same time as they are told
that they should bear more responsibility for their own retirement income . given
the shaky status of the Canada Pension Plan?
The Nova Scotia Council on Higher Education, in its "Gree n Paper -
discussing proposed changes to universities in that province, identifies the
increasing debt burden students face due to a combination of increased tuition,
lower bursaries and limited availab ili ty of summer employmen t (NSC HE 1994) .
It fails to follow up on this by discussing its consequences for students ' uni versity
access and parti cipation .
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The Federal Government uses the term "bootstrappers" to describe those
workers who "are anxious to seize control of their economic destinies through
tra ining or highe r education" (HRDC 1994:60) . This reinforces the me ritocratic
my th tha t people succeed prim aril y by ' pulling themselves up by their bootstraps",
and those who do not succeed are those who lack this self-motivation. Jarvis
asserts tha t educational participation is "no t merely a matter of motive or intent by
participants, but it is something that is clearly related to both the individual's
position in the social system and also to his (sic) position in the life cycle"
(1985:209-210). When the "appearance of egalitarianism" is illusory , it makes
matters even worse for people. Very real barriers to people's participation are
obscured if the assumption prevails that it is simply a matter of will that
determines one's ability to attend university . Those who are unable to participate
face not only the economic disadvantage of lacking the education they need to
secure better employment, but must endure the perpetuation of stereotypes that
they do not succeed because they choose not to make the effort. Furthermo re,
other barriers to access are hidden if financial cost is seen to be the only
determinant in a person's participation in education.
I am also troubled by the assumption that financial cost is tbe best indicator
of responsibility and commitment. Norrie (in Hobson and Locke 1995) believes
"there should be no doubt" that rising tuition costs will make students more
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responsible for thei r studies and universities more accountable for the quality of
education they provide. Norrie implies that students are DC)( currently taking their
studies seriously-a very dismissive attitude to have towards students, in my
opinion . He offers DO data showing a link between the leve l o f responsibility
among students and the tuition they pay. I would argue that the opposite may
occur. If students are forced to carry a profoundly heavier debtIoad, they will be
pressured into seeking more emplo yment , thereby reducing the time available for
study . The Smith Report notes that over 25 % of full-time students in 1990 work
10 to 30 hours or more per week (S .L. Smith 1991), but it does not follow up on
the consequences of this for their academic achievement. To be wid that loan
repayment rates will be adjusted relative to wages earned when they do get a job .
is small consolation when the interest is still accumulating on the loan. potentiall y
limiting chances to get other loans and mortgages later . What about the adult
student who may already have a heavy debt load through a mortgage, car loan.
and children reaching university age? Those o f affluent backgrounds wbo do not
need studen t loans, upon graduatio n can have a $20 ,000-$40,000 advantage-
money that could be invested in relocation, or a new business rather thanpaying
off a student loan .
As for Norrie 's second point, that universities will become more
acco untabl e to students. I confess I have my doubts. While it could be arguedthat
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students gain more contro l by exerting their -purchasing powe r- to demand more
student -frieDdly instinnions, I doubt this will actuall y happen , in light of the
corporate influence Newson and. Buchbind er cite (1988. 1990). The process of
making univers ities more "efficient" has centralized their mana gement stru ctures.
Adminis tration has grown in size and influence while faculty have beco me
marginalized in the decis ion making process (Newson and Buchbinder 1988) .
Centralization of decision making makes universities less respons ive to their
marginal branches . In Nova Scotia, at the same time that governm ent is
withdra wing financial support, it calls for more direct government control over
who is appointed to administrative boards in universi ties (St.F .X . Senate Ad Hoc
Commi ttee 1994). This runs coun ter to the idea that governme nt, by redu cing
funding , is withdrawing from di rect contro l over universities . External institutions
like corporations and government are actually increasing thei r influence in
univ ers ities . while most of those who are directl y affected-educators . staff and
students- are losing Lbelevels of participation they once had .
Having univers ities compete for students who will be res ponsible for a
large r chunk:of the insti tutions ' budgets is supposed to promote higher quali ty
pro gramming to attract students . However , the trend so far has been to strip down
programmes to keep costs at a minimum ; thus. we see the move towards cost -
cutting measures such as more contract teaching positions . reduced support
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services. and outdated learning resources. Universities see themselves increasingly
in competition with private sector educational Institutes, whose raison d 'etre is to
be pro fitable (Robinson 1994). However. private agencies are Dot subject to the
same sraadards of quality control as public institutions . Robinson quotes women
she interviewed who criticized private training programmes for their lack of
support services. in contrast to the publicl y funded community college that had
counsellors to assist students with career. financial and personal concerns.
How can universities become more responsive to the concerns of students?
Where are the mechanisms in the decision making process that ensure a significant
student repr esen tation within this administrative framework? Increas ing tuition will
not make students mo re vocal in their demands for a good education if their time
is spent worrying about money .
Camorate Contribution:
At the same time the government has called for increased research and
development to enable Canada to grow economically , it has been cutting funding
to the very institutions that fulfil this role-universities and their granting agencies .
Private sector funding is rising to replace lost pu blic funds. which in tum increases
their influence on the types of research that are pursued (Newson and Buchbinder
1988). An example is the enactment of the controversial drug patent law s in the
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late 19805 (Snider 1993) , The government cooperated with pharmaceutica l
compa nies by giving them longer patent protection. In exchange , the companies
would commi t a percentage of their profits to research, thereby reducing the
government's responsibility to fund university research . The problem with this is
that the companies have more of a vested interest in what research gets done, and
more importantly, what researc h does not get done.
The Smith Report sees private sector researc h funding as a vital component
in ensuring the future health of universities , dismissing fears that private-sector
funding will bias research objectives and results. However , when the Report
presents its recommendations for continuing education, it explicitly encourages
universit ies to respond to the "educational marke tplace" by promot ing short-term
"industry" courses that would attract corporate support. It is telling that it is in
continuing educa tion where the marketplace ideology is most aggressively
promoted . Elsewhere, the Report recommends the implementation of safeguards
to ensure university autonomy, but with continuing education no safeguards are
sugges ted. It is significan t that the Report tells universities to respond, implying
the universities have no role in defining the educationa l marketplace in which they
are so pro foundly involved. I now want to examine more closely these effects in
the contex t of continuing educat ion.
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RETOOLING CONTINUIN G EDUCATION
Redefining the Purpose or Continuing Ed ucation
In most universities , extension departments and continuing educa tion
programmes have always been on the periphery (Welton 1987, D. Campbell
1984). As marginal sectors of the university. extension programmes are highly
susceptible to the cutbacks that are now plaguing universities (Bartoo 1982).
Centralization of power restricts the opportunities of peripheral sectors to protect
their interests at the administrative level. Continuing education programm es are
often misunderstood in the mainstream sectors of the university partly because
many adult educators focus on teaching more than research and co llegial
developmen t within the academy (Welton 1987) .
With one foot located along the periphery of the university and me
other within me wider community . it is the CEU (continuing
education unit) and continuing educators who provide a direct
service-a goal of any university. However, being situated on this
margin , it has a perceived and actual role of being less important
within the mission of the university . It is unfortunate that this occurs
because this ' front-line' aspect of an institution provides for many an
opportuni ty for creative and innovative development (CAUCE
1991,49) .
Continuing education departments have been targeted as prime sites for
specific job retraining to improve their efficiency and profitability (S. Smith 1991).
This is based on the assumption that they currently are costly and inefficient.
despite the fact that these programmes often are financially self-sustaining (D .
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Campbell 1984 . CAUCE 1991, Cruikshank 1994b). Empbasizing profit generation
limits these departm ents ' ability to work. at the grassroots level . since they must
reco ver costs from clients (Cruikshank 1994b). In other words, thosemost in need
of these services are also the least likely to be able to afford them. So much for
helping the "booesrrappers".
CAUCE (1991) disputes the claim that part-time students are more
expensive than full-timers . While admiss ion and registration costs may be highe r,
these students are often cheaper in terms of instru ction s ince mos t are enrolled in
evening courses taugh t by sessionals who are paid one- fifth the salary of a tenure-
track professor teaching a daytime course (CAUCE 1991). There is very little in
the way of support service provision, and the part -time learner "is given lower
institutio nal priority- because of the "quota game ":
It simply does not look good to tell government and the public that
you cannot take any more full-time students and then rom around
and take a lot of part -time students because they can be taught
cheaply on the periphery . Indeed , depending on bow costs are
allocated , it can be demonstra ted that man y universities actuall y
genera te a profit on their CEll programs at the margin (CAUC E
199 1:S1).
As full-time educati on becomes increasingly expens ive . continuing edu cation
will become even more important (CAUCE 1991) . When I was studying through
extension. part-time students could not apply for student loans unless we were
enrolled in three courses-a difficult feat for those with jo bs and children. Further .
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other forms of economic assistance for part-time students. such as grants and
scholarships. are almost non-existent. I fear for the part-time students if tuition
costs rise in accordance with the federal government's proposed funding changes .
The Smith Report acknowledges that teaching ability overall is vastly
undervalued in universities. Conseque ntly, administrations and mainstream
facul ties are not always aware of what is happening in those progranunes tha t are
primarily engaged in teaching , reinforcing the assumption that they are ineffective-
-a perpetuation of their definition as "other ". If they are not seen as really
academic, it becomes easier to sell out such programmes-whether or not the
"human resourc e" ideology is explicitly embraced within the departments. Recall
my observations about sessional teachers in Chapte r 3, that continuing education
courses are often taught by sessionals with the implication being that this red uces
quality. While I question the assumption that sessionals are, by definition , inferior
teachers, it is significant that this perceived lack of quality is acceptable in
continuing education. 'This loss is offset by the fact that sessionals can bepaid low
wages, and can easily be laid off. Sessionals have no power to challenge such
decisions in a centralized power structure.
Some would argue that it is time for a redefinition of these programmes'
priorities. However. which directio n these priorities lake is cri tical. R Adult
education bas now become a profession and must, by necessity , become more
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entrepreneurial as it deve lops a business approach to program delivery " (Hass
1992:27) . I question this assumption that professionalisation must be
entrepreneurial. As I noted in Chapte r 3, professional isation in adult education has
in the past emphasized academic credibility . Thus the focus is shiftin g from
research and collegial development to a private sector ethic of market
development. The Nova Scotia Green Paper echoes the Smith Report' s
recommendation tha t continuing education programmes become profit generators .
The Gree n Paper promotes "modulariza tion" of programmes that can be marketed
and franchised (NSCHE 1994:10). The emphasis is on the development of
marketab le packages . not on lhe development of curri cula and outreach strategies
designed to enhance learning opportunities for oonmains tream students and
programmes des igned to reflect the interests of communities in which they work.
Extension staff who once were commi tted to social jus tice and community
development issues , "have been reduced to entrepreneurs who simply marke t
courses to two major target groups: (a) business and industry, and (b) anyone
interested in self-improve ment or rec reation who can pay" (Cruikshank 1994a:37) .
Rising tuition costs are eroding the ability of many people to enroll in continuing
educatio n courses . As individual students fall by the wayside, the corpo rate
clientele will have even greater influence in programme design . The focus shifts
from community -based learning to profit generation (Cruiks hank 1994b) .
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Corporate Pedagogy'
So far . I have examined the shift towards a co rpora te agenda and its impact
upon continuing education programmes and students. I will now examine more
closely what this shift means to the curriculum and reaching practices within
continuing education. The key dichotomy here lies in defining the purpose of
education as training worke rs versus educatin g critical think ers . Many practi ces
of corporate pedagogy perpetuate the problems of banking mode ls of edu cation.
As I have stared. continuing educatio n programmes are seen as good sites
for retrainin g the unemployed. Adult educators engaged in cri tical peda gogy have
farther reach ing goals than skills training -they see their clas ses as opportunities
to empower people at the community (grassroo ts) level to identi fy and deal with
problems collectively. Some argue that this vision of student-ce ntred education is
so me flaky relic of the sixties that has DO place in today's competiti ve marketplace
(Nemiroff 1992).
Bowl (1992), in describing the growing financ ial stress placed on adult
education programmes over the last decade notes that suppo rters of a vocational
approach are "inclined to see liberal adult education as confined to a leisure
interest in arts and the humaniti es" (Bowl 1992 :199 ). The emphasi s on liberal arts
'collins (1995) .
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education. as desc ribed in Chapter 3 , is devalued here . To challenge this attitude .
AlIen (1996) cites student survey results that show there is a general agreement
that a baccala ureate degree is a founda tion for future education. Allen (1996)
exposes the fallacy of the short-term retraining logic by providing government
statistics that sbow low employment rates for graduates of such fast-track
programmes. As Robinson (1994) notes in her interviews. women were dissuad ed
from long-term programmes-the very programmes that could produce rbe best
chancesfor economic security .
1 don't think I ever saw my pan-time degree as a ticket to a good job, but
rather as a foundatio n toward more specialized education later on. In contrast to
the short-term emphasis on job retraining, the extens ion students I have known are
not looking for a quick fix to the ir economic situation. If they were, they would
probably be looking somewhere else . Many of me people I spoke to over the years
also saw their degree as a stepping stone to later specialized uaining in such fields
as psychology . social work and education . Earning a liberal arts degree through
exteaslon enab les them to build upon this base, so that they will be read y to enroll
in a more advanced programm e when the opportunity arises . Those with clear
car eer goals recogniz e that such goals are not to be achieved overnight.
Arts students in particular . often do DOt cite immediate job opportunities as
their main motivatio n for atteDding the programme they are in. However.
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increasingly people are trained to fulfil roles in the eco ecm y , DOt to participate as
citizens in society . "when establishment adult educatio n sets out to educa te for
change, thepurpose is to help people adjust to change, DOlmake chang es - (David
Smith 1995:74). In other words, people are not educated in such a way that
empowers them to work: towards social trans formation that is in their own best
interests. Rather they are taught simply to adapt to changes imposed upon them
from the institutional level. Such tra ining makes people fit into a structure that is
active ly alienatin g them.
Within that framework. people become clerical or assembly-line
worke rs; stripped of all identity and moral claim excep t that which
relates to the skill needs (such as they are) of the new
eco oomy...wha t should be a deba te between two moral ities-ooe of
people and human communities. the other of corporations and
corporate economies -is silenced (Menzies 1996:16) .
Hart (1992) fears that workers will lose their ability to form ulate an understand ing
of the ir socio-eccoomic location. thus defus ing organised labour acti vity . Th e focus
on "employer and prod uction needs - undermines the potential of "educatio n to
bring about change in the workp lace and the wider social context - (Hellyer and
SChulman 1989:Sn). Opportunities for intellectual growth and analytical ability
pro moted in the traditional liberal education and critical models is lost .
Guins berg expresses his doub ts regarding the quality of the education that
is being peddled:
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Though even the crassest of university administrators in the
executive suites hesitate to plunge the entire institution headlong into
an industrial productivity mental ity. one need look no further than
the tendency at most of our institutions toward enlarged class size ,
increased teaching loads. and reduced writing requirements to
recognize the illusory notion that we can employ fewer and fewer
resources to tum out the same number of graduates . Sure we can.
What kinds of graduates will emer ge from this ' more efficient' form.
of education is. of course, quite another question (Guinsberg
1996 ,68) .
In 1966 Maslow warned agains t the obj ectives of efficienc y , "that is, with
implementing the greates t number of facts into the greatest possible num ber of
children, with a minimum of time. expense and effort" (in Nemiroff 1992:32).
Over twenty five years later, Shanahan is even more blunt in arguing that
education is now evaluated in terms of "return on investment." The efficient
pro vis ion of minimal education ensures maximum profit by "po licy-mak ers . . .who
can only think in terms of the immediate ' integration ' of unemployed persons into
' mainstream society ', in the crudest economic and political way, by the most
instrumental of means and at the cheapest cost " (Shanahan 1992:27) . Students are
streamed into programmes that will ensure their viability in the workforce .
Curriculum is influenced by the dichotomy of provider and receiver. Ignoring the
different back grounds and needs of the studen ts, emphas is is placed only on what
they are perceived to have in common-a lack of spec ific skills that would make
them more attractive to employers .
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Know ledge becomes a commodity (Bronson 1991). Courses are des igned
to ensure speedy delivery of the educati onal product. A pedagogy of effic iency
sees the poten tial of rechnology as a more cos t-effecti ve means o f service prov is ion
than empl oying quali fied teachers (Cass in and Morgan 1992) . I am reminded of
a distance education technol ogy demonstrati on I attended a few years ago . The
perso n conducting the presenta tion emphasized the revenue potential of the
technology. through the sale of the programm es to companie s and other service
providers. At this point, I began to wonder whether the programmes were being
des igned primaril y to attract buyers rather than find ing the bes t design to meet
students ' needs .
I am not arguing that we shoul d mrn our backs on the po tential benefits of
emerging information technologies to increase access to distance edu cation
opportunities for people who have no access to a campus . I do warn , howe ver .
that we must be extremely careful about how we use these tools. Lalita R.amda.s ,
president of ICAE . remind ed partic ipan ts at Confintea V that we should bew are
the "arrogance to think that information adds up to knowledge."} Using
technology in ways that simulate ineffecti ve classr oom practi ces of instruction, is
not an effective use of the technology 's potential. Furthe r, there is a growing
SOra! presentation at the session, "New informati on technologies : a key for adult
learning?" Confintea V, Hamb urg, July 16, 1991.
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critical anal ysis among those working wi th marginalized groups, or woo work in
deve loping countries, woo are acu tely aware of bow the teehnology reflects the
culture from which it was developed . Han warns against the "g lcrificerion of
technology", remind ing us to explore -me underlying socialrelations within whose
contex t new tecbnology was produced, and which this techno logy itsel f contains -
(1992: 13).
While I am suspicious of some "module-type" training packag es , not al l pre -
packaged or correspondence courses are pedagogically infe rio r to an ideal of on-
campus learning opportuni ties, as Jevons (1985) clearly reminds us . The resource
materials that comprised the correspondence courses I took from the Uni versity of
Waterloo were comprehensive and chall engin g . It was the combinatio n of the
material and the suppo rt services and instru ctor feedback that created a productive
learning environm ent for me . Success ful programmes like water toc ' s, show that
creative educational alternatives can be developed using a vari ety of media. My
concern is that the intense amount of work: required to develop suchprogrammes
may be deemed economically unfeasi ble if profitability is given precedence over
pedagogical effectiveness. What is done with the technology is key .
I was dishearten ed to read the fede ral gove rnme nt's atti tude towards lifelong
learning, as stated in their discussion paper outlining proposed changes to
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employment insurance and education, entitled Improvjng Social Secu ri ty in
~. They see learning as, -fundam entally an individual task- (HRDC
1994 :58). This negates any recognition of collective learnin g. or tbe social element
of learning, such as the context of the iastinrtiou , teachers. peers, andcommunity .
Adult education literature attempts to integrate a broad cross-section of soc iety
when defining the "typieal " adult student in nonmainstream programmes. Diversity
is expected and efforts are increasingly made to integrate the different needs and
expectations of the clientel e. Such efforts may exist more in theory than in
practice. but I think the pote ntial for flexibili ty exists in these programmes .
I am concerned that if a heavy emphasis is placed on short-te rm job-spec ific
training, people will not have the flex ibility to learn ar their own pace and to
balance the varying demands on their time . I think the pedagogical value of the
flexibilityprovided by part -time programmes should be explored funber. Excessive
emphasis on effic iency can lead to pro gramm es being designed to ensure profi ts
rathe r thanensuring effec tive learning opportunities .
A trend that I fmd particularly troub ling in this climate, is the growing
redefinition of words to legitimize programmes designed in the corporate interes t.
Hass notes that technological advances will shift the site of adult education from
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me public to the private sector , adding , "There will be a shift from government
power to soc ietal power" (1992 :33). I am puzzledabout his wording here. Is me
priva te sector · soc iety -? It is not the definition of society that I subscribe to . I
often see sucb programmes adopting the jargo n of emanc ipatory education.
d ivorcing the words completely from their original meaning .
"Needs assess ment" in the field of adult education descri bes the process of
evaluating the types of programmes needed by people in a community. However
in the corporatist context, it now means wha t can be most success fully mar keted .
Pedagogical decisions ace made in terms , not only of cost recovery . but of profit
generation. An advertisement for a private training institute in St. John's
spec ializing in compu ter andbusiness training , claims that it "uses an integrated .
holistic learning method that is unique in educational methodology.·· By this it
means that it provides flexible hours for learning andallows students to plan their
schedule . Nowhere is it suggested thatstudents have any influence over the content
or style of the courses, jus t the timetabl e. In alternati ve pedagogtes, words like
"integrated " and "bolistic" reflect programmin g commitments to ensure that the
courses refl ect students' sta ted needs and. that the programmes fit within a larger
soc ial development framework .
· · Speci al celebration day for local academy June 14.· The Ear ly Shopper, I (3),
advertising Insert for The Evening Telegram, June 10, 1996 .
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"Learner-centred approach" . which in critical and feminist literature means
assisting students to participate in social change , comes to mean nothing more than
"individualized instruction" (Gaber-Katz and Horsman 1988:117) . The Nova Scotia
Green Paper, in describing the province 's universities states, "Each institution is
student-centred, wi th close attention to wha t and how value is added to the
students" (NSCHE 1994:8). The focus is on how to increase the economic value
of the human commodity . rather than operating in ways that reflect the expressed
interests of the students themselves.
Revolvin g Doors
A curriculum defined by technological advances becomes obsolete as the
technology ages. Information with a limited lifespan needs constant replacement
and upgrading, thus students develop a "revolving door" relationship with
education. In Chapter 3, I explain the concept of lifelong learning as defined by
education theorists earlier this century-the continuous path of personal
development and growth by ensuring access to educational oppommities
throughout one 's life. Compare this ideal to the federal government's defini tion:
"This concept of Canadian workers updating , improving and upgrading the
knowledge and know-how they bring to their jobs periodically throughout their
careers is known as lifelong or continuous learning M (HRDC 1994:58) . From this
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perspective. the purpose of -lifel ong learning- is linked primarily wi th the latest
technology and the demands of the job market. To remain emp loyable. a person
must keep returning 10school to learn new skills to repla ce old skil ls . This is not
life long but disposable learning.
Training programmes profit from this planned obsolescence by only
providing people with skills tha t constantly require updating. Of course, this is
desirable in a market model-providing a consumable product tha t needs
re placeme nt. Rap idly emerging technologies are assis ting this trend. For decad es
typewriters evo lved with.new features, but the keyboard remain ed essentially the
same. A person did not need a training course to learn how to use a DeW
typewriter . Each release of a new version of a majo r software package, however.
heralds the arri val of new wo rks hop s and courses to help peopl e figure them ou t.
It is like changing the typewriter keyboard eve ry time a new model comes ou t.J
Suzuki (1989) argues against emphasizing new techno logy in univers ity
education because of rapid obsolesce nce. Such skills training has the potential to
reduce one 's flexibili ty . Th e NSCHE Green Pape r (1994 ) reco mmends that each
univers ity in Nova Scotia should become more specialized and cu t back on the
broad base of disc iplines they currently offer . The student union at St .F .X does
S Thanks to Sue Adams for this analo gy .
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not support this loss of diversity:
For today's student, it is not only important to specialize in one
particular area, but also to ensure that you are able to diversify in
order to meet the needs of a constantly changing job market . This
need for diversity leads me to question the Overview's attempt to
limit certain basic programs to certain Universities . The idea that an
Engineering student, for example . bas no need for anything apart
from training in his or her particular field is certainly DO[ correct.
(St.F.X. Student Union 1994:1-2)
Hart (1992) uses the term "flexilives " when describing the situation people
face in the endless cycle of skills upgrading that we are told is now a permanent
feature of our worklives. This built-in obso lescence is particularly unhealthy for
people who are told that their past experiences and knowledge are no longer
relevant (Han 1992). The sense of cumulative or developmental learning is lost.
The process is not rooted in the intellectual growth of a person but in the transfer
of bits of information to improve the efficiency of the human resource. Allen
(1996) calls this recurring process of skills upgrading, "recycling" . He critiques
short-term technical and community college programmes for not providing general
knowledge to assist in employment potential. Allen cites federal and British
Colwnbia statistics that show many graduates from these programmes subsequently
enroll in different programmes because they are unable to find work. with their
initial training, or because it has become outdated. He distinguishes this process
from a mainstream univers ity education which he sees as being developmental .
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One may begin to feel like this is a conspiracy-keep people so busy
retraining that they don 't have time to critique the economic policies that have
placed them on this educational and employmeot hamster wheel. I know this
sounds paranoid. but as Menzies notes, "the manufacnmn g of official reali ty
doesn't require deliberate choices to include or exclude or anything resembl ing a
conspiracy. It operates at a systemic level , through the centrality of experts in
official discourse and expert-framing institutions " (Menzies 1996:15) . When
institutions are finely coordinated . conspiratorial plots are not necessary. These
institutions ensure that there is no time left for criti cal thinkingamong the citize nry
to challenge their interests .
Students need jobs when they graduate, and no doubt they wan t an
educatio n tha t will belp them findemploymen t. There are increasing demands from
students to make their university education mort relevant to the job market.
particularly given the heavy debt loads they may acquire during their programmes.
However , I question to what degree this techno logical emphasis is respondin g to
student demand . I would like to see a needs assessment process that respects
people' s needs and interests as a basis for determining appropriate training . 1 think
it is important to provide a diversified education that enhances their skills in
critical thinking , problem solving, and interacting with people-the very skills that
are claimed to be offered by liberal am; education. However, the dichotomy that
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bas developed, emphasizing sldlls training versus the "leisure" pursuit of liberal
arts , obscures the employment potential of the lanet and does not cbal lenge the
efficiency of the former . This dichotomy. liberal versus vocational . is central to
this debate and. as such. requires deepe r analysis .
The Liberal Arts Versus Vocational Training Dichotomy
Traditionally universities like St.F .X. bave offered students the opportunity
to pursue a "liberal arts" education-the acquisition of knowled ge in a variety of
disciplines . However, due to rising tuition costs and an increasingly competi tive
job market. any educational programmes that do not directly develop a marketable
skill are increasingl y called upon to justify their existence. Newson andBuchbinder
(1990) note that corpora te influence on university opera tion will prompt the
academy to change some of its "che rish ed tradi tions" . This term makes those roles
that are not market driven sound quaint but out of [OUch with contemporary
society, and illustrates a conflict of identity within the university-the "sacred
grove " that provides a safe place to pursue research no matter bow arcane (but
then how safe was it really) versus the rationalistic model of it being a partner with
the corpo rate world .
Hart explains thatthis shift from liberal arts education 's emphasis on critic al
intellecrual development to career development began in the 19705. Hart sees the
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lon g standing IiberaUvocational debate as -a valu e conflict between an eco oomistic
or teebooc ratic orientation towards soci ety and its problems , and a critical . or
democrati c orientation based on the values of a populist, grassroots panicipation
of people in social. poli tical. and economic institutions- (1992;60) . Liberal
education bas always had some son of vocational utility. and hasexperienced an
ongoing struggle in balancing academic and utilitarian goals. The emphasis on
market interests has "neutralized" this tension (Han 1992). The Smith Report,
emphasizing the need for more specialized training, strongly recommends that
science courses become compulsory for arts students. It does not state that arts
courses should be compulsory for science students. Thus. we continue to produce
scientists woo are unaware of the soc ial context within which they conduct their
research. -What the corporatist approach seems to missis the simp le ro le of highe r
education-to reach thought . A student who graduates with mechanis tic skills and
none of me habits of thought has DOt been educated- (Saul 1995:71). Educating
people about economic strucmres, power relations. and their participation within
them are important for producing a well-informed worker. Vocational training can
be almost useless outside its "vocation" (Allen 1996) .
Briton. in identifying a shift from the cultural purpose of education to its
commodification, argues that this trend challenges the primary vision that has
driven adult education for much of this century: "as adult and higher education
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programmes become more and more commodified. they become less and less
cul tural practi ces: they cease 10draw upon the history andtrad itions that invest life
wi th meaning to foster learning - (1996:42). 10 an upswing of economic ideology,
cul tural values can easil y get losL There is a need for a reflexive practi ce to
surv ive these ideological swings between the dichotomized extremes.
Allen (1996) challenges the argument that a liberal arts degree is less
advantageous in terms of empl oyment and income than technical training. He
argues that the image of lhe B.A. educated burger flipper is a myth that needs to
be dispell ed . It is enco uraging to bear an economis t defending libe ral arts
education. however I am conce rned that he bases his defense on employment
opportUnities and earning powe r. If the impress ive statis tical suppon that he
presents portrayed a different story. would he be jumping on the
technical/vocational bandwagon as well ? Integral to my argume nt is lhat this
obsess ion with employment and economic advantage to Canada 's prospe rity
ignores a whole othe r dimens ion to the meaning of education. The basic
assum ption that education is and should be evaluated in economic terms is not
challenged in Allen 's article. Letting the marketplace determine what types of
education should exist ignores the liberal and critical ethics of personal and
intellectual development to create better citizens.
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Traditional liberal arts programmes have beenjustifiably cri tiqued in that
the society they were preparing tbeir students for was defined by whi te affl uent
males . The liberal tradi tion bas tended to be elitist and access ible to only a few.
The past few decades have seen a considerable broadening of the curriculum and
the emergence of disciplines and programmes that provide alternati ves to the "dead
while European male - model. However. Bro nson argues that such movements
towards more social respons iveness to the educational needs of working class,
ethnic and racial minorities, are merely "conces sions made by the ruling elite in
relati vely secure, expans ionist periods. when they feel that the cos t of social
stability are preferable to the hazards of organized working class protest - (Bronson
1991 :66) . In othe r words , in the times of growth and prosperi ty, new acad emic
discip lines were allowed to develop, but these are now a luxury our economy can
no longer afford. "Desp ite a vocabulary of reflection, participation. and
empow erme nt. unde rlying struc tures of a hierarchial and unequitable organization
an d dis tribu tion remain intact - (Han 1992:63) . In the rush to re tool the curric ulum
in favour of corporatis t interests, any aspiratio n liberal arts educati on had towards
"empowerment" andsocial preparation, is devalued or lost (Newman 1994). When
education becomes redefined in terms of its vocational applicability , we must
remain cognisam of who defines what learning has employment potential .
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In the midst of this atmosphere, the persona l academic motivations that
extend beyond employment potential are overlooked. Even when financial goals
are the initial motivating factor, the appreciation broadens once enrolled. Campbell
(1994) found that some of the women she interviewed were drawn to child
psychology courses, not as a result of career plans, but due to the fact that they
were molhers. They expressed enthusiasm for these courses at a very personal
level, just as I enjoyed studying medieval music.
Competition reinforces dichotomies rather than creating an environment for
developing alternatives. I recently spoke with a man who had attended an an
school in New York . He was impressed with the variety of programmes at his
school and what this means for the students. There arc three main groups of
students attending this institution: engineers and architects, graph ic designers , and
fine arts students. As he sees it, such a mix gives the artists an opportunity to
critique the work of the engineers and architects to foster a greater appreciation
for the human relevance for their work. It exposes the arts students to this more
industrial world with which they would not otherwise normally associa te, giving
them ideas for the practical application of their learning in the job market. The
significance of this is the recognition that maintaining diversity can help us move
beyond the dichotomy, without the loss of employment potential .
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The Indivi dual versus CoDective Dichotomy
A major concern with the restructuring of continuingeducation programmes
is the separation of individuals from their social context. Too many programmes
that emphasize retraining for the jo b market do not consider what that job market
is in the local area . How "comm uni ty development" is defined is a key issue-it
can range from a primarily economic focus to collectiveactiondealing with a wide
range of social problems, such as environmentaldegradation and substance abuse.
An approach that recognizes this range often makes good economic sense, but
there is not a clearly defined capitalist profit motive. I am concerned about
the effects the corporate agenda can have on the programmes whose raisond 'etre
is to work with people at the community level- the very people whose lives are
often being disrupted by corporate downsizing , outsourcing, and automation .
People are finding that their communities are becoming increasingly irrelevant in
the global economy and need to have [he support and inspirati on to create viable
alternatives.
Cruikshank (l997) identifies two models that continuing and extension
programmes have followed. The "Cambr idge" model simply offers university
evening courses to individuals , while the "w isconsin" model incorporates a
broade r social deve lopment mandate. She cites the extension departments of
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5t.F .X . and Memo rial as examples of this model. When a marker. approach is
implemented in continuin g education, programmes are designed to ensure the
greatest pro fit-a shift, Cruikshank argues that "completely negates thevalues upon
which these deparanen ts were built - (1997:6). She blames this shift squarel y on
the econo mic and government policies responding to economic globalisa tion which.
"is built on the ideo logy of unfenered compe tition, pri vatisation of public sectors
and unrestricted trad e " (C ruikshank: 1997:2).
Alexander criticizes adul t education programmes that reflect an "adjus tment
mentali ty- because, " they attem pt to do patch work to meet the short- term goals of
rais ing the disadvantaged to middle-class standards rathe r than attacking the causes
o f being disadvantaged - (1997 :185) . Such work subverts any opportunity for soc ial
cri tique . Guinsberg argu es that "effectiveness canoot be separatedfrom an ethical
view of lifelong learning : beneficial to society . co llaborative rather than
competitive, and keeping faith with our highest professi onal values- (1996:67) . In
my opinion , continuing educati on programmes that are committed to comiuunity
development, need to study how they can enhance peop le 's opportuni ties for living
and working within thei r comm unities. By focusing on highly individual istic
objec tives of retraini ng and competition, the corpo rate agenda threatens the
foundatio n of continu ing educatio n as a site for university and community
cooperation .
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ALTERNATIVES
Cruikshank: (l 994b) recognizes that many of the curren t changes are DOt
simply resul ts of funding cutbacks . but reflect the growing corpora te ideology in
the university . The focus of universities as public institutions appears to be
changing significantl y without consultano n or inpu t from the pub lic it is supposed
to se rve. Newson and Buchbinder fear that corporate interes ts may adversely affect
the social role of the university. ~We favour a conception of the university actively
serving and reflecting wider social interests than the narro wer interests of the
private business sector- (1990: 356). 1be role of adult education andcontinuing
education is increas ingly dictated by this broader shift (Hart 1992). Targeting
narrow segments of society who can afford to pay for these courses magnifies class
differe nces and subverts the social. community outreach role of continuing
edu cation programmes (Cruiks hank 1994b) . Educators active in social change are
critical of pro grammes that only maintain the status quo . It is increasingly difficult
to advocate social change wi thin a framework that expects cooperation in the
delivery of "marketable" programmes. Man y of these educa tors are now leaving
the field in frustration. This leaves fewer voices of resistance. thus funher
accelerating the pace of change (Cruikshank 1994b) . Therefore, this is now a
critical time [0 develop strategies to challenge [he negative impacts of the corporate
agenda. both in university continuing education programmes, and in society.
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Encouraging Critical Thinkers
The ruling apparatus works bard to ensure that legitimated forms of
knowledge production and dissemination reflect the interests of those who fonn the
ruling apparatus. The goals of critical pedagogy appear at odds with the job
training emphasis, critical employees are Dot what are required . Adult educators.
particularly those engaged in social action. can find themsel ves at odds with the
university that employs them. Critical and feminist pedagogies are extremely
marginal in universities (Gore 1993). This is particularly the case when a
university bas embraced the marketing approach that it believes is "neutral "
(Cruikshank: 1991). Ifedueators fail to resist the "new right " then people will nor
learn how to critique these forces. It is "imperative that educators begin to view
adult and higher education as a cultural practice and draw upon its critical potential
before the possibility of generating a critique completely disappears" (Briton
1996:43 ).
There is a strong belief among these educators of the need to integrate the
lived knowledge of adult students into their jo b training, rather than ignoring who
they are , what they know. and where they want to live and work . Shiva (1993)
calls the imposition of dominant knowledge forms "monoeuItures of the mind " . To
challenge these monocultures. Menzies echoes Shiva 's call for an "insurrection of
subjugated knowledge"-knowledge that people bring to and accumulate through
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work and living (Menzies 1996:140) . Menzies adds , "Thisshared knowledge is a
powerful force that we can use to begin redefining the corporate agenda on
globalization and the new economy" (1996 :140).
Enabling students to understand critically the economy in which they
participate runs counter to the "commodification of knowledge- where the
emphasis is on ensuring conformity and consistency in the transfer of infonnation
that will ensure the predictability of workers' activities. Dorothy Smith (l990a)
describes how agreed upon forms of dominant knowledge construction are
necessary to ensure effective communication and participation between ruling
institutions . Critical know ledge is unpredictable-subversive yet vital to the survival
of those outside the relations of ruling. Millard (1987) believes that North
American universities could learn much from the participatory models being
employed by Latin American and African adult educa tors.
Challenging Dichotomies
An important step in developing alternatives to the corp oratist model is to
situate students and the knowledge they acquire within the context of the
communities where they live. My goal is to break the dichotomy of individual
versus community by restoring the critically thinking individual within a social
context.
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A key role of extension is to bring the weal th of the university 's resources
to the community. to thosewho were denied access at another time . I will openly
acknowledge tbat my concerns related to university involvement in the community
reflec t my own "small town " b ias. having spent almost my entire life in small
communities . My expe riences have reaffirmed my commitme nt to promote the
survival of small communities. Wha t commitment is there to maintain educational
opportunities in regions where there are few opportunities to develop linkages with
the largescale private sector? Will the quest for private sector funds involve an
abandonment of a commitment to serv ing rural communities that lack a large
industrial base or middle management clientele towards who m to sell educational
packages? To tell people to pack up and move to greener pastures without
encouraging them to explore options that enable them 10 stay is. in my view.
extremely irresponsible of government, the priva te sector , and also of universi ties
who turn their backs on their own stated commitments to community se rvice .
In St .F .X. 's Strategic Plan released in 1991. the "spirit of the Antigonish
Movement- is evoked as it exp lici tly makes a commi tment to the Uni versity' s
invo lvement in community deve lopment (St. F .X. 1991). The future of this role
wi thin continuing education could be threaten ed if tuition costs continue to increase
sub stantially, placing univers ities' programm es beyond the reach of most people
in the community. Howe ver , I am encoura ged by recent activities by the Extensi on
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Depanment promoting community development in this region, through their staff
of field workers . The Extension Department' s directo r is proud of the fact that
5t .F .X. is one of the only universities in North America that contin ues to have an
active staff of fieldworkers .
A friend. conce rned about my marginal employme nt status. told me I should
be applying for "good" jobs wherever they may be available. I was told to take
advantage of the fact that , as a single person. I could relocate to a more lucra tive
reg ion than the Maritim es . After giving this some thought, I counter ed that
because I am single with 00 dependents. I am not forced to crisscro ss the country
seeking work: to support a family. I have been fortunate to have jobs I enjoy in a
community that. is important to me, and where I want to make a contribution. The
importance of community . or the social impact of the work I do bas little value in
a narrow economic sense . The individualizatio n process does not recognize the
value of a person 's contribution to community . However. I would argue tha t it
should . Making small communities sus tainab le by keeping people the re does have
a very impo rtant socio-economic value .
One major limitation to adult andcontinuing educat ion departments' abilities
to develop programmes that reflect communi ty needs is linked to the marketing
approach curr ently employed and the narrow segment of society it attracts
(Alexander 1997) . Alexander believes that those programmes most actively
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engaged with communities are grassroots projects that are free from institutional
constraints experienced by academic programmes: "Many adult education
imtitutions would do well to learn from their meagre ly funded , yet: highly
responsive , comm uni ty-based counterparts" (Alexande r 1997 : 188). This is not to
suggest tha t continuing education departments simply copy the work that
comm uni ty gro ups are doing , but that they adopt the strategies community groups
use to de liver the knowledge and skills unive rsiti es have to offer. For exam ple,
Alexander (1997) emphasizes the importance of "bridging programmes- for
women to enable them to take the first steps to gain access to appropriate job
training and academi c edu cation.
It must be stressed that such co-ope rative ventures between the university
and the community need to be dri ven by the needs the communities identify
themselves . Recalling Overton's (1995) warning that adult education programmes
can be used as a form of state-sponsored social contro l, when I speak of the value
of universi ty invo lvement in community develop ment, I am not referring to tbose
programmes that origina te as government initiatives . Mayo and Craig argue that
the long-term success of community empow erm ent is "formulated within the
framework of alternativ e cri tical. econo mic. soc ial and poli tical perspectives"
(1995:10). Activi sts for social change must challe nge repress ive institutions rather
than adap t to them. Croikshank (1997 ) believes that comm unities and extension
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departmen ts mus t unite in challe nging the corporatist ideology that is threatening
both exte nsio n departm ents and social programm es . She shares Alexande r ' s belief
that extens ion departments need to form stronger links with community gro ups to
enhancethe ir mutual surv ival by cri tiqu ing and suategizing to combat the negative
impact of corporatism.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, I hav e argued that the "corporate agenda- as identified by
Newso n and Buchb inder (1988) bas the potential to undermine the soc ial goal s of
continuing edu cation that have been established this century . The emphasis on
retraining as it is currently developing appears to reflect more the interests of
corporations and government than the interests of the people for whom the
programmes are pwportedly designed. Dichotomized thinking places value only
on education that bas a clear ly defined employment objective . Such a narrow focus
only assis ts people in conforming to the existing stru ctures that are a major cause
o f the inequal ities that people are attemp ting [0 overcome. Critical educators are
call ing for an educa tion that develops people's critical thinking abiliti es to ena ble
them to construct alternativ es to these systems of inequali ty.
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I acknowledge the fact that people need an education thathelps them secure
employment, but I believe it can be done in ways that respect the students'
interests and learning potential, and the communities in which lhey live . We lton
criticizes the university's participation in a process that caters only to a small.
high- tech elite. and asks, "wbo are we, as adult educators, choosing to serve -
(1987:56)1 To enable citizens to become active participants in grassroo ts
movemen ts to stre ngthen their communities, they need access to the types of
educat ion that would deve lop their criti cal awareness . This goal is promoted by
alternative educators, whose work I will exp lore in Chapter S.
CHAPTER 5: STUDENT AS RESOURCEFUL HUMAN
We, as university adult educators, must become actively involved in
helping to raise and support alternate visions of society. If we fail to
do so, we abdicate our responsibilities to lite communities in which
we live.
- Jane Cruikshank
My research has been driven by a belief in the potential for sociallyaware
university education that enables people to find an alternative vision to the
dehumanizing processes of global economics and banking educa tion mode ls.
However , these alte rnat ive visions are not above critique themse lves. To challenge
repressive models, we need a fuller understanding of our own practices to ensure
that we do not replicatethe very modelsof dominancethat we seek to break down
(Hale 1986, Lather 1991). Transformative learning cannot be cut off from the
communities in which students live . The classroom has the potential to be a site
for meaningful social change and community development. Universities . drawing
inspiration from the history of community participation. can provide support to
communities strugg ling to survive.
Dichotomized thinking about alternative pedagogies versus traditional
teaching models can blind critical and feminist teachers to some of the
shortcom ings of their own pedagogy, as well as ove rlooking other ef fective
prac tices. While I support the potent ial of transformative learning expe riences. I
am suspicious of the literature that does not acknowledge the problems that
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invariably arise from this dynamic process . Reading as a student, I am interested
in the way s students ' voices are filtered througb teachers and researchers. There
is a dange r, here, of constructing student stereotypes that fai l to recognize their
diversity, as well as the divers ity of the classroom context.
This chapte r is comprised of three major sections . First, I will
provide some background on critical and feminist pedagog ies. The central focus
of this dis cuss ion will be the pro found influence of the works of Paulo Freire, the
Brazilian educator. followed by feminis t cri tiques of his work . 1will next critically
examine key concepts of critical and feminist pedagog tes . revealing a number of
underlying assumptions and dichotomies that affect students ' learning experi ences .
These concepts includ e: participation. the use of experiential learnin g, languag e .
and the creation of a "safe" learnin g environment . Central to these concepts is the
issue of power relations between teachers and students.
My in tent is Dot to provide detailed analyses of spec ific teaching practices.
but to examine the rationale behind these concepts. The material is largely crea ted
and read by teach ers or researchers-not by the students. Reading from a student's
standpoint, I identify areas where mere is a dange r of emancipatory goals
beco ming undermined by repressive assumptions . Despi te efforts to chal lenge
assum ptions , I argue that an "essential stude nt" contin ues to persist in the
literature.
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I will consider how individual empowerment can be transformed into social
action in the community. To address the individualist versus collectivist
dichotomy. as outlined in Chapter 4. we must remember that indiv iduals exist
within communities , andcomm uni ties comprise o f individuals who each possess
co mplex and conflicting inte rests and needs . Whil e this sou ads s implistic. it is
surprising bow often it is overloo ked . There is a needfor educational opportunities
that balance individual and collective goals .
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF ALTERNATIVE PEDAGOGIES
As I have stated earlier . I am focusing on Paulo Freire 's contributio n to
critical pedagogy . although I recognize that his work: alone does Dot represent the
exte nt of this field . I am intrigued by Freire ' s work because of its resilience ev er
the past three decades . I am interested in the links between Freirean and feminist
pedagogy, the field that bas spoke n most directly to my own deve lop ing
unde rstanding of learning.
Freire's Critical Pedagogy
Freire (1989) argues that oppression is perpetuated through the
dehumanization of people. The "oppressed" are objecti fied. and are seen as less
human thanthe oppressor . encoura ging compe tition and domination at the exp ense
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of others . Dehumanization is perperuated through formal knowl edge producti on
(education and media. for example) to reinforce the dominant ideology that
justifies inequal ity. The -bankin g method- of educati on (the one-wa y depositing
of information from the teache r to the student) minimizes creativ ity by instilling
the dominant values of the oppressors uncritical ly into the minds of the people .
Students have no opportunity to question the validity of the material or to
reorganize it in ways that are relevant to their own con ditions. This process is
inherently dehumanizing whether the teacher is aware of it or Dot (Fre ire 1989) .
The oppressed are told tha t the ir suffering is caused by their own individual
failure to succeed . We regular ly bear the accusation tha t people are unem ployed
because they did not pursue adequate education, and are a burden to soc iety due
to this personal failin g. Recall my observation about the term "bootstra ppers" in
Chapter 4. The only model the oppressed see when they attempt to improv e their
conditions is to adopt the role of the oppressor, since Lbey do not have the
opportunity to critique their position in its social context and seek other alternativ es
(Freire, 1989). Freire. like Dorothy Smith (1987) argues that the oppressed are in
the best position to identify the ir oppression and find ways of overcoming it.
"Consc fentizacgo" or conscie ntization-the development of a cri tical consciousness-
-enables people to understand the social base of their oppression and to begin to
work towards restoring their humanity. The oppressors must also be educated to
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see how their actions dehumanize all people including themselves . Freire does not
explain clearly what he means when he speaks of people becoming more fully
human other than to say that emanci pation and the eradication of alienation are the
goa ls (1989).
From this theoretical social analysis, Freire has developed a radical
pedagogy to ignite the process of conscienrizatioa and social action. Freire 's
"problem posing " mode l of educatio n is based upon communication in which the
teacher and the students learn from each other'. "Whereas banking education
anaesthetizes and inhibits creative power, proble m-posing education invo lves a
constant unveiling of reality ... (enab ling) the emergenceof conscious and critical
intervention in reality" (1989:68)1.. The teacher reorganizes and reoffers the
students' concerns in the fonn of problems. to help students understand their
situation as a prob lema tic which can be analysed. Dialogue is a necessary element
in liberatory pedagogy in that the process of "naming" problems is essential to
'One of the simplest and clearest texts on impleme nting Freirean strategies I have
read is Hope and Timmel (1984) . This is a handbook designed from the experiences of
community development workers in Africa. Educators in both non -formal and formal
academic settings in the North can learn much from the participatory strateg ies
deve loped in the South .
1 This quote is a clear example of Freire's essentialist concepts of reality for
which be hasoften been criticized. In his recent book. Pedagogy of Hope (1994) ,
Freire begins to reflect on the esse ntialisms and dicho tomies that he constructed in
Pedagogy of the Oppre ssed .
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liberation. As Kidd and Kumar «1981 ) remind us, discussion does not necessaril y
equal dialogue-more that talking about issues, dialogue involves collective
negotiation that leads to transfonnative action. Praxis. the cycle of reflection and
action. is necessary to engage in transformative dialogue-the ongoing social
interaction whereby participants develop a cri tical analysis of their lives and the
worl d around them .
Freire has been widely and legitimately criticized for his sometimes
sweeping universalizations and for his be lief in inherent human values , as
ev idenced by his use of the terms "the oppressed" and "hum ani ty". Unfortunately,
some of these criticisms have obscured the importance and impact of his work .
Fre ire's work has chal lenged our ideas abou t education and our own compli city in
the oppression exerted by our society's dominant institutions and forms of
knowledge construction. The universalistic tone of his work invites others (0
produce applied strategies from his basic theories . "We can stay with Freire or
against Freire. but DOlwithout Freire" (Torres 1993 :140).3
3It is not my intent her e to present a detailed anal ysis of Freire's work that would
merely replicate several excellent summaries and analyses. For more in-depth
discussions of his theori es. I recommend McLaren and Leonard, eels. (1993), Allman
(1994) . and hooks ( 1994).
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Weiler identifies a number of dichotomies in Freire's work, such as
humanization versus dehumanization and oppressed versus oppressor. "As
universal goals. these ideals do not address the specificity of peoples ' lives ; they
do not directly analyzethe contradictions between conflicting oppressed groups or
the ways in which a single individual can experience oppression in one sphere
while being privileged or oppressive in another" (Weiler 1991:450) . In other
words, dual isms can obscure comp lex social rela tions . Ellsworth (1989) warns that
such concepts used in critical pedagogy are actually "repressive myths " which, if
left unexamined. can perpetuate inequal ity. Weiler recommends "coal ition
building" as a way for groups to identify common goals so they can work
collectively to move beyond the dicbotomizations that isolate marg inalized groups.
Ellsworth (1989) also supports this strategy , as she witnessed her students
overcome a struggle surrounding issues of conflicting minority interests by
engaging in such coal ition building . Ellsworth recounts the events that arose from
a course she taught on racism. She erroneously assumed that all the stude nts who
participated in her course shared commo n beliefs in confronting racism . She did
' Feminist pedagogy is not simply an outgrowth of Freirean pedagogy . It has its
own historical development within the context of the women's movement and feminist
theory . However. for the purposes of this research , I am focusing on the material that
develops a dialogue with Fre ire .
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not anticipate the diversity of interests that the students represented . Many resisted
certain anti-racist strategies that , they argued, hindered their efforts to overcome
oppression against other marginalized groups. Once the students realized how thei r
different forms of oppression had similar sources, they were able to form
coalitions to negotiate strategies that were mutually respectful of each group's
interests.
Ellswor th's art icle is a power ful and honest accou nt of just how diffi cult it
is to wo rk with the emo tiona l and complex issues linked to oppress ion. Citing the
postmodem critique of Western concepts of universal truths. she argues that
critical pedagogy's dependence upon rationalistic assumptions can perpetuate
inequality rather than challenge it. However. I am concerned about assumptions
and generalizations she makes about critical pedagogy in that she appears to lump
all critical pedagogy together. As the oppressed do not form a cohesive whole,
neither do the oppressors . She draws most of her criticism from the work of Henry
Giroux, with occasional references to Paulo Freire. This does not represent the
extent of critical pedagogy work in 1989, yet shc expands her specific criticisms
of Giroux to sweeping statements about critical pedagogy, without explaining why
she chose Giroux to represent the whole field,
Frei re's ideas have had a profound influence on the work of bell hooks
(1994). His theories of oppression and resistance enabled her to develop a
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meaning ful cycle of praxis in her own work. She recognizes the sexism and
ratio nalism that many other feminists have identified in Freire ' s work . However ,
she believes that lhe trap of dichotomized thinking prevents many from benefiting
from the importance of Freire ' s messa ge. By Labellinghim as sexist. be is lumped
in wi th the rest of the patriarc hal canon tha t has been deemed irre levant to the
interests and needs of wome n. She believes that ber feminist approach to
constructing and deco nstructing know ledge enables her to extract from Fre ire's
work what is real ly impo rtant to her. without succum bing to its limi tations.
Weiler (1991) also adapts Fre ire ' s ideas within feminist peda gogy. Despite
her criti cisms of Freire , We iler sees that Freirean and feminis t pedagog ics share
common ideas and.goals regarding oppression . cooscientization and social change .
Both Freire andWeiler emphasize that all learning must be grounded in its social
context. Thus their work , too , must be adapted to fit the con tex t in which it is
applied . With this brief theoretical background. I will DOW examine some of the
strategies that are intended to help studems contextualize abstract theory and
challenge the oppres sive practices of dominant forms of education.
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STRATEGIES FOR STIJDENT EMPOWERMENT
TIle class room remainsthe most radical space of poss ibility in the
academ y.
- be ll books
In the two prev ious chap ters , "Studenr as Other w and "Srudear as Human
Resource ", I identify a num ber of probl ems with trad itional and corporatist
ed uca tional models that. I argue, reflec t the biases and inte rests of those who
design or fund pro grammes, rathe r than se rve the interests of students . Students
may face res tricti ve practices derived from assumptions that continuing ed ucation
programmes and part-time students are somehow inferior to "real" mainstream
uni versity educati on . In cases where eco no mics assume a role of primacy over
peda gogy . we see courses and programmes designed to reflect co rporate
employment demands or economic models o f profit gene ration . People en gaged in
alternative pedagogies have developed stra tegies to enab le students to parti cipate
in educational pro gramming that reflects the ir own interests and not the agend a of
someone else. Whe n 1 began studying feminist lheories , I was excited to see bow
I could develop social theories to analyse my environment. This stood in stark
co ntras t to courses in which professors - taught- us about social inequali ty at the
macr o level , but who offered us no opportunity to understand it within the co ntext
of our own lives . dismissing our individual stories as statisti cal ly insigni ficant .
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I have selected strategies that , I believe , distinguish alternative pedagogics
from the mainstream. The purpose of these strategies is 10 engage students in a
more empowering learning experience that ena bles them to question and challenge
dominant ideology and structu ral inequality in way s that are perso nally retev an,
as well as understand how knowledge is constructed. both by others and by
themse lves. I am focusing on five main issues: parti cipation, expe rience, language ,
safe spaces and power .
Parti cipation refers to the dynam ic classroom interaction among students and
their teacher that provides an alte rnativ e to uaditionallectures . The stude nt is DO
longer a pass ive rec ipient of obj ecti fied knowledge , but participates in the creation
of new knowledge. Participation can also include students ' invo lvement in course
design. The experiences students bring with them to the classroom are oftm
analysed and theorized. enabling stud ents to recognize and validate their own
wealth of knowled ge . Parti cipation and expressions of experi ence are mediated by
language. A major adjustment students face is the acquisi tion of the academic
discourse . Alternative pedagogies challenge the dominant discourse by
deco nstruc ting language usage. Issues of safety are parti cularly important to
femini st teacbers wbo argue for the need ( 0 create a learnin g environmen t where
stude nts can feel comfortable in sharing their expe riences and explore their
developin g consclendzation. The underlying common threadthroughout all of these
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issues is power-how it is negotiated andhow it plays itse lf out both explicitly and
implicitly in the classroom .
I have experienced these strategies as a student in a feminist classroom and
have seen how they can be both empowering and repressive. My critique is Dot
intended to dismiss their potential, but to highlight opportunities for their
improvement from a student's perspective. Further, most of the literature on
feminist pedagogy relates to full-time, on-campus programming. Where relevant,
I expand on the themes to integrate concerns of particular importance to
nonmainstream students .
Participation
Active participation of students in the learning process is a mainstay of
alternative pedagogies (Gore 1993) . Unlike banking models that impose knowledge
reflecting dominant interests, here there is a genuine attempt to integrate the needs
identified by all participants involved. This is an important step in enabling
students to understand knowledge and how it is produced. •An educational
method, which relies only 00 lectures by experts. followed by questions and
answers, is making a statement about where one expects to find the solutions to
problems. Dividing people into groups of three to share their ideas and then
arranging a climate of genuine listening when each has a chance to share in the
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wbole group , affums the value of the wisdom of ordinary people in qu ite a
different way" (Hope andTimmel 1984 :5) .
As I discussed earlier, programmes designed in the interests of technology
or economic effic ienc y can remainblind to theneeds of students. If people do not
see that an ed ucation programme basany relevance to their lives , it is no surp rise
that we continue to hear their cynical response to governm ent retrainin g initia tives:
"training for what?" . A participatory model seeks to be more directly responsive
to students needs by invit ing student partic ipation in pr ogramme and cu rricular
design. A partic ipatory process also claims to be adaptab' e to differe nt learning
needs and styles by recognizing that everyone does not learn the same way.
Hopefully, it is more responsive to people with different learning abilities.
althou gh I ha ve found little if any mentio n of this in the literature desc rib ing
university continuing education. This is a key gap considering that a significant
percentage of the clientele may very well have had undiagnosed learning
disabilities that hindered their educational progress as youths in mainstream
programmes.
While I support participatory education. I can see pr oblems in the literature
arising from the constructed dichotomy between participatory and banking
methodologies in research and curriculum design. Parti cipatory methods attempt
to overcome the proble m of marginalization by ensuring that people's voices are
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heard and integrated into the process (Kirby andMcKenna 1989 , Maguire 1987) .
However. if the stude nts partic ipate only to see these mis rep resen ted by those in
positions of power, they can become dismissive of the process, feeling more
"ripped off" than if they had not been invited in the firs t place.
Hale (1986) , drawing from Dorothy Smith's work , shows how hidden
assumptions subvert the intenti ons of projects , perpetuating the very prob lems they
were designed to solve . Questions regarding who is invited to participate and how
that parti cipation is organized are vitally important . She cites a "grassroo ts"
development project in rural India that sought local input in the design of an
educat ion pro gramm e for women . Although a participatory approach sought village
level input , the only people who actual ly parti cipated were the elite males of the
village -not the women for whom the training was to be provi ded . The wome n,
denied access to the design process, were later accused of being ignorant or
resistan t wh en they failed to attend classes . By only addressing the interests of the
men , wome n's priori ties were igno red. The project also did not recognize the
impediments pre ventin g women's attendan ce, such as childcare and other labour
activities. Not only were the women unabl e to benefit from this proj ect, the ir
situation wo rsened through the reinfo rcement of negative stereotypes labellin g them
as incompetent andapath etic . Such accusations hide both the structural barri ers and
methodological errors within the project that silenced the women (Hale 1986).
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Fisher (1987) describes a feminist class that included a number of "retu rni ng
women"--adult students attending schoo l after an extended absence. Fisher outlines
her "learner-centred approach" that enables students to participate in evaluation.
At the start of the term, her students determined their objectives for the course and
how they wanted thei r progress to be assessed. She does not exp lain her role in the
process, leaving the impression there is a high level of academic competence
among returning students, since they appear able to make lhese assessments
effectively at the begin ning of term. She does not note the feelings of inadequacy
or low self-esteem that might be felt by women returning to an intimidat ing
academic setting such as I described in Chapter 3 (P. Campbell 1994, Grog in
1991), some of whom arc escaping abusive domestic situations (Tarule 1988).
How can a student who has low expectations of her own abilities effectively set up
challenging guidelines without input from the teacher? What are the strategies that
might facilitate this self-assessment? Some of the most rewarding learning
experiences in which I produced my best work resulted from assignments that I
was initially convinced I could not accomplish. Fisher, by challenging the
imposition of external criteria within the university that have traditionally favoured
white males, establishes a dichotomy to present an opposite model in which the
teacher's role is removed . I believe that strateg ies for participation need to take
into consideration issues of safety and power dynamics between professors and
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students. both of which will be discussed later in this chapter. By presenting a
rigid dichotomy between banking and participatory models of education. the
varyin g degrees to which parti cipati on may o r may not exist can beco me obscu red.
Not only is participati on important in the design and. learning process , it is
a key element in the subseque nt course evaluation process as well . In assess ing the
effectiveness of their teaching strategies. educators often present quotes from
students' evaluation forms (Wilkinson and Heyworth 1985. Fisher 1987. Brookes
1992). I do not discredit these data entirely, but I am concerned about how
representati ve they are of the students' real opinions of the pedagogy. Course
evaluation forms shape voices in certain ways through their design and
administration. In my experi ence , these forms are often presen ted with no prior
warning, inhibiting stude nts' oppo rtunity to think: thoroughly about their response,
and are completed, in class, with a time limit of 10-I S minutes. They normally
consist of quantitative ques tions that force s tude nts to answe r in ce rtain ways, with
a few of inches space at the bottom, "How would you improve this course?"
Anonymity is assured, but what about small seminars where handwriting or
expressive styles are more noticeable than in a lecture course of 1001 Guarantees
of fairness and anonymity are not always enough to evoke honesty from the
students. We may feel paranoia that stems from a very real awareness of our
dependent position as students.
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When I administered a series of student evaluations for an academic
department, several students expressed concern about anonymity. even when it
appeared to me not to be an issue, as these were graduating students in a large
class. until I remembered my own apprehensions when I filled out such forms. I
also became aware of what I might say before banding out the forms that could
affect the resul ts. Are (actors such as the timing of the evaluation conside red when
the results are analysed and appropriated for research purposes? I am also wary
of collecting data for one purpose and using them for another without reflecting
on the implications . Course evaluations invite suggestions to improve that
particular course. The y are not presented to the students as tools for gathering data
for oilier research . I wasnever told that what I said in a course evaluation might
someday represent my understanding and assessment of the effectiveness of a
pedagogi cal theory descri bed in a professor ' s subseque nt research.
Learning abou t cri tical andfeminist pedag ogy improved my parti cipati on as
a stude nt becaus e J learned how I was learning . Past educational experi ences made
more sense to me, and I could see why some pedagogical practices worked while
others did not . It revealed the underlying power imbalances , and what were
appropriate actions for a teacher. This complex process of learning is something
that cannot be conveyed easily on a standardized form.
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Experie nce
An important aspect of studen t participation in a feminist classroom is the
shared analysis of persona! experiences . Abstrac t concepts can often be better
understood by people if they can relate them to their own lives . The process of
theorizing experiences can enable students to participate more fully in the learnin g
process, by discovering the links between pers onal and global issues. Like Freire's
consctentizat lon, Weiler believes me goal of the feminist theorist and teacher is to
make "students themselves theorists of their own lives by interrogating and
analyzing their own experience" (1991:462) . This provides a stepping stone, like
the "points of entry " desc ribed by Smith (1987) , towards und erstanding the wider
context of social relations . By engaging in a praxi s-based mode l of re flection and
action. students learn to see their participation or marginalization in the structures
that organize their lives. Teachers also must constantly critically re-examine their
own perspectives and assumptions . The experiences adul t stu dents shared in the
classroom through my years of extension were important to my leamin g- I enjoyed
and learned from many of their stories, and was frustrated (as indeed they were)
when a professo r dismissed the validity of their stories.
Fisher (1981) emphasizes the importance of incorporating the life
experiences returning women bring to the classroom, and how these experi ences
can be used to develop a better und erstandin g of the broader issues being studied .
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This is similar to Freire's efforts to design curricula through dialogue with the
students . Fisher sees the classroom as a poten tial source of support for re turning
women who, as a resu lt of the ir conscle ndzatio n, are becoming more alienated
from their former lives and communities and from others who have not reached
this level of awareness.
Fisher reco gnizes the importance of deve loping a sense of trust between the
students . In describing various formal and informal class activities , she DOtes ,
"These collaborative, social experiences make possible friendly exchange with
other enlightened wom en who share their emerging concerns and values "
(1987 :91) . I am troubled by her hierarchical categorization of her students as
"enlightened". compared to people outside who, by implicatio n, are
"unenlightened ". She does not pursu e the implications of the women's alienation
from their communities as a consequence of their deve loping critical awareness.
She implies that the class room environm ent she has created is a solution to the
problem of their alienation from the "unen lightened" comm unity. Elsewhere in the
articl e. Fisher alludes to the resistance of younger students to the presence of the
returning women in the classroom. The little disjunctures between her positive
portrayal of the camaraderie in her class and these brief references to discontent
point to unde rlying classroom dynamics that she does not pursue. I suggest she is
forcing a sense of unity in her analysis for the sake of forwarding her argument.
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As a contexmatly-based model, one might assume experien tial learning
would escape the charge of essentialism. However . in critiqu ing the role o f
experience in Iiberatory educatio n, Fuss (1989) warns that it can ind eed become
essential ising if it is not brought back to the theoreti cal level. Throughout most of
her book Essentially Speaking, Fuss calls for a re-evaluation of essenti alism to
draw from it what can still be useful . As I discussed in Chapter 2. the rush
towards constructionism has led people to forget what theoretical value may still
exist in essentialist concepts. In her concluding chapter, however, Fuss appears to
contrad ict much of her earlier thesis by argu ing agains t the use of experi ence in
the classroom because it is inherently essential ist. She claims that hierarchies
develop in the classroom where those who have experi ence in an issue silence
thosewho do not throu gh their "authority of experience": -I am always struck by
the way in which introjectiODS of experiential truths intO class room deba tes dead -
eed the discussi on- (Fuss 1989 :117) . This statement surp rises me. as her language
sugges ts experience is invariably an invasion in the classroom . Discuss ion could
very well be stifled if experien ces were gree ted by her in this way . Experien ce .
rather than being framedas a "tru th", should be valued as a perspecti ve- another
angle from which to view complex issues.
Fuss uses only examples of marginal ized groups dominating classes . My
first question when reading the scenario presented by Fuss was. "where is the
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teacher in this situation?" I would not blame essentialism in what I read in Fuss,
but the misuse of the pedagogical intent of introducing expe rience into the
classroom. In her critique of Fuss, hooks (1994) articu lates precisely many of my
concerns. Challe nging the inevitable essentia lisms of expe riential sharing in the
classroom, hooks states that simply dismissing experience as essentialist negates
its very purpose--vto deepen discussion" (1994:86). Pedagogical practices must be
employed to ensu re that such essentialist dichotomies do not develop. It appears
as if Fuss resents the intrusion of information that may challenge her own
curriculum. In response, hooks states:
I welcome that knowledge because it will enhance our learning .. .if
my know ledge is limited, and if someone else brings a combination
of facts and experience, then I humble myself and respectfully learn
from those who bring this grea t gift. I can do this without nega ting
the position of authority professors have, since fundamentally I
believe that combi ning the analytical and experiential is a richer way
of knowing (1994:89).
She describes her practices with experiential learning as a way to "help create a
communal awareness of the diversity of our experiences and provides a limited
sense of the exper iences that may inform how we think and what we say. ~ (hooks
1994:84) . Praxis enables the students to broaden the context of their experiences,
and to learn from each other.
Sharing experiences is intended to invite discussion, if handled in ways that
do not create "hierarchies of truth", by remembering that the purpose of using
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personal ideas and events is to understand them in a social context. They can also
help students unde rstand abstract theories better by having an example that has
significance to them . Brookes notes that students "enjoy relating academ ic material
to themselves" (1992 :50). Something that on the surface may appear to be obscure.
may become clear whe n conte xtualized at a personal level , assisting the students
to determine the relevance of the material for themselves.
Lessons can also be learned from one's lack of experience, inviting
questions about people's location in society that has separated them from such
opportunities or experiences. Brookes argues that the role of the teache r is to help
the student "ascertain what is missing. .. to recognize patterns and themes"
(1992:40) . One can respect the validity of a person 's experience without
pronouncing it as a universal truth . Fuss does not acknowledge the pedagogical
practices that contextualize expressions of experience in class . Many pedagogical
scholars acknowledge the potential for some of the prob lems Fuss discusses . but
they do not argue that experience is the prob lem. They look for ways to make it
more effective (Ellsworth 1989. Ettinger 1994. Adams and Emery 1994).
Mohanty (199 1) asserts that the use of experience is political not
essentialist. Examining different perspectives assists us in understanding the range
and fluidity of power relations. Once again. the praxis model enables us to critique
these changes from our different perspectives. Time is needed to solidify and
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unite, but as power shifts, reflection and redefinition are necessary to respond to
changes. Too much emphasis on fluidity undermines po litical agency. It is in the
interests of those in control to keep opposition fragmented. The process of
appeasing some groups and turning others against eac h other by emphasizing
diffe rence, inhibits a recognition of shared oppression (Mahaney 199 1).
One danger that should not be overlooked in experiential learning is that a
burden can be placed on those with the "authority of experience". A student may
be identified as representative of a group or issue. whereby the onus is placed on
that person to educate others (Ettinger 1994). I recall one night course I attended
where there was one black woman-the only member of a visib le minority in the
class . She was normally rather quiet in class, yet, whenever the teacher discussed
issues of race , he regularly sought her input. Thus, he not only forced from her
a level of participation that she normally did not offer . this participation was
restricted to the topic of race because he identified her as the person in the class
who could provide information. Ettinger (1994) caIls this the "Pocahan tas
paradigm", evoking the American folk tale about the indigenous woman
Pocahantas, who protects the white man she loves, lohn Smith , "from the more
threatening elements among her own people. n Smith is protected from attack , not
by a revision of his own attitudes and actions , but by her intervention. This is an
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example of the recurring dynamic in which minorities are obliged to comfort those
in dominant positions who may feel anxious about being confronted by the
pri vilege they hold at the expense of others. A pers on with pow er , faced with the
consequences of that privilege , often responds by accusing the "othe r" of making
him or her feel personally responsible for systemic inequalities- "guilt is a
conv enient way to claim powerlessness in the face of respons ibility " (Ettinger
1994:54) . Breaking this paradigm opens the way for peop le of privilege to examine
ope nly how they ben efit from and partici pate in everyday acts of oppression, and
how they can act to ove rcom e such imbalance s.
Thos e representing minority or oppressed groups can also find themselves
being expected to be a teacher. Far from forcing one's agenda on the rest of the
students, as Fuss asserts, some students may be treated like a "case study" or
teacher against their own will or interests . There is a fine balance to be main tained
here-enabling people to voice their experiences and raise awareness against being
expected to do the wo rk of educating others abou t their oppress ion.
Language
Studying our experiences in society is important, but so are me experiences
of our learning process. The language we use affects the way s we are able to
define our experiences and participate in theoretical discussions. As we struggle,
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as students, to find a new voice to articulate our growing conscientization, it is
easy to adopt the language of the professor or theorist who is offering us new
ideas . As I developed critically . I became aware I was using a new lan gua ge which
was both empowering and alienating. This language was tangible ev idence of my
learning, but I had an uneasy feeling that something was not quite right.
On e of the first articles I read on pedagogy that resona ted with me, was due
to its forma t of intertwining the voices of a student and a teacher (Lewis and
Simon 1986). It is the student's writing that has the most impact. It is more
immediate and "honest" to me, while the teacher's sty le is more burdened in
academe. This leads me to questio n what happens to studen ts' voices when they
are interpreted by the teachers, and are not given their own unadulterated space .
Further. what happens to students' own voices when they adopt the trappings of
academic discou rse?
Stude nts face a dichotom y between academic language and local language .
Adopting a theoretical and abstract language can alienate us from o ld friends and
family as we come to be identified with the perce ived snobbery of academe. Freire
(in Shor and Freire 1987), addressing the issue of local language usage versus the
language of "Intellectuals", states that intellectual concepts such as "ideology" have
evolved over a long time and cannot simply be cast aside . However, he also
encourages the recognition of local metaphors and parab les which can operate in
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tandem with ia tel lecrual concepts. Thus the d ichotomy can be overcome by the
reflexive process of blending languages to expand rath er thaD. to silence someo ne
by giving mere legitimacy to one voice over another .
Alterna tive language usage, as seen in the work of contemporary feminist,
cri tical and postmodem theorists . challenges the dominant academic language that
forces a uni tary voice on a multitude of perspectives and experiences . Yet there
continues to be a pull towards conformity in these alte rnative models . Confonnity
is necessary to some degree to enable us to understand eachother . However , it
does shape our voices in certain ways. Sometimes words of libera tion can be as
personall y limiting as the words of the oppressors. Reflexivity can assist us in
understanding the meaning of the words we use . By being explicit and cognlsaar
of how we use words , we can chall enge the appropriation of our language by other
groups, like "student-centred " to describe nothing more than a flexible timetab le.
When I re-read my undergraduate thesis , I recognize immediate ly the words
and phrases that belong to my supervisor. They convey important concepts . but
sometimes they jar in my head because they are ber words andnot mine. I notice
that my best work in that document comes throu gh in my own words . I had to go
throu gh a process of distancing myself from some of the literature that had a major
impact early in my own work. so that I could sort out what were my own words
and beliefs . andwhat I was simp ly ' parro ting" from others . Some terms I adopted
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were important for me when I came to understand their meaning and importance
to my work. Recently, I have found myself removing some of the words of my
teachers that no longer quite fit within my language--the pedagogical purpose of
their use has been accomplished and now they seem to be a template that I have
outgrown. I am reminded of the little sticke rs that my mothe r put on the piano
keys to teach me piano scales--once my fingers learned which key was which, the
stickers became redundant. I am trying to rec laim the fluidity of my own language
without losing the integr ity of the theories I am working with.
Part of the emancipatory process is seeing how OUT thinking is changing.
La nguage is often the most visib le sign of this development. We can take more
contro l of that development by ensuring we are not simply appropriating the words
of others, but are developing a language of our own conscious choosing.
Safe Spaces
The level of comfort or discomfort students feel with the language of the
classroom is one element of the larger issue of safety. Participation and the
willingness to share personal exper iences in a classroom setting are also linked
close ly with one's feeling of safety. This is a key goal in feminist pcdagogy--the
creation of a refuge in a host ile academic environment. It is prem ised on the belief
that the level of comfort a student feels affects the learning process. As dominant
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models of edu cation have promoted · objectified- knowledge that merely reflects
the inte rests of those in power, anyone who does not identify with that dominant
culture can be made to feel unwel come and is discoura ged from presenting a
cballenge (Smith 1987). Through the strategies I have already discussed, as well
as other ethical and sens itive classroom practices , feminis t teache rs hope to
esta blish a level of trust and safety in the classroo m mat will facilitate effective
dialogue and learning.
Howeve r. the creatio n of a safe space can be affected by dich otomized
thinking tha t prese nts a liberatory classroom as prov iding an opposi te mod el 00 a
hierarchial class room . The creation of a safe place sometimes assumes that all
studen ts are marginalized and that they needa safe place to make sense o f their
oppression . EUswonh (1989) describes how the feeling of trust often did not exis t
in her class, making it not a safe place to talk for many of her students . T rust has
to be earned through consc ious effort . It is omeoough to assume common interests
will lead to an open trustful env ironm ent . Freire often does not consider lhe
prob lems that arisedue to multip le layers of oppression, priv ilege. andexpe rience ,
and bow thes e affect the level o f comfort felt by the students .
In a femini st class room, safety may be addr essed in reference to gender, but
pote ntially to the exclusio n of race (Ellsw orth 1989. Ng (994). ability o r sexual
orientation (Gardner, Dean and McKaig 1989).The ques tion thatarisesin my mind
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is. how might safe spaces differ between younger and olde r students ? I have heard
adult students express anxiety about being the only Nold" person in a class full of
young undergraduates--they feel like they are treading on the young peoples'
"turf'. This is added to the performance anxiety of having been away from school
for years, fear ing that they have lost their study skills and memorization ability .
Such feelings all play on their experience of the dichotomies in which they are
caught: mainstream and non-mainstream, extension and on-campus, adult and
young. I would like to see more research conducted on issues of privilege and
marginalization based on age differences of students, particularly considering the
widening age diversity in university classrooms today .
Students who represent the identity of the oppressor may feel that this
alternative classroom is not a safe place for them as they feel guilty or defensive
when they are told of their priv ilege and how it oppresses others (Macintyre 1987,
James 1994, Ng 1994). Ettinger (1994) calls the privileged students in her class
"People Lacking an Agenda (PLAs) . n However, 1 argue that they do have an
age nda, implicitly or explicitly, to remain comfortable and not deal with issues that
challenge their privilege. "Incorporating anti-sexism/racism into our daily prac tice
is by defi nition unsafe and uncomfo rtable , because they involve a serious (and
frequently threatening) effort to interrogate our privilege as well as our
powerlessness" (Ng 1994:44-45) . By overemphasizing the need for a warm
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environment, such reflex ive analysis may be thwarted . Learning can be enhanced
by challenging people in a way that encourages reflection rather than
defensiveness . James observes, "If students become uncomfortable or angry as
they learn about the mechanisms in our society that have priv ileged and/or
disadvantaged them , and about their role in maintaining this situation, this may
well be the very crucial starting point of a self-reflective journe y" (1994 :50).
Recall ing my discussion of "rosy representations - in Chapter 2, the purpose
of emphas izing the warmth and friendsh ip in a feminist classroom, I think , is to
reaffirm and legitimize the positive goals of feminist teaching . There is a role for
fostering an environment that increases confide nce among students to explore
challenging issues , but it is not an cnd in itself. The bondin g phase of group
actions, by affirming the positive, is good as long as potential problems or diverse
opinions are not glossed ove r.
Pow er
Parti cipation, experience, language and safety in the classroom ar e all
closely linked to under lying issues of power . The very structure of the mainstream
university imposes autho rity on the teacher, and students have been conditioned to
defer to this autho rity . Criti cal and feminist teachers want to challenge this
hierar chical structure. and attemp t to break down the autho rity of the teacher to
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create a more equitable relationship between the two groups . Hart (1992) calls for
"an education which is oriented towards cooperative relations among the
participants' needs to create moral environments which touch the deep structure
of non-hierarchical, egalitarian relations" (1992:195).
However. some of these attempts merely mask the power imbalance, rather
than work with it. Again, the trap of dichotomies lures some people into thinking
that the only way to combat the rigid hierarchical structure of the traditional
university setting, is to revoke the teacher's power and ensure the classroom is a
truly egalitarian setting . Mumford (1985) challenges the assumption that we can
simply toss out the idea of hierarchy-the teacher must show that she knows what
she is teaching. A more realistic way to deal with the imbalance is to analyse it.
describe its implications explicitly. and attempt to work with or I:hrough it.
Nancy Miller (1985) describes the uncertainty she felt in relinquishing the
power that is an integral element to a teacher's identity. This bas led her to
explore "bow to create a critical identity which understands the discourses of
mastery without succumbing to their seductions. For seduced. we are simply the
old slaves. or worse. the new masters" (1985:198). Gardner. Dean and McKaig
add:
the goals and dynamics of (a feminist classroom) are to encourage
uonhlerarchlcal , mutually supportive, and empowering modes of
thought and behavior . However. the patterns of interaction that
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emerge often contlic t with this ideology . This schism is intricately
tied to how students and faculty members respond to differences that
often reinforce patriarchal values rather than those commonly
associated with feminism (1989:64) .
As much as feminist teachers may shy away from hierarchical models, they
still must function within an institution tha t defines, to a large degree , the power
they have ove r students . Some teachers now realize that, rather than simply
aba ndoning their authority, they need to accept and utilize the power they have in
ways that are ethical and respectful of the students' interests (Mumford 1985).
Ellswor th (1989) is concerned that uncritical uses of terms like "student
empowerment" and "dialogue" give the illusion of a nonhierarchical classroom
environment which ignores the very real power imbalance between teacher and
student, and between the students themselves. We need to recognize how these
imba lances exist and find ways to work with them.
Ke lly's strategy for dealing with the power imba lance is for the teacher to
state her or his framework explicitly and then engage in an open debate with the
students (Brookes and Kelly 1989). The struggles that may arise from this process
are beneficial, Kelly adds, since it is through struggle that students gain
empowerment. It is not something given by the teacher, as is implied in the wor k
of Freire . While I agree that shifting the balance of power is not a simple matter,
I am troub led by the adversarial tone of her approach. I question how willing
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students are to initiate such a strugg le, given that most students go through many
years of being taught to defer to the authority of the teache r . I fear the ones who
are most discmpowered may be the least likely to "struggle" for their voice until
the situation reaches an intolerable level. Those representing the more powerfu l
groups of society are much more likely to engage in such a power struggle
(Gardner, Dean and McKaig 1989, James 1994, Ng 1994).
Lewis recounts her experiences in a graduate classroom, where the women
we re made to feel extre mely unco mfortab le by the actions and language of some
of the men . The women did not challenge the class room dynamic unt il the situation
reached a crisis point (Lewis and Simon 1986). I was struck by the self-crit ical ,
disempowered language used by these female graduate students, who I thought
would have more confidence to assert their position than, say, an underg raduate,
or an adult student returning to school for the first time in years. While these
students did eventually achieve a more equitable balance of power, I believe that
such negotiation should be achieved without students having to endure the intense
levels of pain and self-doubt as expressed by Lewis and her colleagues . Do not
assume that a warm , collegial atmosphere (such as that described by Fisher 1987)
will always work , but also do not assume that students will take the initiative to
fight for the position they desire .
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Most discuss ions of power in the classroom are based on the assumption
that the teacher always has a great deal more authority than the student. This
dichotomy of powerful teacher versus powerless student. can obscure more
complex and diffuse sites of power. MacIntyre (1987) , James (1994) and Ng
(1994) each prov ide examples of where the ir authority as teachers was undermin ed
because of their gender and/or racial identity . In each of these cases, while , midd le
class, male students publicly attacked the teachers ' practices and curriculum. These
challenges included submissions of formal complaints to the administration. James
experience d a mixture of power and marginalization as a black male. He noticed
a gende r-based pattern to this marginalization:
White females are more likely to talk of being intimidated and
feeling uncomfortable, males accuse me or being biased,
defensive.. .It seems that males, White males in particula r, are quite
clear about the power and privilege accorded to them by
race ... (females) understand that in our male or iented society, while
I might have male privilege they have race privilege ... my power and
privilege as a Black male educator must be seen in relation to how
Black males are socially constructed in today' s Canada (James
1994:51).
Ng, as a woman and as a member or a visib le minority, was doub ly
discredited. Not only was her teaching challenged, she was ridiculed persona lly.
One white male 's threats or legal action, because he felt marginalized in Ng 's
class, led to the administration pressuring Ng to alter her curriculum and teaching
techniques-the Pocaha ntas paradigm in action. This shows an impressive (I use
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the phrase sarcastically) respo nse to a student's concerns, when one thinks of the
man y marginat ized students woo get nowhere co mplaining about me discomfon or
disc rimination they feel in their classes. Not only did this student feel lba t he bad
me authority to disrupt the class. threaten the professor and challenge the
administra tion, he was listened to, reinforcing the fact that he did have the powe r
to beha ve this way and subvert standard complaint procedures .
In relation to non-mainstream students, discussions of power issu es in the
classroom often overlook the implications of the age of the students. Women
ex tension students I have met ofte n express that they should have lhe same rights
as mainstream students, but they feel they do not have the power to assert their
rights . Based on my own experience and discussions with professors. adult
students are often more willing to speak: up in class to question or challenge the
teache r than younger sWdents more recently trained in docility. There may be
authority at some level accorded by age. However. this authority is often
undermined by insecurities abo ut returning to school in middle age or long-term
low academic self-esteem (Cam pbell 1994). Power dynamics in the class can
become more complex with age differences-between younger andolder students,
older students and younger professors. As I stated earlier, Fisher (1987) briefly
notes a level of distrust between younger and older students, and sets up a
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dichotomy by assuming antagonism between them. Does this assumption express
itself through an implicit preference for older students in her class interactions? If
so , it is no wonder that younge r students would feel resentful.
One adult student I spoke with recalled a discussion with her daugh ter who
was a full-time student at another university . When this woman expressed her
enthusiasm for her night courses , her daughter replied, -I hope you aren't one of
those 'keener' mature students . · The adult students were perceived by the younger
students to be troublesome since they talked more, showed more enthusiasm and
engaged in debate with the professor, making the trained doc ile younger students
appear disinterested by contrast. In classes with a wide range of age groups, I
often see that the younger students appear more afraid to ask questions than the
older students . Also, they may be more accustomed to holding positions of some
authority elsewhere in their lives-in their careers, as parents, as community
leaders--that accords them the authority to speak in a public setting.
I recall a political science course taught by a young professor that was
attended by several people in their 50s and 60s, These students had witnessed
many of the events in Canadian political history that the professor was now
teaching us out of a book. The professor was visibly uncomfortable at times when
the students would speak up and recount their personal experiences surrounding
these events. Once he accepted the fact that these students could and would
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chall enge his kno wledge. he began to realizebow their input could be use ful in the
class. Someone who bas the potential to question the pro fesso r 's know led ge can
be silenced by an authoritarian teache r. or can addressed in a wa y that encourages
mutual respect among all participants.
The authority of age differs by gender. Beyond a certain age, males'
authority tends to be sus tained to a greater degree than for females . I recall two
schoo l teachers in my hom e communi ty who were taking night courses tog ether
to upgrad e their certifica tion. The man was in his mid-40s . the woman in he r early
50s . Often the same people in the community wh o admired the man for his
ambition. thought the woman was wasting her time, or worse, was seeking
academic prestige for selfish purposes .
The Essential Student
To co nclude this section, I want to restate the importance of acknowled ging
the diversity represented by students, parti cularly among Don-mains tream swde nts .
Many of the p rob lems I have already discussed lhus far are rela ted . at least in part,
to essential ist assumptions about the smdeat clientele who appear to remain
constant in tim e and space. In pre vious chapters. I have cri tiqued essentialist
definitions that portra y nonmainstream studen ts as being inferior [0 mainsueam
students, or as human resources who lack skills neces sary to contribute to our
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economy. In critical and feminist pedagogi es that emphasize the imponance of
recognizing the diversity of their clientele , essentializing definitions are particu larly
troubling. Not only do students reflect the wide divers ity in our soc iety overall,
people 's behaviour and respo nses are affected by time and. the conditions in which
they live .
Rad ical pedagog ical writing describes theexperiences of committ.c:d teachers
in energetic or challengin g settings. They do not usually write about the courses
they found to be tedious . Students do respond to the "mood ~ or commitment of the
teacher andIor institution they experience at any given time. The people with
whom I studied in night schoo l often commented that seeing a professor make an
extra effort to overcome the limitations of extens ion (for examp le. providing extra
learning resources and holding "office hours " before class) increased our desire to
work harder. I remember losing interest in a course when it became evident the
professor had lost interes t in teaching it. This situation can be magnified for pan-
time students . since their whole educational commitmen t at that time may cen tre
on only one or two courses .
To what extent do teachers force their own participatory ideal? Sometimes
we must accept that a gro up of students just isn't going to react in the ways that
the teacher has experienced before. thus requiring alternat e strategies . To react
against the banking mode l, we may feel stuck in the dichotom y of clinging to the
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opposite extreme. The demonized "lecture mode" is not seen as an option even
when it may actually have pedagogicalpotential for the group one is working with.
I am also concerned about this literature 's common neglect of the wider context
of the university. The feminist literature I have read mos tly recounts experiences
in small class settings, however, the economic constraints facing universities are
contributing to larger class sizes that make labour intensive participatory learning
models extremely challenging . How might empowering models of learning be
applied in a class of 200 students or in a distance education package? By
maintaining the lecture/participatory dichotomy. the deve lopment of creative ways
of dealing with large classes or other programme formats is thwarted . Ga rdner
recognizes the danger of this dichotomy:
The more I contemplated what a "tru ly feminist" classroom
env ironment might enta il, the more my thoughts began to mirror the
dua listic thinking so accurately described by Lorde (1984). For
example, if professional authority and expertise were emphasized in
the traditional classroom , then these qualities would be deva lued or
absent in a "truly feminis t" classroom. Instead of being the source
of knowledge and socia lly distant, I would become a peer and
facilitator of know ledge (Gardne r, Dean and McKaig, 1989:65).
The shortcomings of feminist pedagogy may not be addressed in such a deba te.
We iler bel ieves the goal of the feminist theorist and teacher is to make "students
themselves theorists of their own lives by interrogating and ana lyzing the ir own
experience" (1991:462). I would add tha t teachers must also learn and relearn their
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own assumptions from their contact with students, and must critically re-examine
their own perspectives.
A "participatory" class can become almost as restrictive as a traditional
lecture model, if one forgets the diversity of students over time and space and that
what works one term may be inappropr iate in another setting. Ellswo rth's
reconstruction of a course that was problematic taught me a great deal . Her
problems began when shedesignedher course around her ownassumptions of how
she thought her students would think, and what their shared political objectives
would be. I was impressed that she would admit publicly that her assumptions
undermined the success of that course. It would be easy for others simply to
accuse her of being an ineffective teacher. Her strategies had worked in other
settings, but this mixture of students and timing relevant to other events on the
campus created an atmosphere that required different strategies . We cannot assume
that our political objectives are the same as those of our students . Social
empowerment is a popular theme in much of the literature on literacy educat ion.
However , do we have the right to attempt to force an elderly man to ach ieve
conscientization when his only motivation for requesting literacy tutoring is to be
able to read stories to his grandchildre nf! While it can be frustra ting to witness
"Agatn, thanks to Sue Adams for this example.
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oppressed people 's expressions of powerlessness and despair, we must be reflexive
in examining OUf own practices and agendas when we wish to intervene in
situations that we "define as oppressive.
I would like to see more articles like that of Ellsworth, not to challenge the
validity of feminist pedagogy but to expand it, and to acknowle dge that students
do behave differently, unpredictably and dynamically in classroom situations. The
first time I was in a feminist course and was told to keep a journal, it was initially
an intimidating, but ultimately empowering process. A few years later , in anothe r
feminist course, I was again given a journal assignment. This time , due to a
combi nation of factors, it was an onerous, frus trating and unproductive task for
me. The journalling exercise alone was not what determined how much I learned ,
it was the context in which that assignment was given-the teacher, the cou rse, my
own frame of mind at the time -cthat contributed greatly to the effectiveness or
futility of the exercise . Were I to write a paper about the pedagogical value of
journals based on that first course, I would say dramatically different things than
I would were I to write on that topic using only my experiences in that second
course. Both would provide valuab le information, but neither would represent a
complete story. Researchers should be more forthcoming in acknowledging such
limitations when they present their pedagogical success stor ies in the literature.
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Parti cipation, experience, languag e. safety. power andtheessential student,
as I have discussed them above, all exist within the walls of the classroom.
However. the driving force behind emanc ipatory educati on is to enab le students
to see their world in ways thathelp them. organise for social change . With that in
mind. I now leave the classroom and contextualize the empow ered stude nt wir.hin
the community . Integral to this proces s is an examina tion of the po tential role of
the univers ity to ass ist the empowered students whom it bas assisted to create .
COMMUNITY
Educational theo ry is in dire need of a theory of community, and of
educating for community . thus going beyond an analysis of
educational practiceswhich focus on tramfonnative processes within
the learner herself.
- Mechthild Han
The traditional image of the university as an ivory tower needs to be
challeng ed. By overcoming dicho tomies such as individualist versus collectivist
goals and the campus versus community. we can begin to examine what resources
the univers ity can co ntribute to the proces s of social change at the comm unity
level. There is much to be learned from the practices of adult and continuing
education programmes of the past . However. their limitations must be taken into
account when adapting such practices . As I argued in Chapter 4, the corporate
model provides little encouragement for building sustaina ble communities -by
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sustainable I mean communities that are able to thrive by integrating the economic,
social , environmenta l and cultura l needs of the population. Therefore, we need to
focus on alte rnative practices that recall the community commitmen t of the past,
as evidenced by the Antigonish Movement, but which incorporate emancipatory
practices deve loped by critical and feminist thinkers that enable people to
understand the global con text of their local participation.
I began to discuss the tension between individual and social in Chapters 3
and 4, but return to it now to consider an individual's place in the community and
how univers ity and community can cooperate to enable people to engage in local
level activism. This process must acknowledge the locations from which the
students arrive when they come to school. Elsewhere, I discuss the danger students
face in becomi ng alienated from their community as they develop intellectually and
critically. All too often, alternative pedagogies forget the everyday experiences of
the students outside of the classroom . We are taught to theorize our experience.
but what do we do with this knowledge? I believe there is a role for the
university 's more active involvement within the greater community. The students
themselves can be key players in this process to demystify the academy and
introduce people to the types of support univers ities can provide in their
deve lopment strategies .
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The University in the Community
The alienation from community that a student may face lhat I described
earlier in Ibis chapter , arises partly from a community-based suspicion of the
uni vers ity . Sometimes the only contact many peop le in a community have with a
university is occas ional visits from researcbers or images of academic "experts"
interviewed in the media giving their pronouncements on a local situation . These
rare con tacts may only reinforce people's suspicions of the "Ivory tower ." Thiscan
be parti cular ly evident in poor or marginalized communities where few people
have access to university education. When social scientists come to conduct
researchin a community. they ma y be accusedof doing work that merely re flects
their own professional interests. or the interests of grant funders . "This
preoccupation can result in the failure to carry out res earc h of cri tical concern to
the citizenry because such research does not fit the research agendas of the
anthropo logy and sociology disciplines- (Neis 1992:329). There may be well
founded suspicions at the community level that would need to be addressed to
facilitate future univers ity based co-operative projec ts .
Cruikshank: (1996) notes that global economics are so pervasive that people
fee l powerless to effect change . While universities have jumped on the corporatist
bandwagon by off ering courses in international trade and economic relations,
rarely do they provide courses tbat focus on "local politics and local eco nomi cs
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and in democratic decision making at the local level - (Cruikshank 1996:57) that
woul d help peopl e fmd ways 10 cball enge corporate: forces . The corporate
emp hasis attempts to make the individual more competitive. DOl more cooperative .
Community economic strateg ies can attem pt to overturn this competitive model to
ensure community sustainab ility through coope ra tion. Ins tead of competing for
limited resources, people can fmdways of building a SOCiCHCOOOmic resource base
that benefits the communi ty as a who le . Employin g emancipato ry pedagogical
practices , and teaching extension courses on issues that can be seen every day at
the local level can enable people to be more critically aware of bow their
communities operate ba m locally and within the larger global context. The
problem is tha t community deve lopment , like continuing education, lacks academic
credibility. thus universities continue to lag behind in their commi tment to provide
the resources to facilitate information sharing that would propel this process .
Models for Change
Hart (1992) calls for a revival of the community development commitment
within the university. There is considerable debate as to what the role of
community development is, but she cites a defini tion from Kenneth Haygood who
wo rked with Memorial Univers ity'S Extens ion Department. It is a combination of
educatio n and action with local groups to work toward collectively agreed upon
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goals . Hart adds that this may be the "purest" form of adult education since it
integrates self-reflective learning and problem solving at the social level. The
collaborative skills that are developed enab le students to work within the
community .
Cruikshank (1994) recognizes that there are many community groups who
have the expertise to engage in social activismwhose activities should be supported
by the resources universities can offer--such as education and research support.
This is, afte r all, what the Coady Institute is engaged in by providing training and
consultations with partner organisations throughout the Third World. There
continues to be a belief in the university 's role to provide a creative space for
move ments to deve lop theoretically and critically (Harding 1991) . Such movements
are comprised of indiv iduals . Those individuals who attend emancipatory academic
programmes , cou ld break the individual versus collect ive dichoto my by sharing the
strateg ies and analyses deve loped in the classroom with the community .
The Ex tension Department is now trying to revive the community
development role more visibly. The "Idea s Fair" is a showcase of local economic
initiatives to maintain services and employment in the area. The annua l Tops hee
Co nference each yea r invites activists and academics to discuss regiona l
development issues. The con ference in 1996 focused on alternative economics and
reviving sustainable communities . There was also a collaboration be tween the local
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women 's association ADd the Extension Department, inviting women involved in
community development from around Nonh ero Nova Scotia and Cape Bre ton, to
share ideasand -network- , The Sisters of St. Martha at St.F .X. have buil t up a
repu tation for social actio n that began with their active invo lvem ent in the
Antig onish Movement andcontinues today. Whi le these are speci fically comm unity
development projects, I believe that formal university educatio n can play a greate r
in this process by educating people in ways that enab le them to participate more
effectively. through the deve lopment of theoretical ability to critique their soc ial
context, and the confidence to believe they can contribute. Also, through
community cooperation. universities and professors can learn much from the
re lationship as they develop strategies that they wish to tes t out at the community
level.
Again we must be careful about imposing roo strict a dichotomy between
individualist versus collectivist goals. After all. communities comprise of
individ uals . Nemiro ff is wary of some critical educators who ov eremphasize the
social. collective level of educating students at the expense of the individual
student. •All relatio nships with the students seem to be theoretically mediated by
a complex and inaccess ibly articulated educational theo ry that could lend itse lf to
overt political posturing by the teache r, to be taken up with gusto by those stude nts
who have bee n trained that ' doing weU' in schoo l consists of pleasing the teacher "
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(Nemlroff 1992:67). While emphasis on the individual subverts collective
pote.nlial, collective emphasis that hides the individual can become insensitive to
individual needs.
By squari ng off the dominant model against the critical model, the bits in
between can get lost. In critica l work, there is somet imes a tendency to overlook
programmes that are not explicitly emancipatory or cutting edge, but which do
serve an important role in students' social development. This can obscure the good
work people are doing in places where critical and radical models would be viewed
with suspicion, or not be understood. Weiler (1988) cites older women teachers
who scoff at this "new " feminist pedagogy. arguing WI what feminists are now
claiming as a radical shift in education, they have been quietly doing for years in
thei r classrooms. Such moderate programmes could be enhanced by encouraging
students to explore ways in which their individual education can assist them in
cont ributing to their comm unity more effectively .
Bowl's survey of continu ing educat ion students in England reinforces his
commitment to ensuring the availability of a liberal arts education for anyone who
desi res it. The liberatory pote ntial here is not explicit . but he firmly believes that
such programmes enable students to develop the "intellectual tools" to engage in
social change . "There is a focus on praxis . if hardly revolutionary prac tice " (Bowl
1992 :212). While these people may not topple Parliament tomorrow . they may
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start thinking about their lives in new ways . Thiscould encourage them to become
active in community p rojects or municipal politics . Newman (1994) cites the wo rk
of Jane Thompson who taught academic disciplines in ways that we re relevant to
the lives of the working class women with whom she worked. Subjects like law ,
lite rature. sociology. politics and history were framed in ways that ena bled wom en
to theorize their experience at the community level.
Cruikshank (1989) argues that for extension departments to realize their
potential for promoting community development. greater efforts should be made
in developing professionals in this field to create effective strategies for
participation. However. such activities should be carried out with
acknowledgement of the dangers of co-option that always lurk whe n profess ional
models are deve loped. A major prob lem Cruikshank sees is the lack of networking
among community development practitioners, particularly women. She
recommends the establishment of a "centre for social change- that would be
mode lled after such programmes as the Coad y International Institute and the
Highlander Center in Tennessee. Each year, community development practitioners
come to Coady to reflect on their work , share ideas. anddevelo p new strategies.
I confess I was pleasantl y surpris ed to see tha t she cites the Coady lnsti tute as a
good model on which to base a future site for women community deve lopment
practitioners to eerwo rk . However, having witnessed some of the highs and lows
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of this dynamic process of bringing together such practitioners from around the
wo rld, tensions are inevitable. Often, problems arise when confl icts in the wider
social context surface within the group . For examp le, debates about gende r and
liberation theology have, at times, caused heated debate and friction between
students. While I applaud Cruikshank's idea, we must remain aware of the fact
that people engaged in similar activities do net always share the same vision, and
that we need to acknowledge diver sity.
Highla nder was establishe d by Myles Hor ton in the 19305 in the
Appalachian region of Tennessee. Highlander is not based at a university. but it
provides a fascinating model that I believe a university could learn from. It has
worked in many struggles on behalfof marginalized people. ranging from the early
days of labour rights and the civil rights movement, to the environmental issues
concerning people today . Deschle r and Selener (199 1) describe Highlander 's
involvement with a community resisting the development of a toxic waste dump
in their locale. "Adult educatio n in social act ion, therefore, has a role to play in
providing learners with the tools and information to permit them to arr ive at
economic analyses of the orga nisations, communities and socia l structures they are
try ing to change" (Newman 1995 :256).
Deschler and Selener (1991) make an important point when discussing the
toxic dump actions in which Highlander was involved . Many citizens supported
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the dump because of the jobs that were to be generated in this ecooomically
depressed region. I am reminded of Cruikshank's (l990) warning that often in
community developmen t strategies, unity among the citizenry is assumed, jus t as
unity within the classroom is sometimes assumed in pedagog ical lite rature . The
diversity. conflicts andcontrovers ies that are evident in any community must be
anticipated. She adds that even when some of the sources of conflict or diversity
are recognized, all too often gender continu es to be overlooked.
As the old adage goes. there 's strength in numbers. I believe that a majo r
cause of low recogni tion of the work of adul t educators and extension departments
is their low profile and isolation from each other. Establishing a ce ntre such as
Cruikshank: sugg ests would provide an opportunity for people engaged in these
activities to get together to share ideas. and to improve their academic credibility.
Another potential for university input could be for educators to identify
emerging grass roots projects that coul d be formal ized in an academic context to
provide a model for others. Newman (1995) reminds us that many non-formal
initiatives have grown ove r the years to become established educational
programmes, citing centres that have result ed from adult education initiatives
among Aboriginal people in Australia . Such initiatives include bridging
programmes to assist Aboriginal people to enter mainstream educational
Insrlrurions , and training programmes designed to produce more indigenous adult
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educators . Such activity is most vividly portrayed through the success of the
Tranby Aboriginal Cooperative College. "Tranby provides an example of
Aboriginal people resisting white control" (Newman 1995:252). Based on
Newman's description . this college sounds like an encouraging example of
professional development as promoted by Welton (1987) that has so far escaped
the dangers of co-option as warned by Laidlaw (196 1). It provides an education
that people want, and that promotes economic surv ival in the region .
SUMMARY
ShOT and Freire (1987) warn of the tendency of critical educators to
envision excessive expectations of the liberatory potential of their work . We must
attempt to be realistic in our goals . Too much emphasis on the Iiberatory power
of education can lead to disappointment and cynicism if this potential is DOl fully
realized . We are not creating revolutionaries, but assisting people to critically
reflect upon their world (Shor and Freire 1987) , and hopefully bring that newly
developed knowledge to effect changes in their social context, no matter how
small . Polster echoes this warning, in that we must recognize "the constraints that
a form of social organization imposes upon liberatory education" (1992 :261). In
some settings, even small steps towards social change can be viewed with hostility
by those in power .
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This process is driven by a Utopian vision of a better future. Utopia may
be overly idealistic, but it still can be held as a vision to work toward as we take
small steps to improve our conditions. It may be difficult to see the potential for
agency when the discourse stays at the mass level of "the oppressed.· Yet , a
global vision is necessary to understand the wide range of causes and effects that
filter down to the local level. Conscientizario n, hooks (1994) reminds us, is not an
end in itself. The Iiberatory practices in the classroom are only the first step in a
continuous cycle of reflection and action that people may engage in to effect social
change . Reflection comprises of assessing past practices within the frame of new
information and theories , and tested against the ideal vision the activist may hold .
Referr ing to the Utopian vision of Frei re, Newman argues, "Utopias are the
stuff of dreams and we may discourage and disempower people we are helping to
learn if we ask them to strive for the impossible" (Newman 1994:36) . While I do
not disagree entirely with Newman, he does set up a Utopian/realist dichotomy.
I dream of a Utopian future, not to delude myself it will happen in my lifetime,
but to inspire my work. I try to remain reflexive in conside ring what ideals arc
illusory and which ones are attainable, and what purpose those illusory ideals have
to give me the energy to work towards the attainable ones . As We need to find
ways to "recapture the vision" (Cruikshank 1991) of deve loping educational
progranunes that help people change the structural barriers that constrain them .
CHAPTER 6: CURRENT CLIMATE AND FUTURE VISION
The academy is not paradise. But learning is a place
where paradise can be created.
- bell hooks
Many of the problems that currently exist for nonmainstream students and
continuing educa tion programmes result from long held assumptions about such
students and prog rammes. Throughout this thesis, I have identified a number of
these assumptions and the effects they have had on the quality of education and
service students have had access to. By setting up the dichotomy between
mainstream and nonmainstream, attitudes have developed in which nonmainstrcam
programmes have been conside red inferior to the work of the "real" university .
Attempts to improve outdated nonmainstream programmes come with their
own sets of assumptions as to what is best for the student, and what is best for
soc iety. These models must be examined carefully to dete rmine whose interests
they really reflect, and how they too are lim ited by assumptions about students . I
believe firmly that analysis of these models from the standpoint of students is vital
to ensu ring future educat ional mode ls.
I have draw n from my own experiences at St.F.X. which have informed my
research and ana lysis . This thesis is not intended to be a desc ription or critique of
the programmes of St.F.X. specifically. My intent has been to develop a
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theoretical frameworkaDdhighlight key issues thatcould make primary research
o f individual programmes and ins titutions mo re thorough . As standpoint theorists
remind us, the purpose of researching from a standpoint is not to present the
experience as an object of study , but to pro vide a point of entry into understanding
the social relations that organize that experience.
By studying standpoint theory. I have come to a greater understanding of
both the importance of this work, and of the ways in which stude nts " experiences
can be utilized to contrib ute to know ledge in the field of education . In order to
accomplish thiswork most effectively. we must have the ability to understand full y
what our standpo int is. A reflexive process in developing a stand poin t. and the
knowledge created from [hat stand po int . is necessary to avoid reproducing the very
dichotomies that crea te inequali ty in the firs t place . Rather than thr owing out
-id entity- because it basbee n dismissed by postmodemists as esse ntialist. praxis
can help us to make conscious dec isions as to bow we construc t and maintain
identities that advance our efforts to effect social change .
CURRENT CLIMATE
As I describe in Chapter 3. traditional programmes for nonmainstream
students are not particularly emancipatory, however, they are not as inefficient as
administrators looking for a "fasr buck" would like us to believe . Concepts such
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as outreach and lifelong learning for self-developmeot are worth keeping. The
objective of social change bas been, at times, implicit (providing a liberal arts
education makes a person a better citizen in a democratic society) or explicit
(providing the opportunity for group learnin g engages the community in a process
of social change). While the critiques that challenge the effectiveness of these
models are valid, we ron the risk of replicating oppressive ideologies if we
pronounce some types of education more valid than others without a cri tical .
reflexive analysis of these types , and whether there is potential for their reform .
As I argue, the blanket dismissal of nonmainstream programmes as second-rate,
not only perpetuates disc rimi nation against nonmains u eam students, it shuts down
the oppo rtunity to develop innovative models that could best utilize the advantages
of these programmes .
I am fearful that the prevailing corporatist ideology will subvert the intent
and promise of continuing education to allow a wide range of people to enjoy the
opportuni ty to develop academically and intellectual ly . Proponents claim to be
providing the type of educatio n people want and needto participate effectively in
the national econ omy. However. the actual stra tegies being employed are designed
to make people adap t to an economic model that often works against their own
interes ts . Defining educa tion primarily in terms of eco nomic deve lopm ent only
serves the purposes of those in power who pro fit most from the eco nomy . People
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are packaged as human resources ready for explo irarion. Programmes that are
designed for economic efficiency can result in highly structu red "pre-pac kaged"
courses that offer no fle xibility to adapt to tbe clie ntele or location.
Lifelo ng learning as a process of intellectual development is replaced by
what I call disposable learning. Rather than building upon the knowledge . both
formal and experi ential , that students possess , emphasis is placed upon teaching
employable skills to replace old skills that are no longer valued on the labour
marke t. In addition , some Cormsof education are more highly valued thanothers.
Liberal arts programm es are criticized for not providing employab le skills . The
dich otomized thinking tha t dis misses liberal arts this way stifles an examina tion o f
the ways in which stud ies in the am and social sciences can offer and bow their
effectiveness can be improved .
The retraining mode l I descri be is unlike ly to provide the most effective
learning enviro nment or curriculum. that responds to students' individual and
collec tive interests and needs . AIJ.y commitme nt to community outreach expressed
by the university in the past is subverted in this highl y individualistic retraining
model. They ignore the potential of community econom ics as a viable alternative
that acknowledges the social context in which all individuals live. Dichotomized
thinking stifles the voices of those educators and students who are seeking crea tive
strate gies to help people deal with our changin g soc iety .
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I remain firm in my conv iction that better models for education that more
accurately reflect stud ents' desire for learning can be achieved if we learn from the
worle:of critical and feminis t educators. However, to realize this potential fully,
the assum ptions and d ichotomies imbedded within these theories must also be
addressed. Education that claims to be liberatory but which is limited by
unaddressed assumptions can be extre mely de trime ntal to the process of creating
a truly llberatory education. Challenging trad itional roles of teachers and smdecrs
shifts the balance of power in often unpredictab le ways. Goals of student
empowerment and collective learning can be severely undermined if complex
social relations are glossed over . Assurances of student participation and non-
hierarchical settings when more apparent than real . can be very frustrating for
students. D ichotomized thinking abou t radical and mainstream education can limit
opportunities for self-reflection. I question the practices of critical and feminist
educa tors, not to discredit their work, but to add a student perspectiv e to their
work, to encourage them to be more effec tive in the future .
Researchers and educators like Cruikshank (1996>, Jevors (1987) and
Welton (1987) are identifying injustices within the system that discriminates agains t
thei r field . I agree with Welton tha t adult and continuing educatio n require greate r
credibility in the university and that educators must work harder to ensure this.
Nonmainstream students will continue to be discredited as long as theprogrammes
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within which they study are deemed to be inferior. Thus, it is vital that this
complex process of participatory design and evaluation with students both
individually and collectively continue to ensure the development of effective and
emancipatory models .
FUTURE VISION AND HO W WE GET THERE
In the process of finding answers to questions, we invariably find more
questions . Thro ughout this document I have raised questions that , due to the limits
of this project, I was unable to pursue. I want to raise them here to provide
suggestions for furo re resea rch .
I wish I bad more time to explore and reflect upo n the theoretical tug of war
between essentialism and constructionism particularly as it relates to identity and
the legitimacy of the researcher's voice. How do people who do not share the
identity of an oppressed gro up conduct research with the oppressed in an ethical
way that does not trample their interes ts and rights ? I am still not satisfied with the
explanations I have read, as they tend to remain at the abstract level without
considering the bard work and power dynamics involved . In addition, I would like
to reflect further on the role o f praxis in mediating dichotomies that defin e our
soc iety in so many wa ys .
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I would like to see a deeper analys is of the conditions that have given rise
to the process of defining people who work as "human resources - and how
education participates. Does this echo the industrial revolution attitudes towards
the explo itation o f labour that prompted the rise of labow movements to institute
rights in the workplace? Is there a link: between the increasing use of such
tenninology (and its underlying ideology) and the apparently decreas ing influence
of the labour movement in this decade? There is more research to be done that
examines theories of corporatism. human capital and the interests of workers
within the context of education.
Recognizing that a significant number of nonmainstream studen ts
acknowledg e they d id not fit into the mains tream model as youths (p . Campbell
1994 . Knights 1995) , how many nonmains tream.students have learning disab ilities
that hinder the ir advancem ent in the trad itional univ ersi ty setting? What ro le can
alternative pedagogics play in broadening the range of learning practices that
accommodate people's different ways of learning? I believe the creativity and
flexibility promised by alternative pedagogics can do a great deal to enable the
wides t possi ble rang e of nonmainstream students to fulfil thei r academic potential .
I would like to see such potential more explicitly examined .
Wh en considering issues of parti cipation and power in critical and femini st
classrooms, I would like to see more work bein g done that takes into cons idera tion
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the diversity of ages represented by nonmainstream students . While there is a body
of literature available that debates how adults leam and to what degree this is
differen t from the learning processes of younger people, there is not a grea t deal
of analysis of the social interaction between students of various ages, and the
effects this bas on classroom dynamics and powe r relations . Further. ther e
conti nues to be a desperate need for a more explicitly feminist analysis in adult and
continuing education.
While I encourage the development of creative programming for
nonmainstream students in the university. it is of little benefit if the students cannot
afford to attend. There is now considerable debate regarding the effects
dramatically increased tuition costs will have on full-time undergraduate students.
There needs to be a similar analysis and debate to assess the effects me
restructuring of government funding will have on nonmainstream students and
continuing education programmes.
In order to ensure that students have a voice in progranune design tha t is
relevant to them , there needs to be a greater commitment on the part of
universities to ensure meaningful student repres entatio n within the administrative
framework. A com parative analysis of student participation in programme design
and administration at univers ities and other learning institutes could provide the
basis for designin g better management models . Do student unions ensure equitable
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representation and participation by nonmainstream students? How can univers ity
departments elici t input from nonmainstream students as they des ign courses and
devise programme options? To what extent are studen ts invited to evaluate courses,
and are their recomm enda tions seriously actedupon?
Above aU, I want to see mo re action and research being conducted to assist
in developing the poten tial of extension and continuing education programmes to
wo rk with nonmainstream students for social change . Much more work needs to
be done in providing the social co ntext and effects of educa tional programmes.
What stra tegies are bein g developed to design acad emic programmes in the arts
and sciences in ways tha t increas e the ir relevance for people in the community?
Cri tically evaluated case studies of both the success sto ries and failu res of
uni versiry-community cooperation can provide a weal th of kno wledge for future
programme design. I cannot reco mmend too stron gly to researchers andeducators
to rake a close r look at some of the dynamic "grassroots", community-based
learning programm es now being de veloped by the most marginal ized gro ups on
our planet . People in La tin America, Africa, Asia and aboriginal groups in the
industrialized nations . are creating model s of parti cipatory education that respec ts
indiv iduals and their communities .
I applaud the work now being done by Cruikshank (1996. 1994a. 1994b),
Welton (1987) , Hart (1992 ), andothers. Welton (1987) argues that adult education
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literature presents teachers' opinions of what students want. He calls for work that
lets students speak and define their own needs and goals. We are the ones who are
on the rece iving end of each new pedagogical framework, ideology. or passing
fad . Yet it continues to be the teachers and administ rators who analyse and crit ique
these mode ls. As I mentioned the similarities between cri tical social theor ies and
critical pedagog ies, I wou ld like to see more research that explores this connection
more closely, with a view to sharing what each field can learn from the other. It
all comes down to developing an understanding of how knowledge is socially
constructed, organised and disseminated.
By combining the potential of creating participatory design and evaluation
models, as well as reflexive analyses of education from the standpoints of students
themse lves, it is my hope that strategies can be developed that are more genu inely
"student -cent red" . I remain hopeful that the voices of protest can continue to
ope rate together to seek alternat ives. Critical and feminis t educators, by their own
definition, seek fundamental social change . I share Cruikshank's future vision of
university continuing education that participates with people, to enable them to
make their visions a real ity.
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